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'Preface

This session outline .comprises one component of.a multicomponent work-
shop package developed by the Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education
under a subcbniract with the CounH1 of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO).
This package, entitled Implementing Title IX and Attaining Sex Equity: A

Workshop. Package for Postsecondary Educa-tors, is designee for use by persons
implementing training or staff development efforts for education personnel and
interested citizens in the ifilplementation of Title IXof the Educatioin Amend-
ments of 1972 and the attainment of sex equity in institutions of postsecondary
ducation.

The workshop package was field-tested by subcontractors in eight regional
workshops as'-part of the CCSSO Title IX Equity Workshops -Project. This project
was funded under'contract 300-76-0456 with the Women's Program Staff, U.S.
Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Funds to
support the printing of pdrticipant materials used in the field-test workshops
were provided by the National Lnstitute of Education; Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

Shirley M.eGgné and Martha Matthews are the coeditors of the Workshop
Package. This sesiion outline was developed by Myra Sadker and David Sadker,
American University, Washingtoh,

Persons who have authored or contributed to other outlines and materials
within the total package :include: Javice Birk (University of Maryland, College
Park, Maryland); Myra Sadker and David Sadker (American University, Washington,
D.C.); Emily Taylor, Donna Shavlik, and Judy Touchtop (American Council on Edu-
cation, Washington, D.C.) Linda Stebbins (Abt Associates, Cambridge, Mass-
achusetts); Paul Lauter (State University of New York at Old Westbury); John
Westerhoff (Duke.University, Durham, North Carolina); Celeste Ulrich and
Pearl Berlih (University'of,North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina);
Dorothy McKnight, Margarite Arrighi, and Joan Hult (Athletic and Sport Con-
sultants, Inc., Washington, D.C.); and Joyce Kaser an0 Ken Boesdorfer (Resource
Center on Sex Roles in Education).

The CCSSO, ,the Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education, and the coeditors
of the package ghtefully acknowledge the assistance and advice of M. Patricia
Goins, Project Monitor, Women's Program Staff, U.S. Offite of Education, and
Joan Duval, Director; Women's Program Staff, in the implementation of-the con-
tract. Grateful acknowledgement is also given tg Sarita G. Schotta, Senior
ReSearch Associate, National Institute of Education, for monitoring the
contract leihich provided funds for the editing and printing of the field-test
materials. Special gratitude is extended to the personnel of the 15 organiza-
tions whb field-tested the Package in regional workshops for their efforts,
their patience, and their support throughout the implemen,tatio6 of the Title IX
:Equity Workshops Project. These organizations and the project contact person.
in each include:
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HEW Region Orql$EaLiorl Contact

,

III Women's Ecluity.ActiOn League. NOrma Raffel
610 Glenn Road
State College',.Pennylvania 16801

IV 'University of South Flof-ida Ellen Kimmel

FAO 295, USF
Tampa, Florida 33620

V University Council fcer Education Grace Chisholm
Administration

29 WeSt Woodrull Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210 e

VI

VII

Dallas Independept School
Distritt

3700 Ross Avenue
.Dallas, Texas 75204

Untversity of Kansas
220 Strong Hall

Lawregce, Kansas 66045

Education Commission of
the States'

1860 Lincoln Street s,

Denver, Colorado 80295.

Frances Allen

Caryl K. Smith

Jean Kennedy

IX Arizona State University Susanne Shafer
Tempe, Arizona 85281

X , Northwest Projects Office for
Educational Service j

Portland State University
P. O. Box 751
Portland, Oregon 972C/

or
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The coeditors also wish to express their.appreciation to Byron Hahsford,.
Executive Director, Council'of Chief State School Officers; William Jsrael,
Director of Specialrojects, Council of Chief State School Officers, and
James Becker, Exe,pffive Director, National Foundation for the Improvement of
Education, 'for Or support of the prodect. Ann Baucom and Lois Jamieson
of the CCSSO and Ann.Samuel of the Resotirce Center on Sex Roles in.Education
receive special thanks for their tireless efforts in the production of
materials for the Workshop Package..
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IMPLEMENTING TITLE*IX AND ATTAINING SEX EQUITY:
AN 'INTRODUCTION JO THE WORKSHOP PACKAGE

Introduction
.. . .

,.

Title IX of the Educat)on Amendments of 1972, the Federal law which
prohibits sex discrimination against the 'students and employees olf
education agencies and institutions receiving Federal financial assistance,
was enacted in June 1972; the regulation to implement the legislation, which
defines the specific criteria against which nondiscrimination is to.be

.

asiessed i,n the various policies and practices of education agencies nd
institutions, was issued in June 1975 and became effective in July of that year.
Oespite the passage of years, however, full compliance with Title IX is far-
from a reality in most agencies and institutions throughout the country,
and equity for feMales and males.in education has yet to be attained.

Although significant progress has been made in a number of 'schools and
school systems--the basic required Title IX compliance procedures have been
implemented, students and employees describe their "increased awareness" .

of the problems of sex stereotyping and sex discrimination, and concrete
improvements are apparent with regard to equalization of athletic budgets
for female and male sports or .to integration of previouslg sex-segregated
courses--in most cases, considerable change remains to be made if full
compliance and sex equity are tokbe integrated and reflected throughout the
policies, programs, and practices of an education agency or institution.

.If the necessary change is to occur, educators must move beyond paper
compliance and problem awareness in order to develop the skills and competencies
required for problem soiution. Educators, like all other human beings,
need support and direction if they are to translate legislative or administra-
tive mandates for change ;nto the actual delivery of nondiscriminatory and
sex equitable services.

Many methods may be used to support educators in the change process--
written information may be distributed, consultatiOn may be made aveilable,
briefings or meetings may be conducted, training programs may be implemented,
demonstration programs may be undertaken, anki evaluation and reinforcement
systems may be installed. The needs and resources of a particular education
agency or institution will determine the forms of.support which are most
appropriate. One of the most frequently used methods of supporting change
by education.personnel is the inservice training workshop.. In many situations,
the inservice workshop is a cost-efficient way of reaching large Tumbers of
oersonnel in a single effort and of providing aSsistance in skills development

.

to these personnel. Implementing Title IX and Attaining Sex,Equity: A

Workshop Pack-age has been desivied to support the implementation of such a

workshop.

The Development of the Workshop Package

Implementing Title IX and Attaining Sex Equitx: A Workshop Package C

was levelopec by the ;esource Center on Sex Rotes ln Education for the
Council of atief State School Officers' Title IX Equity Worksnops Project
during 197- ahd 1979_ The Title IX Equity 4orkshops ?roject was funded

0.6
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under an 18-month contract for "National Regional Dissemination Workshops
And_ Derrelopment of Technical Assistance Materials for Title IX of the 1972
Education Amendments" by the U. S. Office of Education, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, under funds authorized by.the Women's Educational
Equity gct.

The purppse of the project was to develop and fteld test a training
package which could.assist education personnel and interested citizens to

_gain:

an understanding of the manifestations and the effects of sex
discrimination and sex bias in education

an understanding of the requiremen'ts of Title IX and its implement.ing
regulatton, and of the steps required to achieve compliance

skills and capability for.the development and implementation of
policies, programs, and management systems to ensure educational
equity

The, terms of the contract required hat the package developed must be suitable
for:

use with groups representing all levels of education frOM elementarY
through postsecondary

.1 use at tne local, state, regional, and national levels

use without extensive reliance on consultative assistance or on
materials outside the package itself

Im order 'to address theqe requirements, it was decideethat the training
package must be developed according to the following considerations:

Because of the differing needs, exreriences, and fralies of reference
of elementary-secondary.educators and postsecondAry edudatiors, "the"
training package WOuld need to be two training packages--one for
elementary-'secondary educators and one for postsecondary educators.

Because the training package needed to be suitabie fdr use with a
wide variety of groups, it.would need to inzlude a wide variety of
infoeMation and activities ranging from "awareness level" to more
advanced skills-development and action-planning levels.

Because t.ie training package needed to be suitable 'or use by-personnel
without extensive background in training or consultation and
materials resourCes, it would need to provide specific step-by-step
instructions for the implementation of training as:well as all
materials which would be required.for the implementation'of training.

All of these considerations are refiected in the form and content of the
Worksnoc PacKage as tt is now publihed.

_
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Initial plans and specifications for the Package were'reviewed by more
than 90 ieadersthi education in March 1977. These leaders were asked to
evaluate-the plans and stiggest todifications in light of:

4-

their assessment of the training and technical assistance needs of
education institutions and agencies related to the attainment of
TitLe IX compliance and sex Wity

their evaluation of strategies available for meeting identified
training and technical assistance needs..

, their knowledge of resources which would facilitate the development
and disseminatton of the Workshop Package

Working drafts of the Package materials were field tested and evaluated in
19 workshops impluiented by subcontractors in the various HEW regions.
Elpren wokshops for elementary-secondary educators and eight workshops for
postecondary educators were implemented from September 1977 through January
1978. Duringthe field test workshops, the, Package was evaluated by work-
shop facilitators, workshop participants, and on-site evaluators. Final

copy of the Workshop Package was completed after analysis of all of the -

evaluations obtained durrng the field test workshops.
r

A n Sverview.of the Workshop Package

Both the Workshop Package for Elementary-Secondary Educators and the
Worksnop Package for Postsecondary Educators provide training session out-
lines ana particiant's materials fdr a fifteen-hour workshop sequence on
Title IX and sex equity in education. Each,package is organized according
to five tnree-hou'r workshop sessions. . Three of these sessions are termed
"Generic Sessions; they are designed to provide general information and
experiences which are relevant to all participants attending the workshop.
.1-he other two sessions, called "Application Sessions," are designed to
provide specialized information and experiences to persons of different
professional ro'les and to enable participants to apply wdrkshop experiences
to their individual professional responsibilities. Each of the
o4 tne Worksnop Package corresponds to one three-hour porkshop ses ion;
a component includes both a detailed step-by-step session outline for
facilitatorand the materials designed for participant use during the
workshop sessions.

The sequence (and titles) of tffe workshop sessions for elementary-
secondary educators is outlined below; there is a written component in the
Workshop Package for Elementary-Secondary Educators which corres'konds to
(and bears the same title-at) each of these workshop sessions.

4.7

;enerIc Session One: "The Context of Title IX"

1

r:Ileric Session Two: "The Title IX Regulation and Grievance Process"

Application Sessions A and b: Two sequential application sessions
focus on the responsibilities ahd roles of'six different groups
witn regard to Title IX compliance and the attainment of sex
equity in education. 'Application sessions focus on the following
roles and responsibilities,

1)3
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- The Administrator's Role

Session A.- "Ensuring Procedural Title IX Compliance:
Eftablishing a Foundation for Sex Equity"

Session B - "Monitoring Title IX Implementation"

- The Teacher's Role

Session A - "Identifying and Overcoming Sex Bias in Classroom
Management"

Session B - "Identifying and Overcoming Bias in Instructional
Materials"

- The Counselor's Role

Session A - "Identifying and Overcoming Bias in 'Counseling
and Counseling Programs"

Session B - "Identifying and Ove!comidg Bias in Counseling
Materials"

- The Vdcational Educator's Role

Session A - "Overcoming Sex Discrimination and Attaining
Sex Equity in Vocational Education: The Social/
Educational and Legal Context"

Session B - "Overcoming Sex DiscriMination and Attaintng
Sex Equity in Vocational Educatibn: Recognizing
and Combating Sex Bias and Planning for Action"

- The Physical Activity Specialist's Role

Session A - "Achieving Sex Equity in Physical Educatiop and
Athletics: Legal Rewirements and the Need for
Change"

Session B - "Achieving Sex Equity in Physical Education and
' Athletics: Analyzing and Planning for Action"

- The Community's Role

Session A "'Building a Knowledge Base for.Change"

Session B - "Building Skills for Change"

Generic Session Three: "Planning for Change"

The obdectives for Generic Session One include:

to provide participants with an opportunity to assess their alNareness
of differential treatment of males and females in their schools and
the impact of Title IX

1-4 ti



to provide participants with a review of the legal context of Title
IX, an overview of Federal antidiscrimination laws, and the opportunity
to assess their skills in identifying discrimination in schools

to provide aarticipants with an understanding of differential sex-role
socializatiOn as it is manifested in schools

to encourage participants to identify goals for nonsexist education

The,objectives for 6eneric Session Two include:

to review with participants the requirements of the regulation to
implement Title IX ;..,f the Education Amendments of 1972

to provide participants an opportunity to assess their own understandings
of Title IX requirements by sharing questions and answers with others

to provide participants with an understanding of the significance of
Title IX grievance 'procedures as a method for resolving complaints of
'sex discrimination and foT monitoring Titre IX compliance

to provide participants w-tth information regarding the structural
components or characteristics of an effective grievance procedure
and an opportunity to evaluate the structure of several sample ,

grievance procedures

.o to tncrease participants' understanding of and skills related to their
own potential responsibilities for grievance problem solving

to provide 'participants an opportunity to increase their skills in
i-601-tifying Title IX violations and in formulating corrective or
remedial actions appropriate to these violations through the analysis
of sample Title IX grievances

Thesobjectivesifor Generic 'S'ession Three include:

to provide participants with an overview of some of the necessary
conditions for change related to Title IX and sex equity in education
and of the tves of strategies tvailable for planning and implementing
change efforts in these areas

to provide participants with a framework for diagnosing organizational
change needs related to Title IX and sex equity and for designing
action steategies which would be appropriate for meeting these needs

to provide participants.ith art opportunity to develop prellcdnary
plans for organizational change which could contribute to the full
.implementation of Title IX and achieving sex equity in their districts

Ao increase parkicipants' skillt in developing action programs related
tb Title IX and sex equity for implementation in their own job functioning

Although the specific ob)ectives of the,Application Sessions vary
according to the group for which the session is designed, all Application
Sessicrns are generally designed to provide participants with the opportunity

to:

. 1-5
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identify the implications of Title IX for dieir own job functions

increase their skills for identifying and alleviating sex discrimination
and for rrcviding.sex equity in their own job functions

consider actions which can be taken in their own job functions to
ensure Title IX compliance and increase sex equity in their education
agencies and'institutions

Although the content of the Package for Postsecondary Educators has been
designed to address the unique needs of personnel of postsecondary education
institutions, its organization and sequence parallel those of the Package for
Elementary-Secondary Educators. :The three Generic Sessions, although different
in content, are the same in title and:ipjectives as those for elementary-.
secondary educators. Application Sessi61is for postsecondary educators
include: The Administrator:s Role, The Counselor's Role, and The TeAcher
Educator's Role. (Application Sessions'for faTulty, for student serv)ces
personnel, and for physical activity personnel have bc-en developed in draft
form and may be published in the;future.)

\ Materials which supplement the baic components of the Workshop Package
are also available. Two Participant's Notebooks, one for elementary-
secondary educators and one for postsecondary educators, have been developed.
Tliese Notebooks contain all the worksheets used by participants during the
three Generic Sessions; they also include substantial reference matgrial
which highlights or expands the content presented in these sessions, and
an annotated listing of resources relating to Title IX and the achievement
of sex equity in education. (Although the Generic Sessions may be implemented
using only the participant's materials included with the session outlines,
the reference material and resource listing included in the PartiCipant's
Notebooks make the use of these notebooks desirable wherever possible.)

4 Final Context for the Workshop Package

Three major assumpti s underlie the total Workshop Package, assumptions
which sh uld be kept in mind luring its use: .

iitle IX is one part of a total educational equity movement.

T tle IX is an evolutionary step in our nation's efforts to provide
equity for all citizens. Our experience with years orattempting to
eliminate race discrimination and bias in education provided the
foundation for our understandings of sex discrimination and for the
strategies and technology which may be used in its elimination.

Anyone worting to attain educational equity must remember the
multiple ways that equity may be denied--on the basis of race; national
origin; religion; cultural identity; sex; mental, emotional, or
physical handicap; and social class--and work to ensure that the needs
of all students are provided for.

Our nation's concern for educational equity is a reflection of changes
in our society; the achievement of educational equity is a crucial
step in ensuring the survival of a viable society.

1-6 ,



Our nation's concern for human and civil rights, of various groups

is rooted in the evolution of our society as it is affected by Widespread
social, economic, and technological change.) Schools have the
respionsibility for preparing all students to participate in and to

deal with these changes. Failure to achieve educational equity limits

the potential attainments of our future society. Educational,equity

is not just a Ioral goal; it is a survival goal.

The movement for educational equity is an important vehicle for-

educational reform.

Educators can be proud of the many accomplishments of our educational

system. Despite these accomplishments, however, the changing nature

of our society demands that we move on to-g.reater achievement. Efforts

to attain educational equity.can contribute,to implementation of many

of the basic eaucational reforms which are leeded. The*greater

individualiiation of instruction, the preparation of students for a
variety,of life roles, and the involvement of students in learning
how to learn-,--these reforms are possible within the context of

e-ducational-elutty. ,

It is jibped that the Workshop Package and materials will assist its

users in actualizing these assumptions and providing greater equity and higher

quality education for. all students.

1 . 7
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HOW TO USE THESE iiiATERIALS

The following materials are one component of the mu-1tioc4onent work-

shop package Implementing Title.IX and Attaining Sex Equity. They provide

resources and a step-by-step guide for implementing one three-hour workshop

session, which is one session within the fifteen,hour workshop sequence
outlined in the total Workshop Package.

The material in this session outline may be used in several ways:

as the design and supporting material for a three-hour session which

is presented as part of a 15-hour (two and one-half day) workshop on
Implementing Title IX and Attaining Sex Equity

c asthe design and supporting material for one of a series of five three-
hour sessions utilizing the Workshop Package as a basis fcir a sequence

of periodic seminars on Title IX and sex equity for educdtipo and/or

-communitypersonnel_

as stimulus material for the adaptation and design of other activities

or materials which can assist education personnel in achieving sex

equity (e.g., information packets, self-instructional materials, etc.)

as resources for teacher edUcation programs

as resources fpr training-of-trainers programs

Implementing Title IX,and Attaining Sex Equity: A Workshop Packa e

has been developed to facilitate its implementation by personnel with

limited experience in workshop implementation and/or the subject matter

which is relevant to consideration of sex equity. It is beyond the scope of\,

this publication, however, to provide,the background information'on workshop

design, implementation, and evaluation which would otherwise be desirable.
Education personnel revilwing the package or cgnsidering use of any package
component may nonetheless find it useful to rG4iew the following questions

which should be considered with regard to use of this or any other training

design,

1. Is the workshop ses'sion design appropriate for the purposes of

groups 'for which it may be implemented?

The Workshop Packaae has been developed to'address the needs of education

personnel with a diversity of experience and familiarity with regard to

Title IX and sex equity. The workshop package sequence begins wtth a
consideration of the need and rationale for Title IX; it moves through a

detailed review of the Title IX regulation and the Title IX grievance process;

it proceeds to an examination of the application of the Title IX regulation

and sex equity principles to the particular day-to-day job functions of various

groups of education personnel; and it concludes with an overview of the

change process and an opportunity for participant action planning related

to Title IX compliance and the'achievement of sex equity.



Workshop planners and training personnel should carefully revieW both
the general objectives of each workshop session and the purposes of specific
session activities (potH are listed in the session outlines) in order to
ensure their relevance and appropriateness to the particular needs of their
intended Workshop target group.

Similarly, workshop planners should also review the training method- '

ology suggested in the outline for its suitability for situational needs.
The processes or methods used in conducting any workshop should be selected
for:

their appropriateness to workshop objectives

their appropriateness to the styles and skills of available workshop
facilitators

their provision of sufficient diversity to accommodate different
participant learning styles

Because the objectives of the workshop package emphasize the delivery
of cognitive information, it relies heavily on the use of lecturette and
question-answer processes. The,skills required of workshOp session
facilitators for the presentation of these activities are also less specialized
than those which are required.for the presentation of more effectively oriented
activities.

All session outlines also involve the use of personal inventory:A-ad
skills testing or.skills prAtice activities performed by participants
individually, as well as small group discussions and action-planning
activities. These are included in order to:

provide participants an opportunity to practice relevant skills
and to receive immediate feedback

provide participants an opportunity to ghare reactions and to
develop small support groups

accomodate the needs of participants for experiential learning
activities,

9ncrease the informality and variety of workshop activities

These procedures or methods suggested in the training design may be
adapted to reflect a different emphasis in objectives or tO reflect the
different styles or skills of workstop session personnel. In Lonsidering
the procedures or methods used in any workshop, it is useful 16 evaluate
whether:

A) they provide a mixture of affective, cognitive, and experiential

activities sufficient to accommodate the diversity of participants
learning styles ,

B) they follow a logical progression from awareness building, to
problem exploration, to skills assessment or development, through
stimulation of the application'of workshop information by participants
in their relevant personal or professional activities

1-10
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2. How much flexibility is desirable in implementing a session Outline?
0

The session outline is intended as a guideline for the implementation
of a training experience, not as a prescription that must be followed with-
out deviation The Activities and sequence outlined inthis session ll'ave
been fielcirtested successfully with a variety of groups, but it should be
recognized that no single design is appropriate for all Situations. Facilita-

tors should use the outline to assist them in meeting the needs of participants
rather than as a constraint to necessary flexibility.

Flexibility is critical with regard to observance of the suggested
timelines which have been provided in the session outline. These timelines
tend to be highly concentrated. It will require most facilitators and groups
to move at a brisk pace if all of the activities are to be completed in the
time allowed. (Most of the sessions could benefit from an expansion of
time allocated to each activity.) The timelines are general suggestions
Only; some groups of participants may need to spend more time on a single
activity than :is indicated in the outlirile and may be able to omit another
activity, while others may find4t impossible to move through the entire 1J

sequence of activities in the time available. The facilitator(s) must be
sufficiently familiar with the training design and activities to determine
the modifications which may be appropriate to a particular situation or
group. %

The primary guideline which should be observed in the implementation
of the training activities is that care should be taken to meet the needs
of the majority of the participant group.- Facilitators shOuld avoid
modifications which may address the needs of only a few participants and
attempt to meet the needs of individuals during break periods or after the
workshop without detaining the entire group.

3.. How-can the workshop activities and sequence,be adapted to fit
shorter periods of time?

Although the session oytlines were designed for implementation in
three-hour periods, it isrfecognized that it may be necessary to modify the
session for implementatign in a shorter period of time. When this is

necessary, the facilita,*(s) should review the objectives of each suggested
activity carefully before making a decision about which activities would

be most appropriate. If this modification is necessary the facilitator(s)
should consider the following:

A) Carefully review the seauence and the build-up activities pr6vided
in the session outline. Each session outllne has been developed

to include each of the following components:

Needs assessment actiity/exercise--Session outlines begin
with an introductory activity which can involve the group in
the session, allow individuals to express initial concerns and
provide the facilitator with general information about the
perceptions and experience of the group. This initial experience

is a key method of judging the specific needs of the group
and estimating the optimal pacing of the session activities.



Cognitive actOvities--Each session outline includes a lecturette(s)
to introduce new concepts and acWties. These are designed
to increase participants' unders ding of particular problems
related to sex equity and of thd steps to be taken and the
principles to be followed in achieving sex equity. -The amount
of information provided in a lecturette can be reduced if the
group has had previous exposure to the concepts being presented.
Even with experienced groups, however, it iS useful to provide
a summary of the key points included in the lecturette to ensure
that all members of the group have a common frame Jf reference
for subsequent activities.

4)t

Experiential activities--Experiential activities provide an
f opportunity for participants to apply the concepts presented

in cognitive activities to situations in educational practice.
The purpose of this activity is to help participants assess
for themselves the implications of the information presented
for day-to-day activities.

Skills practice activities-:Each session outline includes a

number of activities which are designed to give participants
an opportunity to practice some of the skills which are
necessary for the application ,of sex equity principles and'to
obtain immediate feedback regarding their efforts.

Action-planning activits--Each session outline encouraaes
participants to begin to identify%specific steps which they
or their education agency can take to, promote full implementation
of Title IX and/or to attain sex equity in their activities:
These action-planning steps are crucial to the application of
the information provided in the workshop package. They should
not be eliminated and in fact, wherever possible, it would be
desirable to expand the amount of time devoted to action planning.
This is particularly relevant when participants work together
in the same education agency.

In most cases, it is desirable to reduce the amount of time,devote
to each of the various types of activities provided rather than to
omit any of the maor components of the session outline.

B) Provide participants with reading afaterials prior to the workshop
session.

If the workshop time is limited, it may be possible to reduce the
amount of time devoted to the workshop activities by providing
participants with materials which can be read prior to the implementa-
tion of the workshop. If the facilitator believes that this is
desirable, a summary of the information provided in lecturette or
information sheet form may be distributed to participants prior to
the workshop.

C) Reduce the amouht of time spend on exercises and worksheets.

One way that the timelines for the session can be cut is to ask
participants to4consider only a limited number of cases or situations

1-12
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presented in their worksheets, suggesting that others be completed
somd time after the workshop. (If this is done, the facilitator
should make certain to explore those items selected for use in the
grouvin sufficient detail to clarify for participants the basic
principles reflected in the worksheet.) In all instances, the
facilitator should emphasize ways which the participant materials
may be used after the workshop.

4. What personnel are needed for the implementattioA of the sessfon
outline?

Although this session outline has been developed to facilitate its
use by personnel of varying backgrounds, the selection of persohnel to
facilitate workshop activities is a critical factor in the implementation
of any session. While the session outline may be implemented by a single
facilitator, it is desirable to utilize a team of two or more facilitators.
Use of a team has the following advantages:

o clt increases the likelihood of ensuring both content expertise (knowl-
edge of Title IX and sex equity principles in education, of the
structure of education agencies, or Federal and state nondiscrimina:
tion laws, etc.) and process expertise (knowledge of group dynamics
and skills in group processing and training) in the delivery of the
session outline

it makes it possible to demonstrate nondiscriMination by use of a
'training team on which both females and males and members of racial
and ethnic minority groups are represented

it makes it possible to increase the diversity of training seyles
and areas of expertise, and thus to accommodate, the diverse learning
styles and needs of workshop participants

-

If a facilitator team is utilized, it is important to cissignate one or two
.persons with responsibility for providing continuity and direction throughout
all workshop activities. Persons with responsibility for workshop administration
and for such tasks as particip0 registration, distribution of materials,
and general problem solving should also be designated, particularly when the
workshop involves a large number of people.

5. How should facilitators prepare for the implementation of the
workshop session?

Effective implementation of the training session requires careful

facilitator preparation. Facilitators should take ample time to do the

following:

thoroughly review the session outline and all participant materials

prepare notecards outlining the sequence and the general directions

for participants

prepare their own outlines of the suggested lecturettes so that they
tmay present the iniormation provided in their own style (in no case
should a facilitator read from the session outline during session
implémentation)

A.#



identify points where information or activities could be omitted in
the event that more time is needed in an earlier activity

If a team of facilitators is used, it is essential that the group meet
together to:

assign various responsibilities.to the team members, making sure that
each individual is clear about her/his role in appearing before the
group, monitoring individual and small group work, preparing charts
or matérials, and working with other team members

designate one person as the person responsible for providing continuity
throughout the workshop and making decisions as to necessary adaptation
of timelines

discuss individual reacti.ons to activities and ways'that adaptations

might be made if necessary-

consider the various styles represented in members of the team and
the ways:_that che team might work together for maximum effectiveness

6.. How should participants be Involved in the workshop initially?

Consideratidns regarding the involvement of participants in the work-
shop event usually revolve around two issues: whether workshop participation
should be voluntary or mandatory, and to what extent participants should be
involved in the workshop planning process.

Determination of whether workshop participation should be voluntary
or mandatory should be made in consider:ation of the workshop objectives,
the job requirements of various staff groups, and other situational variables

which pay be relevant. The training design may be appropriately used

wheth
4 r

participation is voluntary or mandatory. It is important to remember,

hm/.....:fr,,ier, that whether participants are notified of the obligation to attend
or invited to participate, a clear and positive statement of workshop
sponsorship, workshop purposes and objectives, and the time and location of
the workshop can do much to establish a positive climate for the workshop
and to alleviate uncertainties or anxieties experienced by participants.'
It is also important that participants are notified or nvited in sufficient
time to allow for personal planning or scheduling and for clarification o'f
any questions regarding participation. It may also be useful to provide
short preparatory reading material which can raise interest in or establish

an initial context for the workshop.

Another method of establishing a positive workshop climate is to

involve participants (or representatives of the workshop target groups)

in workshop planning activities. This might be done through simple written
or oral needs assessments which serve both to provide information about tne

felt needs of participants and to introduce participants to basic workshop

issues. It might also be accomplished by simply keeping key participants
informed of various stages of planning dr decisionmaking, or by requesting

the assistance of selected partiaipants in obtaining workshop facilities,
reproducing resource materials, introducing resource persons, etc.

1-14
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The training design specifies no procedures for participant involvement
prior to workshop implementation; workshop personnel should select procedures
which are appropriate to the size, structure, and climate of their particular
agencies.or institutions.

7. What partictpant materials are needed to implement the session?

.All materials whickare required for participant use during a workshop
session are attached to the session outlioe; these may be reproduced for
distribution to sessjon participants. Although the participant materials
for each session are fairly extensive (and thus require some 'financial
expenditure to reproduce in quantity), they are important to the successful
implementationgof the session because:

they provide quick reference informatioA for participants with little
prior background

they support and highlight the information provided by facilitators ,

and .allow participants to be actively involved in., the training process

they permit individual/problem assessment and skills testing by
particiAnts related to session concerns

they reinforce participants' 40pe.kshop session experiences and provide
participants a document forAntinuing on-the-job reference or use

(It should be noted that although all required participant materials
are attached to the corresponding session outlines, a more comprehensive
Participant Notebook has been developed and published as one component of
the Workshbo Package. This notebook includes not only all worksheets used
.durivg the three Generic Sessions, but also additional reference material and
,an extensive annotated listing of resources related to Title IX and sex ,

equity. Ideally, each participant should receive a copy of this full
Participant's Notebook and a copy of all worksheets for the Applicattor
Sessions wnich are appropriate to their role--e.g., aaminstrator, counselor, A

etc.

8. What facilities, equipment, and resources are needed for impementation
of the workshop?

The physical facilities provided fiir a workshop can make a significant
difference in the difficulty or ease of its implementation. The workshop
package requires a room sufficiently large to accommodate all participants
for the generic sessions and small break-out rooms for each of the application
group sessions provided. Moveable tables and chairs facilitate tne creation
of an informal environment and the implementation of'small group activity.
Attention should be given to ensuring that facilities are well lignted, at
a comfortable temperature and well ventilated, and within access of rest-
rooms. It is desirable to inspect facilities well in advance of :he workshop
to ensure that they will meet the (feeds of the workshop.

The equipment to be utilized in the session is specified in the,:raining
outline. Care should be taken to make arrangements well in advance of the
worksnops for the use of equipment to check just prior to the session to
ensure that the equipment is available and in working order.

1-15
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9. What duidelines/Should-be observed b facilitatoes throu hout the

workshop?

Workshops dealing with sex equity ofteh involve partiCipants in a.
questioning of some of their earliest learnings and most basic beliefs and
\assumptions. Individuals dealing with these i5sues may have negative
feelings about changing roles of males and females in our society and
experience fear: oe anger'about sex equity efforts in edUcation. Ie is.

critical that workshop facilitators understand that these reactions are
"..%) to be expected and how to handle them in positive ways. Somesuggestions

for dealing with possible resistance or.rejection of the ideas.covered in
the workshop are outlined below.

Workshop facilitators should:
irl

t
.

Remember that change in knowledge, attitudes, and skills requires
time and continued suRport. Each person must move through a process
of exploring, understandlng, and acting on new ideas before th6,
can be aCcepted. Rejection of ideas presented in the workshop should
not be interpreted'as a personal rejection of the presenter.

s

A Work to.provide continuing supportto.participants even when they e

met by disagreement and/or resistance. Responses to be avoided by\
workshcp personnel.include:

- Defensivenessthe expression through words or behaviors that
a facilitator or reiource person feels as if an attack has been
made against her/his personal ability or adequacy. Worshop
personnel should try to maintain an open attitude.and deal with
tne ideaspresented bSt thet participant rather than the internal

feelings that these ideas may. create.

- Rejection of the group--the categorization of an'individual

or group as "hopeless." One of the ways that facilitators may
deal with persons vho disagree is to reject them. It is important

that workshop leaders maintain communications with all participants
and continue to work through the feelings and ideas presented.

0

- Future predictions--statements to an individual or the group'such

as "I'm sure you'll eventually see it my way." Although it .

is quite likely that Many who reject ideas preSented in workshops .
ahange over a period of t-41e, it is not.helpful to dismiss

the issues being considered by making future predictions.,

- Avoidance of the 4sues--dropping relevant controversial issues

before they have been Considered. Avoiding open consideration

of possible implicaTens of the Title IX regulation through
a comment such as "T re's really no need for major changes in
most programs" doesinot contribute to participant learning or

problem solving. Wtrkshop facilitators should anticipate some
or thesontroversial questions or concerns which.are likely to
be raised and be prepared to deal with them, if only by admitting
uncertainty and a willingness to help.participants obtain
assistance from other sources.
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Overcontrol (.2f. the participant grouppressing.the group ahead
regardless of their present needs or ability to deal with
some of the issue. Overscheduling a workshop agenda so that
timejs oot availble for clarification questions or for
consideration of the implications of the information in small
group discussion is one way to overcontrol the participant
group. Workshop plans must include time to ensure that participants
have the opportunity.for initial exploration and evaluation of
the information presented.

Wor( to maintain a dlimats where participaetts' questions, feelings
and opinions can be Apressed and,considered. Maintain\a nonjudmental
approach toward 4heexpression of feelings or opinions wnich_differ
from those being expressed in the workshop.

Provi6e participants with concrete information and, materials whenever
possible.: Much of the resistance to accepting change occurs when
.people dio not understand the rationale for change and the specific
steps that must b,e taken in implementing change. It is essential
that participants be given opportunity to identify specific directions
for change, to develop .the necessary skills for chenge, and to receive
suppo4 and assistance during this process.
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SEX EQUITY IN TEACHER EDUCATION:
PREPARING TEACHERS TO ANALYZE AND ALLEVIATE

SEX BIAS IN,INSTRU IONAL MATERIALS

APPLICATION SESSION A
FOR TEACHER EDUCATORS

Session Specifications

Session.population: Individuals.involved in pre- and inservice teacher
education from local education, agencies, state departments of education,
and departments, schools, and colleges of education at public and private

colleges and universities

Session objectives:

to provide participants with an awareness of the manifestations and

impact of sex bias within the content and format of instructional
materials, K-12

to provide participants with the opportunity to detect and correct sex

bias in in'structional materials, K-12

to provide p-articipants with the ability to write sex-fair.and 'Sex-

affirmative curricular materials

Time required: Three hours

Materials needed

For participant use:

"Sex Bias in Curricular Materials; An
Teacher Educator Worksheet 1

oductory Assessment"--

"Summary of the Forms of Bias in Elementary and Secondary Curricular
Materials"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 2

"Identifying Sex Bias in K-12 Instructional Materials - Case Studies"--

Teacher Educator Worksheet 3

:'Identifying Sex Bias in Teacher Edgcation Material: A Prediction

Sheet"--Teacher Edqcator Worksheet 4

oot
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"Dtstinguishing Between Sex-Fair and Affirmative"--Teacher
Educator Worksheet 5

Workshop Agenda

Workshop Objectives

For facilitator use:

"Identifying Sex Bias K-12 Instructional Materials: Case Study
Answer Sheet"--Teacher educator Worksheet 3A

I-

- * "Idtqtifying Sex Bias inLjeacher Education Materials: A Prediction
Sheef\and Sample Response "--Teacher Educator Worksheet 4A .

"Distinguishing Between Sex-Fair and Affirmative--Answer Guide"
Teacher Educator Worksheet 5A

O

Charts on newsprint,.acetate or chalkboard:

- "Sex Bias in Instructional Materials, K-12: The Hidden Curriculum"
(see section III of this outline)

Facilitatoiss required: Although the session may be conducted by a single
person, it s preferable in most cases to share responsibilities
among several persons (male and female) who possess both subject
matter expertise and grouvp-ocess skills, and whp represent racial-
ethnic diversity

The facilitator(s) should:

thoroughly review this outline and all participant materials

review suggested lecturettes and'adapt them to accommodate unique
group needs or facilitator(s) style(s)

Opening Comments (section I)
"Clarification of Perspective and,of Terminolog y"

(section II)
"Forms of Bias: Their Nature and Impact"
(section III)
"Analysis of Teacher Education'Material: The Next ,

Frontier" (section V)
"Sex-Fair and Affirmative Instructional
Materials" (section VI'
Summary (section VII)

15 minutes

5-minutes
20 minutes

10 minutes
7 minutes

5,minutes

prepare charts indiCated in "materials needed" part of the sections

Group si*ze: flexible

C.
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Facilities required: Meeting room tO accommodate expected number of participants;
moveable tables and chairs will facilitate small group work

Equipment and supplies required: Overhead projector andY transparencies,
chalkboard.and chalk, newsprint and marker, pencils for each participant
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SEX EQUITY IN TEA.CHER EDUCATION:

PREPARING TEACHERS TO ANALYZE AND ALLEVIATE SEX BIAS
IN INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

APPLICATION SESSION A FOR TEACHER EDUCATORS

Session Agenda

I. OPENING COMMENTS TIME REQUIRED:

II. SEX BIAS IN INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: AN

INTRODUCTORY ASSESSMENT TIME REQUIRED:

A. Lecturette--"Clarification of Perspective
and Terminology" ( 5 minutes)

B. Individual activity--"An Introductory
Assessment" ( 7 minutes)

C. Small group discussions ( 8 minutes)
D. Total group processing (10 minutes)

SEX BIAS IN THE K-12 CURRICULUM

A. Lecturette--"Forms of Bias: Their
Nature and Impact"

B. Questions and answers
C. Individual activity--"Identifying Sex

Bias in K-12 Instructional Materials--
Case Studies"

D. Small group discussions
E. Total group processing

IV. BREAK

V.

VI.

VII.

SEX BIAS IN TEACHER EDUCATION MATERIALS

A. Lecturette--"Analysis of Teacher
Education Materials: The Next Frontier" (10 minutes)

B. Small group activity--"Identifying Sex
Bias in Teacher Education Materials--
A Prediction Sheet' (10 minutes)

C. Total group processing (10 minutes)

TIME REQUIRED:

(20 minutes)
( 5 minutes)

(15 minutes)
(10 minutes)
(10 minutes)

TIME REQUIRED:

TIME REQUIRED:

15 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

60 MINUTES

10 MINUTES

30 MINUTES

THE CURRICULAR RESPONSES TO SEX-BIASED
MATERIALS TIME.REQUIRED: 30 MINUTES

A. Lecturette--"Sex-Fair and Affirma-
tive Instructional Materials"

B. Individual activity--"Distinguishihg
Between Sex-Fair and Affirmative"

C. Total group processing

SUMMARY AND CONQLUDING REMARKS

( 7 minutes)

(13.minutes)
(10 minutes)

TIME REQUIRED: 5 MINUTES

TOTAL TIME REQUIRED: 180 MINUTES



I. OPENING COMMENTS TIME REQUIRED: 15 MINUTES

Purposes of the activity:

'Tile purposes of this activity are:

to provide-participants-with an overview of the two application
modules for teacher, educators

to provide participants with a framework of the various roles and
responsibilities of teachers

to introduce participants to the objecttves of the application
modules

Materials needed:

For participant use:

Agenda for the Application Modules

Objectives for the Application Modules

For facilitator use:

A chart (aCetate, chalk board, or newsprint) listing the following:

- Roles of the Classroom Teacher
- Manager of Curriculum
- Manager of Instruction
- Teacher as Institution Builder
- Teacher as Scholar

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator(s).should:

thoroughly review the total session outline and participant materials

prepare opening comments

Procedure:

The purpose of this activity is to provide participants with an
overview of the objectives of the two application modules for teacher
educators, and to provide partidipants with a framework with which to
view the roles of the classroom teacher.

The session should begin with a brief introduction pf the facilitator(s),
and may also include a brief listing of the institutions and/or organizations
represented by those participating in the teacher education modules.

lpf
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1
The following introductory lecturette canibe adapted to meet the

needs,of the 'participants and the facilitator(s) style(s):

THE TEACHER'S ROLES

"The two apptication modutez in teachm education witt in6otm you
about the wa44 that zexizm emengez in 4choot4 ac/Lozz the natton. But
theze modutez ate dezigned atm:, to go beyond dizzemination o6 knowtedge.
They anz ditected at pkoviding you with in6okmaion and zkilZs needed to
countet the debititating e66ectz o6 zex biaz in 4choot4. It iz ctiticat
that_teache!Leducatotz-not-onty-become mate o the natuke and -impact o6
zex bia4, but atu becomeezkitted in ptacticat and keatiztic ways 0 6
4cducing zex biaz in the teachenz they educate.

"Thene6o4e, theze two.apptication modutez contain a numbek o6
1:v14a-tate exekciw Athich we 4hatt be uzing, and which can be nepkoduced
and uzed in you& own teachek education ptognamz. Az you panticipate in
theze vatiouz activitiez, we encoutage you to conzi4e4 how you might adopt
and,adapt theze 6ot uze in yout own ceaukooms.

/

"Az we teviewed the natute o6 zex bia4 in zchoots, it became appaltent
th.at it wa& necezzaty to took at the vaAiou6 notez o6 the ,teachek both
in the e1a44400m and beyond the cta.44400m dom. Let'z take a btie6 took
at theze 6out di46etent totez o6 the teachen, and exptote how they may
impact on zex biaz in education."

(The facilitator should reveal the first role listed on the chart
"Manager of Curriculum.")

*

"One o6 the totez o6 the teache4 iz to manage-the instnuctionat
. w

mateniatz that au uzed in the cta44400m. The teachet exentz a zubztantiat
inguence in deciding which mateA.i.ato witt be uzed, and how they witt be
emptoyed. A 4igni6icant amount o6 tezeatch now indicatez that thiz note
iz pakticutanly impottant az it imeate6 to the, izzue o6 4e:a6m.

"Thete iz extenzive documentation concetning the 6o4m4 o6 zex bioz
that ate mani6ezted in cuticicutan mateniatz. Thiz textbook bia2 timit4
the potentiat and keducez the option4 o6 both 6emates and matez. In the
6inzt phaze o6 thiz modut.e, we zhatt teatn haw zex 6.144 OCCUlt4 on the
pagez o6 theze textbooks, and Oat teachetz and ztudentz can do to detect
and.atteviate L.

"The zecond Itote we 4hat be tooking at i4 that o6 teachet az
inztAuctionat manage/L. Studiez /Leveaethat the way.teachenz onganize
the vatiouz 6acetz o6 the c2a44ADo envitonment may'communicate zexiz't
te4k9n4--to ztudentz: who get6 cat d on to anzwet que4tion4, who getz
inemanded, who gets punizhed. These nd hundtedz o6 othek inztnuctionat
decizionz may eztabazh and kein6on.ce pattennz o6 zex zteteotyped ztudent
behavion. Too o6ten, in the tapid pace o6 c2a44400m intetaction, teachutz
ate unawaxe o6 zexizt inztnuctionat p/Locedunez and the hatmW e66ect4
that the4e may have on ztudentz. We 4hatt examine how zex biaz iz ke6tected
in the ctazzotoom envitonmeneand we witt exptote methodz to etminate thiz
bia4 .61tom inztuctionat Otocedutez.

.
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"Fox mast 06 (14, a majon pant 06 teachet education nevotvez atound
theze two noted: the teachek az managet 06 cunxicutum, and the teachet
az managet 06 insttuctionat pucedutez. Vet, beyond the ctassuom doot,
the teachen atso has notes to 6ut6itt in netation to the entiu schoot
syztem qnd to the advancement the 0.06ession. The 6inat sectionz 06 the
apptication modutez mitt 6ocuz on the teachek's wee az conttibuton to the
inAtituaon, and az a schotax. 1/ Theze 6inat dectionz wite exptain
the natuke 06 sex bias az it appemz at the inztitutionat and schotatty
tevees, and they witt suggezt what teachenz 6nom puschoot to high schoot
can do to coukenact zexizm at thede tevetz.

"Let's tutn to the agenda 604 these apptication modmeez az tisted in
yam patticipant'notebook."

(Facilitator .should provide.a minute or so for the participants to
- locate and review this agenda.)

"Ad you witt nate, in each 06 the 6oun teachek noted we examine, we
aeso teview how teachen educatonz themdeevez can appty knowtedge and sk,ittz
to nemove dexidm 6nom to/Chen education pug/L=6. We beti.eve that the
'Do az I day, not az I do' phitasophy can neutAatize the e66ectivenez4 06
teachet pupa/Lotion. Uneezz we can become senzitive to and wonk towaAd
etiminating the eee.me.ntz 06 zexizm in Ma own pu6ed4ion we ztand tit-tee
chance 06 having out ztudentz become committed to the atieviation o6 'sex
bias in that pxo6es4iona2 actimitiez. 16 Nth own ctazsnoomd, matetiatz,
pnocedunes,?,instituti.ons and schotaAty activities ne6tect zex biaz, we
dhatt be de6eatin9 out punpode and timi,ting the potentiat o6 6utune teachets.

"Az we go thtough the di66enent sectionz 06 thiz modute, you witt
have the oppottunity to acqu.ine mateniatz and dtnategies to heep the teachex
candidated.in you/t own inztitation4 'identi6y and ateeviate dex bias in the
educationat pucezz. In addition, you wite be gainAng shitez 6ox detecting
and umedying sex bias in yout own teachex education ptogtams.

"Let's take a moment to uview the objectivez 604 these apptication
modueez, which au atso tocated in yowt panticipant notebook."

(The-facilitator should allow time for the participants to locate the
objectives. The facilitator should review the objectives, reading each
one aloud. Some concluding comment such as the following should be made.)

"As yod see, the objectived me 6ainty compuhensive. At the con-
ctusion 06 theze apptication moduted, you may want to ne6ex back to these
objectives to enzme that you have acquited the knowtedge and skittz that
have been 4peci6ied."

3-
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II. SEX BIAS IN INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS: AN

INTRODUCTORY ASSESSMENT TIME REQUIRED: 30 MINUTTS

(A) Lecturette--"Clarification of Perspec-
tive and Terminology" ( 5 minutes)

(B) Individual activity--"An Introductory
Assessment" (- 7 minutes)

(C) Small group discussions ( 8 minutes)

(D) Total group proceising (10 minutes)

Purpose of the activity:

The purposes of this activity are:

4 to provide participants with an overview of the nature of bias And
to define other pertinent terminology

to assess participant's awareness of the manifestations of sex bias
within the content and format of instructional materials used in
K-12 classrooms

to identify participants' perceptions, of past and needed future
developments for the elimination of sex bias in K-12 instructional
materials

to identify participants' perceptions of the impact of sex bias on

the readers' cognitim and affective development

to establish group norms for active individual involvement and group
sharing

to establish a norm for the application of workshop concerns and
information to personal and institutional self-evaluation and change

Materials needed:

For participant use:

"Sex Bias in Curricular Materials: An Introductory Assessment"--

Teacher Educator Worksheet 1

For facilitator use: None

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator(s) shOuld:

's thoroughly review the total session outline and all participant

materials

review suggested introductory comments and adapt them to fit

unique group needs and facilitator' style

-5-
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Procedure:

A. Lecturette: "Clarification of Perspective
and Terminology" ( 5 minutes)

The purpose of this introductory lecturette is to provide participants
with an overview of the nature of bias and to define pertinent terminology.

Suggested lecturette:

"Since we ane going to spend some time together/. examining bias bp
instnuctionat mateniats, it is .impo that we etani6y teAminotogy beSone
beginning this Pat activity. Fot 'any o6 us the wond 'bias' may be taden
with negative connotations. It swg.,.ts cogn.itive and a66ective pattenns
that ane itutionat andopinionatet In its stnongest and most unneason-
ahte 60AM it bondeAs on oveAt pnejudice. Bias is an accusatory and condemn-
ing wand.

k "Howeven, it is ,important to undenstand that Son ea 06 usthose
who mite and devetop al/vacua/I. mate/LW, those o6 us who intenpnet and
teach 6tom thembias is a way wt have oS onganiung OUA MAW, on tAying
to cope and deat with the enormous number( oS stimuti with wkich OUA comptex
society bombands and sunnounds us.

"Lessons in bias begin eaney. When we ane young, penhaps OUA pa/rents
point out that a centain sociat ctass on cuttunat gnoup tins in a pantic-
wean section o6 town. Penhaps we obsenve that Senate sibtxings on 6/12.end6

ane catted upon to hetp with chitd cane, cooking and othek.kitChen chones.
we attend eeementany schoots staSSed by Semate teachens who take thea
ondeAs 6nom mate pnincipats. The messages about the appnopAiate notes Son
diSSekent sex and naciat-ethnic gnoups emenge 6nequentty and in many d4Sen-
ent Sonms. And so, despite pote:ntiat negative consequences in OUA OtOn tins
and the tives o6 othen6, we donm paAti.cutan tendencies, inctinations, and

penceptuat 6AaMe1001i6 thAtrugh which we viav the woad.

"When an author. constnucts a text, hen/his biases come into ptay duA-
ing tveky step oS the cuative phocess--the point oli,view that is empha-
sized, the tone, the mateniats'seteeted, the xesounces omitted, the pieta/Les
and ittastAat-Lono that ane used, the way chanactens ane shaped and port/rayed--
ate 6onm a to/Locus thnough which individuat biases become institationatize.d.

"When wt, as educatons, use these mateAiats, we detamine which pants
to emphasize, which chaptens to omit, on which aspects we witt geittate ctass
discussions and debate, and whene we need to bAing in supptementaxy matuziats.
Andiso, not onty as we deveeop, but atso as ut teach with insinuctionat mate-
niats, individuat biases /Leach the instautionat tevet.

"As we att know, a stated he goat oS oSSiciat cwinicaum has to Oo with
heeping att ouh students maximiz 'than &Lee potentiat. Howeven, biases that
()Sten undeaie and.ane inhenent 4it the way these mateiaats axe devetoped and
ptesekited can Sonm a hidden cuttim one which actuatty Sanctions to deny
attainment oS equat pppottunity, to neSteet the vatues, assumptions, and goatz
o the dominant matuxe in Ameiican society (genekatty white, Angto-Saxon,
Amtestamt, and mate) and'negtects those oS the othen cuttune.s On gnoups in
society. Bias on the basis oS sex, on nace, on ethnicity, on ctass nesutts in



cumicutaA mateAiatz that tend to pekpetuate the ztatuz quo, to Aeia,oAce
exizting,ztkaAi6icationz o6 accezz and bene6itz, and to inhibit ztudentz KAOM
exekcng att that optionz and max,imizing ate theitlxm!ey,tiat.

"Thiz iz why it lÀ zo cAuciat 6oA teacherer*it to tecognize

theze bia4e.s in their!. own nateAiatz, and to pupaite o ,,iutuht teachetz to

Aecognize and con6kont theze biazez in the matgAiaz which theiA ztudentz
wite uz.e. Teachek educatoAz can puvide the cAiticat ztep thAough which

the peApetuation o cuAlticutan biaz can bc hatted and eadicated.

"DuAing the time we zpend togethek examining and anatyzing inztAuctionae
mateAiats, we zhate be emphasizing bia4 on the baz-iz o6 zex. Howevet, it

Ls impoAtant to kemembek that the 6o1m4 o6 bia4 we'tt be toohing at opeAate
on the.basiz o6 nace, ethniaty,and ctazz az weet. Sometimez the zubttetiez

di66ek, bwt the ezzentiae mechanizms aAe the zame. Conzequemtey, wheneveh

whozahee, we will bAing in Aetated intiohmati.on that peAtains to Aace, ceazz,
ahd .ethnic biaz in inztAuctionat matekiat, and the luvuque impact thiz has

on OWL ztudentz.

"One mom. point needz to be ctati6ied be6o4e we continue. Mo o 6 the

AezeaAch documentati.on wete be thiiscuzzing, and mozt o6 otwt atet ding

activitiez wite Aevotve a/wand the textbook az the bazic ztapee o6

awn. 06 coutze the tekm, inztAuctionat matekiatz, iz much btoadek and

encompazzez ate 6o)un6 o6 inztAuctionat media--6itmz, !Utz,
AecoAdz, ztide tape pAcsentltionz, newzpapeAz, jouknah,and matetiat that 1,:z

u4ed to devetop, tegne,and entLch 4tudent eeaAning. Mozt o6 Aat we do
heke today concekming bia4 in textz, wite aho teeate to theze otheA 6oAmis

o6 inztAuctionat matetat.

"In a 6ew minutez we wite Aeview the AcseaAch on zex biaz in inztAuctionat
mate/fiats and devetop pAocedukes which you can uze with youA ztudemtz to

identi6y and con6komt tiaz biaz. FiAzt, howeveA, it may be heep6we to

take a tittee time to examine ouk ownrLdea4 and expeAiencez Aeeating to zex,
biaz in inztAuctionat,matetats and to zee how theze compme with the
ideaz and expeAiencez o ow. coteeaguez in the gkoup. Thi.o phoce4 4 Witt

1340Vide an expeAiemtiat ba4e which wile heep u4 in anaCyzing mateniae4
6oA zex biaz and in dikecting 6wtuAe teacheks to identt6y and con6Aont
biaz in theiA own K-12 cukticutak matekiatz.

"Each o6 you haz in you& notebook a zheet enateel 'Sex Biaz in Cuk-

ticueaA Mate/tie/5: An jntitoductoity 46e/s4ment.' Peeaze take a 6ew minutez

to anzweA the questionz tizted; mite youn anzwek in the space pkovLded undet

each queztion. You 4houtd anzweA the que4tLon4 based on youA knoweedge o6
Whhiattah mateAiatz in the VakLOUA cantent akeaz that aAe uzed in eeememtaky

and zecondaAy ceassuoms. Pteaze be az zpeci6ic az you can (in anzweting

ate 6ouA quezUonz. You (oat have betueen iiLve and ten minUtez. Peeaze

wokk independentey, and you oliet have a chance to dizcuzz youh kcsponzes

in a 6ew minmtez."

-7-
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While these introductory comments will vary based on individual
group needs, the following points should be covered:

the nature and pervasiveness of bias and how it is manifested
in the development and presentatiOn of instructional materials

the relationship between biased materials and the limitation
of equality of opportunity

the critical role of teacher educators in working toward sex
equity in instructional materials'

directions for completing the form "Sex Bias in Curricular
Materials: An Introductory Assessment"

B. IndivNyal activity--"An Introductory Atsessment" 7 minutes

The facilitator should make sure all participants have found a copy
of the assessment form (Teacher Educator Worksheel 1) in their materials.
Ask if there are any questions, and make sure that all participants have
a pencil or pen. She/he should alp provide any clarifying instructions
which may be appropriate. Participants should be allowed approximately
seven minutes to answer the questions on the worksheet.

C. Group discussions 13 minutes

When most participants have completed their answers, the facilitator
should ask them to form small groups Nith three or four people sitting
near them whom they do not know, to introduce themselves and discuss
their answers. The facilitator shoufld suggest that one member of each
group should act as recorder and be prepared to summarize the small
group's comments and reactions when participants reconvene as a total
g6pup. The facilitator also should indicate that time constraintp mav
not allow all group recorders to provide a summary of their group's
responses to the total audience.

D. Total group processing 10 minutes

After.the participants have had an opportunity to discuss their
answers in small groups, it is useful to have them share some of their
answers in the total group. Allow approximately 10 minutes for this
activity.

Group processing may be initiated with commen.tssuch at:

"Ate tight, we now have some tLme to discuss the comment:6 you've
genetated in the <matt gitoup4. I'm going to We gnoup neeondens to
fitiegy 4ammatize the idea4, ke4et2on4, and diaeogue4.that oceunned in
the,01. adividuat gimps. 16 othet gimp membet4 wi,4h to extend on
,quati6y the tecondee4 4tatement4, they ate weedome to dO 40."

The worksheet questions can then be discussed one at a time.

-8-
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Answers to. question I may refer to omissions in text illustrative
material, stereotyping of females and males., inadequate presentation of
females and males from minority groups, historical distoftions, limited
represTation of family life, bias in the content or very structure of
the la uage, and others. (These issues are discussed in greater detail
id Section III - "Sex Bias in the K-l2 Curriculum.") e*

In answering the second question, participants may refer to greater
general awareness of sex bias as an issue for educators to deal with;
increasing numbers of workshops to help teachers recognize sex-biased

..materials; greater alareness and concern over this issue by textbook
selection committees; publications of nonsexist and nonracist guidelines
by publishing companies. Participants may report on related developments
in their teacher preparation institutions or in nearby school systems.
The question is,open ended and all such responses are appropriate.

The third question ji also open ended and appropriate responses
may vary greatly. ThereVey be discussion of further training of teach-
ers, teacher educators, Tibrarians,.textbook selection committees,
authors, illustrators, editors, parents, students; media exploration of the

issue; greater emphasis on the impact of .biased materials on males; and de-
velopment and more widespread use of supgementary materials. Potential
discussion may focus on whether the issuelbf bias in textbooks should be
covered by Title IX.

Again, the fourth question is open ended and is designed to elicit
participants' sensitivity to the latent content of materials and the im-
pact this may have on development of attitudes and values. ,

The facilitator should also encourage riarticipants to look at their
assessment forms as they proceed through other activities. These can
provide a valuable base as they begin analysis procedures and work toward
training strategies to help their students identify and confront sex bias
in instructional materials.

-9-
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III. SEX BIAS IN THE K-12 CURRICULUM TIME REQUIRED: 60 MINUTES

(A) Lecturette-="Forms of Bias: Their Nature
and Impact" (20 minutes)

(B) Questions and answers' ( 5 minutes)
(C) Individual activity--"Identifying Sex Bias in

K-12 Instructtonal Materials--Case Studies" (15 minutes)
(D) Small group discussions (10 minutes)
(E) Total group processing (10 minutes)

The purposes of the activity:

The purposes of the activiiy)are:

to provide participants with a conceptual/data,base regarding the
issueof sex bias in instructiorial materials, and a context for
understanding the significance and rationale for training teachers
to identify and alleviate biased materials

+

to review the forms of sex.bias in K-12 textbooks

e to provide participants with supplementary data regarding racial-
ethnic bias in K-12 textbooks

to consider the potential impact of these biased materials on,tudents

e to provide participants with the opportunity to identify and correct
sex bias in selected examples from K-12 textbooks

Materials needed:

For participant- use:

"Summary of the Forms of Bias in Curricular Materials"--Teacher
Educator Worksheet 2

"Identifying Sex Bias in K-12 Instructional Materials--Case Studies"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 3

For facilitator use:

acetate transparency or newsprint charts' cdrItaining key emphasis Writs
of .lecturette:

SEX BIA§ IN INSTRUCTICIAL MATERIALS, K-12:
.THE'HIDDEN CURRICULUM

Lesson 1 INVISIBILITY
Lesson.2 STEREOTYPING
Lesson 3 IMBALANCE/SELECTIVITY
Lesson 4 UNREALITY
Lesson 5 FRAGMENTATION/ISOLATION
Lesson 6 LINGUISTIC BIAS

-11-
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'Identifying Sex Bias in K-12 Instructional Materials--Case Study

Answer Sheet"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 3A

'Facilitatoryreparation required:

The facilifator(s)' should:

thorough'y review this outline and all participant materials

review suggested lecturette and adapt it to accommodate unique group
needs on facilitator style

prepare key points of lecturette on acetate transgrency or newsprint
chart .

review the responses to Teacher Educator Worksheet 3 found in the Appen-
dix

Procedure:

A. Lecturette-"FOrms of Bias: Their Nature and Impact" (20 minutes)

The purpose of this lecturette is to proOde participants with an
overview of the forms of sex bias in K-12 instructional materials and a

rationale for the need to train teachers in identifying this bias and
alleviating it.

Suggested lecturette:

"In the opening a44e44m aetbity, we iocused on some genetat ques-
tionznetatim to the is4ue 6 4ex bia !. inztnuctionat mate/cid-6. We
will now take a close& toojz at neseaActh.and deveeopmentz peAtinent to
these questions and to skitt fimita.ng fio. you.rand youA students in the
anea o6 textboo anatysis.

THE HIDDEN CURRIeULUM

"Oven thpye a b1504tapte o;ictasznoom ti6e has been the. text-
n

book, and ithas,senvOtqo shape the natuneanil diAection o6 teach,ing.
The tex:tbook' indicatgs thetopics to be.studied and it evatuates the
impottance o6 peopteZOid even-6. In somectassnooms, the in6tuence 06
the textbook has becoMe pnevatent that teacheAz measune theit pnogness
by textboek pages,-'you'd bettet &each Chapten 8 by ChAmas, ot you'll
neve& 04441.the counse by June.'

c/r %

"The impoAtance o6 textbooks as inztAumemts o6 instnuction has been
Aecognized'6on many yeans, but the inguence o6 textbooks on the vatues and
attitudes 66 students has been noted onty since the 1940'4. Some.edueatons
have ne6enned to this a66ective impact o6 texts az 'The Hidden CutAicutum.'
Textbooks not onty teach skit-es in teading and math, an/ te.44on4 in sociat
studies and science, but they a24o teach Ze44on4 in who and what ane im-
pottant in oun society, what vatues we shoutd 6o11ow, what notes and occu-
pations ule. shoued 611e6ite, and what attitudes we showed hotd. Thnough
subtee and not-so-subtee tecialiques, OUA CUAlt,i.C.Wealt mateitiats pnovide

chiednen ulah poweque Ze44on4 in the hidden cimicutum. And sometimes,
these Zessons can be hanm6ut to entine wawa within oun poputation.

"Such is the case atZth 6emates. Biased tneatment 06 the note o6 gints
and women has been documented in a numben o6 studies, and this biased tneat-
ment takes sevenat 6onm6. In oAdeA to bettet undenstand the natuAe o6 the
hidden avolicutum it Ls mpontant to neview these now.
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THE FORMS OF BIAS: THEIR NATURE AND IMPACT

Le44iok 1: Invizibitity

HI6 an inteAptanetaAy Vi44:.&14 (mice to be intAoduced tT, dun zociety

thAough 4choot textbookz, the vizitok woutd no doubt conctude that mozt

06 OM zpeciez iz o6 the mate vaAiety. In zpite a6 ztatizticz which
ke6tect that ztightly make than ha26 o6 Ota poputation t's 6emate, text-

bookz negeet a dizpkopoktionateey 4matt pekcentage o giA4 and women.

In one ztudy, 134 etementaky keademz kepkezenting 14 majoA pubtizhem

weAe anatyzed and the lioteowing Aatio4 weke keveaeed:

Boy centeAed o'i-Le o giAt-centeited bto/tie6 5:2

Admet mate main chwtactekz to adutt Ornate

main chakactekz 3:1

Mate biogkaphiez to liemate biogkaphiez 6:1

Mate anima zto/tiez to 6emate animal ztokiez 6:1

Mate Oa ok 6antazy ztokiez to 6emate 6otk
04 6anta4y ztokiez 3/ 4:1

"Atthough the anatysiz o eeementaky Aeadeu haz been kathek compke-

henzive, it iz not onty n.ead.thg textz which have genekatty ignoked wagen.

ViAtuatty ate zubject 6ieed4 cute guitty o6 4y4tematicat2y exctuding women.

The typicat United States hiztoky textbook eot high schoot ztudents

managez to squeeze out about one page coneming women, bukied zomewhene

dmidzt 500 to 800 pagez 06 text. Science textz kakeey evek mention

Ornate zcientiztz, with the 4ingutaA exception o6 Ma/cie CuAie. And

ztudentz cowed ztady math .text n.om kindekgaAten thkough high 4choot

without evek teakming about the accomptishmentz o6 Emmy MoehteA 04 othek

Ornate mathematicianz. Whatevek the academie dizeiptine, textbookz have

managed to keep the conttibutionz o6 women a wete-kept zecket.

"Not onty doe4 the content o6 textbooks tend to exctude Oh minimize

the Aote o emates, but this mezzage iz kein6o/cced by ittu4tAat4on4.

Weitzman and Rizzo ztudied ittuztAationz in the mozt wideey uzed textz

in the content iiieedz o zcience, math, /Leading, spetting, and zociat

ztudiez betveen 1967 and 1972. Fematez compAized onty 31 pekcent o6 the

totat ietu4tAation4, and az the gkade Levee inuceazed, kepkezentation

o6 6emate4 deckeazed. Mokeovek, minakity women 4u66e1ted pakti.cutaA ex-

ctuzion, PA they weAe pictmed oney hat6 az many timez az minmity men. 4/

Rezeakch ztudiez zhow us that, in genekat, minonitiez atzo 4u66ek 6Aom

thi4 patteAn o6 exctuzion. Fon exampte, textbookz pubeizhed pfliok to

the 19.60'4 eaAgety omitted any couidekation o6 Btack Ammicanz w(:.thin

contempmaity zociety; and Spanish-4peaking Awicanz and Abian AMRA.i.Cart4

Continue to be abzent Ocom he pagez ol5 mozt textz.
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"The undmepAesentaton 06 6emates in instAuctionitt matetats iz one
teszon in the hidden cuAAicatum teaching boyz and giAtz that Sematez &Az
impoAtant, tesz woAthy o6 note, tess 4igni6icant in the totat zociety. .But
-it Ls not the onty tezzon.

Lesson 2: Stekeatyping

"The zexist mezsage iz undeuconed by the totes aszigned to women
when they do emenge 6Aom the pages 06 instAuctionat matetiatz. Women ate
genekatty pkesented as mothenz, and they zetdom worth outzide the home. In
theze AaAe casestin which a woman engaged in a ca/Lem outside the home
tqtboo124 uzuatty timit these jobz' to nu/L4e, zecAetaAy, ok teacheA. In one
sthdy 06 etementaxy /Leading texts, 141 mate occupations weke tabtuated
compaud to onty 25 occupations held by women.5/ Insociat ztudiez zetiez
pubZizhed by ten pubtishing companied, DeCkow 3Ound no women winking out-
zide the home except az teacheAz and nutsez.6/ The Watzman and Rizzo ztudy
oS texts in six content aneaz dizetozed that-White men weke zhown in ove/L
150 oceupationat 'tau, aemozt att women tom po4tAayed az houzewivez. 7/

"Theze stekeotyped po/LtAayatz contAast zhaApty with the Aeatity o6
the ROAiaAg (Wad. Atmozt hatS oS the nation'z woAk 6oAce iz Semate, and
90 peAcent o6 aft women'witt be engaged in an occupation outzide the home
at zome time in theiA tivez. Yet textbookz Continue to de6ine women onty
in temitz oS theiA Samity and theik notes as wivez and motheAz.

"Gi.tez Sate Uttee beta. Women on WoAds and Images neviewed the "a
image 06 giAiz im etemetany neadeAz, and 6ound them to be chauctetized
as

objectA o6 4COAR and Aidicute
aimtess

conceAned about physicat atttactivenezz

pazzive
.

dociZe
dependekt
incompetent
6ea/L6ut

concekned with domesticities
obedient

tondy
unmotivated
uncomptaining
zpitittezz 8/_

"Time and again, giAts ate zhown ptaying with do , giving tea
patties, putteAing about the kitchen, Stightened oS peopte and animats,
and mozt Snequentty, az pazsive, Ininvotved zpectatoAs. In ittuztAations,
giAts ate o6ten depicted as watchAng boyz invotved in a vaniety o6 acatul-
tia. Theilt handz ate etazped behind them, az they ate phyzicatty
teztAaining themsetvez Snom paAticipation. (You might want to tAy dazp-
iitg youn hands behind you, to.see juzt how .'ten.Ln cic unnatuAat a
pozition it iz!) And in zpite 06 the Aeality o6 phyzicat gutoth patteAns,
o6ten e-eementaty texts tAy to Soot biotogy, Son g4AL6 invaniabty &Lawn
az zmatten than boyz.

c,

"Id the poAtkayat o6 6emattz is negative,then one might expectthat
the pm-Oa/Jae oS boyz and men might bene6it 6Aom compwason, and be
pozitive. Onty pafitiatty tAue. Fon atthough mates aAe poAtAayed with
mone pozitive and attkactiDe chaAacteAiztics, they too Sate victim to
zex Aote zte/Leotyping.
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"On the pozitive zide, boyz ate chauctekized az aeat doeAs; as

ingenious, cteative, peAzeveUng. 16 them_ iz a pkobtem to save, the
chancez ake ovekwheeming that a CU/a0M6, bnave, and adventukous boy wite

aotve it. Studies on theposentateon otf boys in etementaky 'Leading
textbooks show them to 6-6 aetZv-e:;-autonomous, and 4ffiag4fiative, pupating

60k pkoktabte and impoktant cateeitz.

"Az adatz, men atio 6au bettet than women. Men can be both tiap

theAs and wage eaAneAs. FatheAs kesotve 6amiey pubtemz with cam ana (Atm

dispatch. Fathetz upait whatevet need's to be kepaiked, and pkoviae the

Oinitif with ttipz and 6un. Compated to othenz they cute kathet geamokous,

competent, woktdty, zophizticated

"The pkobtem is that the mate kote, attaactive as it may &Oat ap-
peat, iz atso a con6ining zteteotype. ContAaky to the image advanced in

etementaty made/a, att boyz au not bkave adventuteAs and omnipotent
pubtem zotvets. Reat boy4.4OmeUme,6 even Allow thea emotions and cky
fatthough likom the accounts puzented in etementany uadens, one might
keadity azzume that due to genet,i'xs, boys ake bokn without emotionat ca-

pacity).

"Thtoughout the pagez o6 eeementaty textz, boyz teceive additionat
tezzonz in the hidden comicutwn o ex kote zteteotypez. The adutt mate

tatety shown chmagigq a diapek, cooking a meat, ok keeping with the
housewokk... One woutd have to undekgo a compuhenzive and intenzive zeanch

to discovet any men poAtkayed in nonzteteotyped occupationz, whethet it
be az an aAtizt, dancek, Ok an eeementaty schoot teacha. Textboohz pte-

zutibe vett/ de6inite timitz 60k boys, and zteteotype theit peAsonat
butez, activitiez, emotions, pakentat kespobiUties, and occupations.
Bqyz team that to be pazzive, tatemted in the attz, uncompetitive, un-
mechanicat and unathtetic ,i21, to seAiowsty jeopatdize than abitity to eaAn
zociety'z ztamp o6 apptovat, and become 'a teat man.'

Lesson .5: Imbatance/Seeeetivity

"When an authok begins a text, zhe/he iz 6aced with an enokmous
amount 06 data thkough which to cutt and 4i6t in okdek to zeteet thoze

events, ztudiez, peopte ok gnoupz o6 peopte to emphazize. Rezeatch

zhowz uz that a pattekn o bias is ogen tegetted in both this setec-

tion and emphaziz pADZ°54. Fon. exampte, Janice Tuckeez ztudy o6 widety
uzed zecondmy histoky textbookz dizctozez that many o6 these textz aetu-
atty pkovided moke inliokmation on women's zhiAt tengtitz and on the Gibson

Gila than on women'z'zu6611.age Ok zttuggte 60k awi and potiticat

Aightz. One text inctuded 6-be pages on the six-shootek and not 6ive tinez

on the ti6e o6 the 6tomam woman.9/ In genetat, ohseAvem comment that

histoky as it iz kecoAded by OM tatd is a chkonicte o6 wam and kingz.

Theu haz been a cokkesponding de-emOtasis on the £Lve1 o common peopte

and o pheuz zuch az hometi6e and cuttwuce and axtist(ic endeavou wheke
women's inguence and conttibutionz have been pkotiound.

-15-
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"Fwrthen., theke may be imbatance when textbooks ke6tect onty one
pekspective, aspect ok intekpnetation o6 a paAticutat issue, situation,
event, petson, 011. ghoup 06 peopte. Textbooks ate keptete with exampttz
o6 this imbatance in the poAtAayae o6.women, and othet minotity gkoupz
az wett. F04 -examp&, in theit-pontnayat ofthe tempenance movement o6 the
tate 19th centay, many U.S. hiztonianz make a ea/tic:a-tom '66 CaAtie Nation
and het axe, and omit exptanationz o6 the tettibte abuses 4u66eked by
Oniaes o6 atcohoticz. The tempenance movement came at a time in out
hiztoky when theke waz viAtuatty no divokce, men conttotted the pkopekty
o6 that wives, and men weke given the custody o6 the chiedken in any dis-

e. Since wothing women Oced zociat oztnacism, most women wete con6ined
tethe home, nd sometimes to the abuse o6 an atcohotic husband. To cati-
catune the tempekance movement, without desctibing the devastating pkobtemz
it attempted t kesotve keptesen.t s. a cteat exampte o6 bias thtough setectiv-
ity and imbat Ace.

"These 6onms o6 imbatance appty to othet gtoups az tett. Fok exampte,
laz.tong texts empkasize the 0h4tr0 and hekitage o6 Eutopean setteeAz in
the new wokfd, white the toots o6 A6kican Ameticans ane given scant discussion
--ok none whatzoevet. In the hiztoky o6 Native Amekicanz, Fedekat tetati.ons
cute 6tequen2ty desckibed in tenms o6 tn.eaties and 'ptotection' tathet than
with tekkence to bkoken tkeatiez and govmment appnoptiation o6 native
tands.

Lesson 4: Unneaeity

"Many kese4kchenz have temathed upon the tendency o6 insttuctionat
maietiatz to ignoke the 6actz which ake unpteazant, comttoveAziat, ot which
do not con6otm with the stated vaeue system og the white maee dominant
cwetuke. Textbooks Wen ignoke the exiszence o6 pkejudice, sexism,
tacism, discnimination, exptoitation, opptession, and inteAgtoup congict.
Fot exampte, they o6ten do not inctude pontAayaes o6 6ema1es who uokk out-
side the home. Wh mention is made o6 women's emptoyment, it is,seedom

a
accompanied by any e6ekence to the kinds o6 jobs women hoed ot the dis-
cminati.on many 6 ate wokkeits expeAience. The desiAe o6 many textbook
authons to shy away 6tom contkoveAsiae topics and issues has ted to the
exceuzion o6 an event which has had pAo6ound .i.mpact on women's times.
Secondam histoky books atmozt compteteey i,gnoke the deveeopment o6 bikth
contAot and,the 6ight do& itz acceptance by Makganet San9e4.

"The pottAayae o6 the Ammican 6ami1y in basic tead,ing texts id
anothet exampte o6 the textbook tendency to av6id the unpteasamt and
skiAt the contnovensiat. A pawsat. o6 textbooks today az welt as a
bnie6 keminiscence o6 keadva we used az chiedten wite ptobabty conjute
up images o6 a two-patent, two-chitd 6ami2y, the otdet ch,itd a boy, the
younget a gint. ,Thene may atzo be a dog cateed Spot. Thene is tittee
pottkayae o6 divotce, the zingte-pakent Ounity, on o6 6amities without
chiedken.

-16-
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"This auAa oS unteatity atzo chaAatteAizez tteatment o6 the
minotity gAoups. Many contempoAaky textbooks Socus on the achievements
o6 individuat Btach hemez and negteet the cuiftent status and pubtems
oS.the taAge majmity o6 &tack peopte. OtheAs avoid Aegekence to the
contempoAaAy situation o6 Native peopees within AmeAica.

Lesson 5: FAagmentation/Isotation

"Bias thAough Sxagmentation and izotation takes two pAimaAy Souls.
FiAzt, content AegaAding women Oh naA0Aity gitoups m be pi sicaely on
vizuatty 6Aagmented and isotated, and ddiveted amey paAate chapteAs
(e.g., 'BootteggeAz, Su66Aagette4 ahd OtheA Divetsions'), on even in
boxes to the side o6 a page (e.g., 'Ten Aiztinguished &tack Amaicans').
Second, Aaciae-ethnic minonity gAoup membeAnd women may be depicted
az inteAacting onty with peAzonz tike themgtves, neveA contacting on
impacting the dominamt cuttuxez. Fxagmemtation and isotation impty
that 'the histmAy, expeAiencea, and situations oS 6emaees and minoAities
aAe somehow entikety umetated to those o6 the dominant cuttuxe (usuatty
white, Angto-Saxon, PAotestamt, and mate).

Lesson 6: binguiztic Bias

"Many biased AeadeAz contain appatting numbeAs o6 diAect quotes
which di6paAage the intettigence, competence, and umxth OS 6emaee4.
HoweveA, it 416 not onty thAough itz explicit content but thAough itz
veAy stAuctute that tanguage conveys sex bias. The Linguist, Benjamin
WhoAS, has noted that:

. . ..eanguage is mou than a. AeStection o6 the stwetuAae.
amangements in society. It is intimately tinked to the
cuation and peAcepton oS Aeatity itze26. Etimaating biased
tuuninotogy 4.6 one conckete way to change and to coAAect the
way we view ouAseeves and otheAz.' 10/

"Them axe many subtte wayo .that tanguage causes us to cAeate and

peAceive a biased Aqatity. Textbooks 6tequentty use mascutine temis and

phAazez, 6oAe6atheAs' on 'Man and His WoAtd,' to Ae.6eA to att

peopee. Use o6 the pAonoun 'he' c.ontinualiy emphasizes the one sexedness
oS the textbook woad. Biased occupationat teAms such az poticemn,
maitman, and VAVIMA, limit and deny the occupationae potentiat oS
hatS the AeadeAs. Imbatance woAd oAdeA (boys and giAtz, men and ummen,
he on she) with the mate contindatty taking 6itst peace is anotheA Sokm
oS bias thAough tanguage.

IMPACT

"In a compAehen6ive Aeview oS the AeseaAch, Zimet cone-bides that the
content o6 bookz doez a66eet the attitudes and behavion oS AeadeAz, both
child zn and adutts.11/ It is usetiut to take a bAie6 took at the potentiat
ways these vaAiouz 07-tim6 oS bias may impact on OM etementaky and secondaAy

students.
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Exeeuzion and invizibitity may pkovide Ota studentz with a 6ateaciow4
view o the compo4ition o6 th e. moted in which they Live. F04 students
o the exceuded gkoup gkoups, the eect o theik own invizZW,e,i,ty
id tO deny them an a66ikmation o theik veky exZstence and to convey
to them a message o inzigniiiicance in Jo-WA:on to the totat society.

Steiteotyping denie4 ztudentz knowtedge o6 the diveAsity, comptexity,
and vaAiation which chanacteAize any gAoup o6 human beings. Peksonz
who zee themzetvez poAtuyed oney in ztekeatypic ways may inteknatize
these steteotypez, and &Lit to identi6y and deveeop thein owi unique
abitities, intemzto d potentiaZ.

Tmbatance Limits student loweedge oic the vaniouz pexspectNes and
interipketatZon which mu4t 4e. appeied OA a comptete undeAstanding o6
hi4 oAicae and contempo/uvi keatitiez.

UniLeà,WJ and avoidance give student's onty a pattZae poAtkait o6 ouA
natio , Lts devetopment, and o6 the inicoAmation they need to deat
int Zgentty with theik contempomAy woAtd.

Fkagmentation and isotation deny students knowecdgc o6 the Znguence
and the contAibutionz o women and othek minotitZes to comtempoaky
society.

The veAy ztkuctme o the Language encomagez student's to comsttuct a"
bia4ed peAception o themzetvez, o6 atheAz, and o the Aeot-ity 06

theiA moAtd.

"The chaetenge to educatou iz not omey to catt OA the pubticaton o6
bias-lc/Lee texts, but to neutAatize the hidden cumicutum in thc mittioms o6
textbooks aekeady in mze in ctazzkooms =ass the nation. T6 past expetLencc
is any guide, many oti these books wilt 4tite be in uze in the yeaA 2000.

"We shatt suggest zevertat method4 6ot teachenz to atekt theik studmts
to the biased tessons o the hidden cutflicutum, and to take aabunatclve
steps to suppeement textbook.4. The Put step iz eon. educatou to be
able to anatyze texts, Locate and newaatize Shattey, we zhate have
the oppoAtunity to deveeop and ke6ine these bias-deteetbig zUttz."

B. Questions and Answers 5 minutes

After completing the lecturette, the facilitator should allow about
five minutes for participant questions. The facilitator also may choose
to respond to questions during the lecturette. Whether questions are
encouraged during or after the lecturette, two standard cautions are in
order. Questioris and responses should not represent significant digressions

, from the main purposes of the lecturette, and the facilitator should ensure
that adequate time remains for the other planned activities.
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C. Individual activity--"Identifying Sex Bias in K-12
Instructional Materials--Case Studies" 15 minutes

The purpose oftlfts iidtvtduaiparttcipant acti-vity i 5 to provide-
participahts with practice in identifying and remedying biased instruc-
tional materials. Participants are provided with a "Summary of the Forms
of Bias in Curricular.Materials," which describes and gives examples of
the forms of sex bias. This summary.can be used to help participants
as they analyze and rewrite samples of sex bias found in textbooks.

The facilitator should introduce the activity with comments such
as:

"Atthough textbook pubtisheks ake beginning to kecognize the ptobtem
o6 zex bias and ake waking to kemove biased content and ittustnations,
the textbooks in Ct444ADOMS today witt ptobabty be in use 6ok many yeaks
to come. Theteliote, it is impoittant that each 06 ta be abte to anatyze
cutticutat mateniats and be abte to identi6d zex bias. In addition, we
zhoutd be abte tot.emedy the bias by suggesting changes and kevisions
which ane bias 6kee. You may bentuatty teach these skills to youn oum
students, ard ptovide them with the abitities needed to kecognize and
change 4ex-b4.a4ed matekiats.

"Duting the next 6ew minutes, you witt have the oppatunity to ana,
tyze zampee cutrlieui'ait excetiotz 6o4 zex bias. Teachen Educatot Wokksheet
3,'Identi6yingSex Bias in K-12 Instnuctionat Matekiats,' is ptovida 6ot
this pmpose. Most 06 these excekpts have been adapted 04 quoted dikect-
-ty 6kom textbooks cuktentty being used in g4ades K thnough 12. In each

case you witt be'asked to evatuate the text exempt and detetmine zex

biaz is pkesent. /6 it is not, you can immediatety go on to the next case.
But i6 you do iiind zex bias, you zhoutd identi6y the 60km o6 bias (sexist
tanguage, stekeotyped posentation, etc.) and suggest how you woutd te-
mite the text to etiminate the bias. You may 6ind the 'Summand o6 the

FOAMS 06 B4:4.4 in Curuticutat Matekia&,' Teachek Educatot Waksheet 2,
az a u4e6mt Aelietence .604 thiz exeteize.

"You witt have about 15 minutes to comptete this activity, and then
we shatt discuss gout Azsponsu."

D.,Small group discussions 10 minutes

After approximately 15 minutes of individual work on this activity
the facilitator should ask the participants to form small groups of
about four to six members. Each group should review the worksheet and
compare responses. The facilitator should circulate among the groups and
note any questions or issues which should be discussed by the total group.

E. Total group processing 10 minutes

After participants have had approximately 10 minutes to complete
and compare responses to the worksheet in small groups, the facilitator
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should call together the total group to review and process this activity.
The facilitator should review the responses to this exercise provided in
Teacher Educator Worksheet 3A. Participants should be encouraged to
rais_e specific_questiolis_and_is_s_u_e_s_whicti emerges' in their_smalLgrup
activities. The facilitator should also raise issues that he/she noted
during the small group session. In addition, the facilitator may wish
to raise.the following questions at this time:

Which forms cif sex bias in instructional materials were most
difficult for you to identify?

Which forms of sex bias were most difficult for you to rewrite?

If you were to teach this skill to your own students, what methods
and approaches would you use to facilitate their understanding
of the process of analyzing textbooks for sex bias?

The facilitator thould emphasize that awareness of the bias in textbooks,
and of its many and subtle forms, is the first step to neutralizing its
harmful impact on children.

(
IV. BREAK TIME REQUIRED: 10 MINUTES
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V. SEX BIAS IN TEACHER EDUCATION MATERIALS TIME REQUIRED; 30 MINUTES

(A) Lecturette--"Analysis of Sex Bias in Teacher
Educatiin Material: The Next Frontier" ( 5 mi-nutes)

(B) Sffa-11 gioup discuffidfft-=-"Tdentifying Sex Bras-

in Teacher Zducation Instructional Materials" (15 minutes)

Total group processing (10 minutes)

F Purpose of the activity:

The purposes of the activity are:

to provide participants with a conceptual data base regarding the
issue of sex bias in teacher education materials

I to provide participants with the opportunity to apply the knowledge
acquired from analyzing sex bias in K-12 instructional materials to
teacher education materials

to provide participants with the opportunity to predict the forms
of sex bias in teacher education materials

Materials needed:

For participant use:

"Summary of the Forms of Bias in Curricular Materials"--Teacher
Educator Worksheet 2

"Identifying Sex Bias in K-12 Instructional Materials--Case Studies"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 3

"Sex Bias in Teacher Education Materials: A Prediction Sheet"--

Teacher Educator Worksheet 4

For facilitator use:

"Identifying Sex Bias in Teacher Education Materials: A Prediction
Sheet and Sample Responses"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 41\

Facilitator prepa'ration required:

The facilitator(s) should:

thoroughly review this outline and all participant materials

revipw Teacher Educator Worksheet 4A--"Identifying Sex Dias in Teacher
Education Materials: A Prediction Sheet and Sample Responses"

review the suggested lecturette and adapt it to accommodate unique
group needs or facilitator style
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Procedure:

A. Lecturette--"Analysis of Teacher Education Materials: The
Next Frontier"

----The purpose of thi-§ Tecturette is to provide participants with an
overview of the available data base concerning sex bias in-teacher
education materials and to apprise them of the need for further research
and dissemination in this area.

Suggested lecturette:

"DuAing the tast houA, we had the oppoAtun2ty to anatyze the way the
vaAiouz 6o,um5 o6 zex bias emeAge in etementaty and seconday inztAuctionat
mateAiats. We atso had the oppoAtunity to Aevize theze mateAiatz to
eliminate this bias. .1-lope4J1y the waksheet that you Aecaved, 'Summalty
o6 the Fotms o6 Bias in Etementaky and SecondaAy CuAAicutaA MateAiatz,'
wiee be heep6ut az you woAh with students in youn teachek education
elazzez. Thiz zheet can heep to ptepaAe them to identi.0 sex bias in
the instAuctionat mateAiat that they witt be Laing az teacheAs. Th22 is
a miticae skat OA them to devetop.

-

"It Z/d equatty ippontant 0A. those Aesponsibee olt pAepaning teacheA4

to examine the.teacheA education textbooks that aAe in uze in cateege and
univelzity comses. Each yeaA, overt. 2000,000 pAaspecave teacheAz gAaduate
61.om ouA teacheA pAepaAation instituti.ons. They 4otd signigcant powet
6ot ptoviding zex equity in OUA etementany and secondam schoots. Teachen
education textbooks Aepusent a clutti.cat ingtedient in deteionining the way
these 6utuAe teacheA4 aAe ptepaked to wank with ehitdnen. Theze textz
have the potentiat 6oi t. deeteazing zex bias in teacheA attitudes ot be-
havi.ot. They can puvide zigni6icant dizeuzzion o6 the way zex Aaee zteAeo-
typimg tOnits the potentiat o6 Coth kniate and mate students. They can
anatyze existing sobitions, such az Titee IX, that attempt to eAadicate
the natme and impact o6 zex disexbninat/iDn. These texts can encomage
Wake teacheAs to be awane o6 and conniZtted to educationat equity. 04,

thtough omission and steAeotyping in navtati.ve and iLfustnative matutiat,
they can tein6olce ot ckate &Wed attitudes and behaviou. Thait content
is cAiticat.

"Dezpite the cAuciat impotance o6 teacheA educati.on matelliats, they,
uneike K-12 matutiats, have nat been zubjected to extenzive anatyzis. In

6act onty scant anatysis had been done on higheA educatLon texts in geneAae.
One o6 the 6ew studies at &is tevet anatyzed the 13 textbooks mast cominonty
used in gladuate psychotogy comzez. Findingz imiLcated that women weke
subztantiafty undateptezented and that ea:1page (Mb ovetwheimngty Sex
biased. 12/

"At this po(Int,'theite has been no wete7doCUmented anatysis o6 sex biaz
in tcachet education texts. Therm 4,6 no W.despAead awateness o6 Oh eoncenn
ovet potentiae sex biaz that may chauctetize these instAuctionat matetiats.
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"One Leity tud-imentaAy b.tudy .sugge.sts that thute -IA a eitZt-Lcat need 6n.
Ae,seatch and des-sem/nation in tkiis atea. Seven tecently pubtahed 'Inttoduction
to Educati.on' texts wute itandomty .seeeeted 6o4 teview. Five o6 these books
did not include any mention whatsoevut o6 ex,i2m oft. the need 6o4. 5ex equity.

_One_ 500 page. text dict_inaude hapc, ksa ttecOnent waz conti.ne.d to a 4simgee
inaccuitate paitagitaph about TZtee IX. 13/ WIiLe t L4 impos.sibee to geneitatize
Ot.om bud! pitaintimany 6indingz, therdo point to a. pkes.sing need 6ok a
thotough and mtemive examination o4 the matetaez we. (use to Pupate owi
teachm. Th-bs kepAesents an ,impoittant new Otonti.n. 604 the attainment
0 6 .6 ex equitY n educati.on.

"It Ls tikeey, that many o6 the onim o S biais that chanactexize K-12
mate:IA:az aLso be 6ound in atm teachut education texts. Conise.quently,
we have to continually keep in mind i)s.suez o6 invaibility, 6 teAtotyping,
imbaeance, cumeatity, Zsaeation, and tingaiistic biaz when we. .6 etect
i.nistAuctiona,C matei&i.aeis 6o4 piteseAvice and inzeitvice instiutc-tion."

After completing the lecturette, the facilitator should pause briefly
for questions.

B. Small group discussions--"Identifying Sex Bias in
Teacher Education Materials--A Prediction Sheet" 15 minutes

The facilitator should begin the activity by asking participants to
turn to participant Worksheet 4 in their materials which is entitled,
"Identifying Sex Bias in Teacher Education Material-- A Prediction Sheet."
She/he may introduce the activity with comments such as the following:

"We cte now move into an exmcise that wile give uhs an oppottutity
to appty bias-de tee ting 1aLW to teachek educati.on matmiae. How may se.x
lyias chatactetize the matetiabs tint ate uzed to pupate teachms? What wle the.
spec i:cic way.s in which tkiz biaz may emotge?

"Fot the next 15 mimutvs (ye will be walking in ,smael gtouo to i.denti.6y,
as speciiicaety as po.s6i.bee, the potentiat natme and 6onm6 o6 6 ex biais
teaciwq education matmialis."

The' facilitator should go over the directions on Worksheet 4
with the participants. If participants exhibit initial confusion, the
facilitator may choose to provide a few more examples that she/he selects
from Teacher Educator ,lorksheet 4A.

The facilitator should then ask the participants to form groups of
four or five persons each and answer the questions as completely and
specifically as possible. During this time the facilitator should circulate
among the groups to ensure that the participants understand the directions
and are involved in the activity. If any group is havfng difficulty with
the exercise, the facilitator(s) should serve as a catalyst, but avoid
dominatin( the activi ty.
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C. Total group processing 10 minutes

After 15 minutes of small group discussion, participants should
be reconvened in the total group to discu:s the questions. A sample
of SOITE of responses.to the questions 0ould be sharep with the
entire group. The facilitator is directed to Te'acher Educator Work-
sheet 4A "Identifying Sex Bias in Teacher EducationMterial: A,Pre-
diction Sheet and Sample Responses" which provides sample responses fOr
each course identified on the worksheet. In addition, a number of
generic responses are also provided: The facilitator should use the
answer sheet as a guide, keeping in mind that a comprehensive study has
yet to be done in this field, and many other appropriate responses are
possible.
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VI. THE CURRICULAR RESPONSE TO SEX-BIASED TIME REQUIRED: 30 MINUTES
MATERIALS ,

(A) Lecturette--"Sex-Fair and Affirmative Instructional

Materials" ( 7 minutes)

(B) Individual activity--"Distinguishing Between
Sex-Fair and Affirmative" (13 minutes)

(C) Total group processing (lcrmintues)

Purposes of the activity:

The purposes of the activity are:

to provide participants with an overview of the nature and purposes of

sex-fair and affirmative materials

to provide participants with an opportunity to distinguish between
biased, sex-fair, and affirmative instructional materials

to provide participants with the opportunity to write sex fair and

affirmative material

Materials needed:

For participant use:

"Distinguishing Between Sex Fair and Affirmative"--Teacher Educator

1 Worksheet 5

For facilitator use:

"pistinguishing Between Sex-Fair and Affirmative-Answer Guide"--

Teacher Educator Worksheet 5A

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator should:

thoroughly review all paeticipant materials and Worksheet 5A

review suggested lecturette and adapt it to accommodate unique group

needs or facilitator style*

Procedure:

A. Lecturette--"Sex-Fair and Affirmative Instructional

Materials" 7. minutes

.
The purpose of this lecturette is to provide participants with an

overview of the nature and purposes of sex-fair and affirmative materials.
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Suggested lecturette:

"We have now examined :the 6onm6 o6 sex bias that appecuz. not oney in
K-12 matvzials but in teachek education texts az welt. As we have pn.oceeded
with oun anaboL , you. have. pkobabty been veky muth awcute that theke ake
degneeA o6 bias. Penhaps some matenial has been so btatanay o66ew4ive that
it has zukptized on. even shocked you.. In ann. cases, the bias is veky 64b-tee
and it is necessaky to took closely and crute6uLey to disc.ovek its existence.

"You have not onty been anatyzing texts to identi6y bias, but lIOU. have
atso been deve2oping you LU..6 nievLLng matetiats La otden to cA,Late bias-
6tee matutiat. (Uhen you. woth with teachen. educatLon studeas in (NM ceass-
't 0 0016 , t LS ,bnpoii,tant to give them thiis duat expekience1o6 anatysiA and
nev,ision i6 they ahe tO gain a thowugh and compkehenzive undeAztanding o6
the natuke o6 zex bias in inztiutetionat matmial.

"M you, have pkactic.ed kewniting biased matmiae and have shated yawwi
n.pon4c ôi zmate and taitge gn.oups, pekhaps you. have noted that theke VLe
dnyteeA o6 emphas.is iji the ckeation o6 nonsexist mateniae. In 6act, tLóo
kuids o6 nonsexist matetae have been identiVed, sex-aL.1 and a66,ikmative.

"Sex- -6ai)1. matvziaeite6tects a phieosophc; o6 equal and 6aliz. tteatment
6ot mates and 6emate4. Comptctely sex-6ailt mateniae woutd be chanactut-
ized by an abAence o6 :the zix 6oium o6 bias we have discus.sed. 'Sex-6ain'
Lc basicaley the position o6 those pubashing convaAiez that have izsued
,guideLines to enzuke the 6uturte development o6 bias-ptee etementay and
secondany texts. *The 6,1)ust enunciation o specLLc ckitekia sok ex-WA
mate)Liae2 came in 1972 with Scott Fokeisman's Guidelines 6col. ImpkoVing
the Image o6 Women in Textbook:3.14/ Since then many otheA publishing
compances have also developed thia own gwidetincs.

"While theke ane some cLLeitence Ln the/se vaA,Lows guidetincs, in
genenae they ukge that 6enneu and mates showed be tepttesented Lii equal
munbems in .instkitctionat matutiaez and that zex showed be pkesented in a
mannut 6tee 6n.om ztekeatype. TheAe guidelines, indicate that 6ernate4 and
mates o6 ate nada. and ethnic gn.oups showed cfe. pontitayed accukatety in
te'uns o6 chanctetut, tempvtament, and tActi-tis,,,j They homed exhibit a liwte
tange o6 human emotionz and behavion. andAowed patticipate in ate,watks
o6 ti6e and Ln a te.i4e /Lange o6 occupational. endeavons.

"Funthek, the gwideline:s ugge,st that theke showed be batance
ptcsenting histotLcat penzpectivez, and that texts 6houtd inceude a 6ain
poktion o6 matekLaez abowt Oh by women. Fon. exampte, they suggezt mote
extensive discuzsion o6 SOCi.at o. mama histoty wheke women have made
panticu.eway 6igia6.i.cant coal-that-ion s . They indicate that texts should
cleaxey identi6y the tegat, economic, and sociae balutivts o6 di.66ek.ent
peaces and times and the impac,t the,se have had on women' s activity and
achievement.

"Most o6 the guideeincs also kegect the need 6m. gteatek n.eality
and integnation o6 the histonical expuziences o6 women and o6 theik pakti-
cipation in and contAibuti.on to ;2mi-tempo/Laity society. They aeso speci6y
the need to eVminate tinguis tic bias whenevc n po.s o thee.
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"Many who ake conceAned about sex equity betieve that 4ex-6ait mateliats
muzt be comptemented by thoze that ate cleakty a66ikmative in natute and

intent. A66ikmative mate/act-es not onty pusent, but actuatty em kazize
nonztctcotyped attitudez, chatactetiztiez, and behavioks and t e avaiiabLfLty
o6 nontkaditi.onat occupations and cateet goats. They zttesz the azpitationz
and aehievementz o6 giAtz and women in the 6ace o6 obztactez and batlieAs
that had to be, and, to vatying degteez, stitt muzt be ovetcome.

"The immediate goat o6 a66i/tmative mate/tiaez iz to combat the ptezent

exiztence o6 zex bias in schoot and zociety. The phitozophy he,'te iz that,

while zex-6ait iz cteatty an imptovement overt biazed matekiats, it iz

not 4u66icient to ted/tezz pazt and ptezent biaz. Since 6emate4 and mates
ake continuatty bombakded with zexizt mezzagez kom att azpectz 06 'society,
it s impoktant to olgek ztudentz instkuctionat matetiat with zttong,
pozitive ztatementz about kote modets that ate ceeakty nontAaditionit in
theiA attitudez, behaviotz, and goats. Uttimatety, when zex biaz iz

etadieated and no Longa hampeAz the abiiitiez oiemutes the azpi/tationz
o6 ztudentz, a6'6iAmative matmiats may have timited vatue. Given ptezent
conditionz, howeve/t, they tepnezent a 6otin o6 nonzexizt inztAuctionat

matetiat thtt many peopte conzidet utuciat."

After completing the lecturette, the facilitator may pause briefly

for participant questions.

B. Individual activity--"Distinguishing
Between Sex-Fair and Affirmative" (13 minutes)

The facilitator should begin the activity by asking participants to
turn to participant worksheet 5 in their materials which is entitled,

"Distinguishing Between Sex-Fair and Affirmative." She/he may introduce

the activiiy with comments such as the following:

"We Witt now t/ty an exetcize that mitt hetp uz identik the di66e/teneez

betmeen 4ex-6ai/t and aLitma.tive matekiats. FOA the next Ow minutes we witt

be wokking individuatty to anatyze sampte matetiotz to detetmine which

ake biased, which ate zex 6aiA, and which ake a6punative. The 6i6th

wothzheet iz dezigned to hetp you do thiz and atzo to te6ine youk AU-es .

in deveioping 4ex-6aiit and alqikmative matekiat.

"The 4i4th wokksheet contains thtee 'sections. Fitzt, you ake asked

to anatyze exce/tptz 6tom chLtdken'z books and iden-aliy them az 'zex-biazed,'

'6ex-04.4,' 04 'a66itmative.' The zecond pa/a gives you the chance to

anatyze teachet education matetiat in the same way. The 6inak zection

o44ek4 an exampte o6 a 6ex-biazed pazzage, and azhz you to tevise the

pazzage so that it iz zex 6ai/t. And then you ate azked to tevize it again,

so that it iz a66iftmative.

"Tkis exeteize witt give you the

and 'agiiunati.ve' kesponses to biazed

mateia 10 minutez, we witi shake some
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The facilitator then asks the participants to independently
complete worksheet 5. The facilitator should make himself/herself
available for answering questions by circulating among the groups.

C. Total group processing 10 minutes

After participants have worked at the exercise for approximately ten
minutes, the facilitator should reconvene the total group for processihg
the exercise. The facilitator should review the participant responses to
the exercise, and allow time W several participants to offer their sex-
fair and sex-affirmative revislons before the total group. (The facilitator
is directed to Worksheet SA which outlines appropriate responses.)

The facilitator should encourage participant evaluations of both
sex-fair and sex-affirmative revisions. She/he may ask questions such
as the following:

Do you see yourselves emphasizing either sex-fair or sex-
affirmative revisions? Or some combination of the two?. Why?

What methods or procedures would you use in helping your students
distiquish between sex-fair and affirmative instructional
materials?
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS TIME REQUIR511;: 5 MINUTES
c

Purposes of the activity:

The purposes of this activity are to:

summarize the activities of the past three hour training session

provide a transition to the next training activities

Materials needed:

For participant use: None

For facilitator use: None

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator should:

review the suggested concluding remarks, and adapt them to fit unique
group needs and facilitator style

Procedure:

The purpose of this final activity is to review the major points of
the training session, and to prepare the participants for the following
session. The-facilitator should make the following-comments:.

"In the 6in4t zezzion o the wothzhop, we have 6ocuzed on the note
c6 the teachen az managen o6 cunticutan matetiaX4. DuAing thiz time we have:

identi6ied the zix 6onni4 o6 zex biaz in inztnuctionat mateniatz

anatyz:ed K-12 cunnicutan matea-6s 6ok zex biaz

pnedicted the natune o6 6ex bia4 in teacheA education tex,tz

di66enentated betReen biazed, zex-6ait, and a66inmative materaatz

'tevized bia6ed cutticalim into zex-6ain and zex-a66inmative matelUato

"The inguentiat note o6 cunnicaXam im the ctowatoom zuggest6 that at
az teachen educatotz muzt pay patticutan attenticn to zex biaz thiz a/tea.

Whethen in eeementaty, zecondaty, ot cottege ctazztoomz, biazed mate/Lica
teavez itz manta on the heantz and mind.6 o6 ztudentz. The 412,W4 acqubted
in th,iA mtkohop zhoued pkove he2p6ut to you and to the teacheto you twin
in idemti6ying and afteviating thiz biaz.

-29-
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"But youn nezponzibititiez az a teachen educatm go beyond the
cuAxicutum. In the next sezsion, we 4hatt Aeview how sex biaz appeam
in ()the& akeas o6 elassnoom LLe, and how you can Aeduce and eliminate
these othek 6onm6 o6 biabaz wee."
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SEX EQUITY IN TEACHER EDUCATctON:

PREPARING TEACHERS TO ANALYZE AND ALLEVIATE
SEX BIAS IN THE CLASSROOM, THE SCHOOL, AND THE PROFESSION

APPLICATION SESSION B
FOR TEACHER EDUCATORS

Session Specifications

Session population: Individuals involved in pre- and inservice teacher
education from local education agencies, state departments of education,
and departments, schools and coll ges of education at public and private
colleges and universities.

Session objectives: The objectives forpplication Session B include:

to provide participants with a conceptual data base regarding sex bias
in instructional procedures

to provide participants with a context for understanding the significance
and rationale for training teachers to identify and eliminate sex bias

from instructional procedures

to provide participants with the opportunity to identify and correct
sex bias in selected examples from classroom instruction

to provide participants with the opportunity to apply the information
acquired from analyzing sex bias in K-12 instructional practices to
teacher education classrooms

to provide participants with the opportunity to predict the forms of
sex bias in instructional interaction in teacher education classrooms

to provide participants with the opportunity to inventory and plan
to reduce sexist instructional practices in their own classrooms

to provide participants with a conceptual framework and rationale
concerning affirmative teaching strategies

to provide participants with practical examples of affirmative teaching
strategies to be utilized by teacher education students in K-12 classrooms

to provide participants with the opportu ity to adapt and develop
affirmative teaching strategies for the teacher education cl/ssroom
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to provide participants with a rationale,for preparing teachers as
institution builders and as scholars

to provide participants with an opportunity to'relate the functions
of institution buildihg and scholarship to specific actions directed
toward eliminating sex bias

to provide participants with a rationale for teacher educator involve-
ment in institution building and scholarship for eliminating sex bias
from teacher education programs

to provide participants with an opportunity for individual action
planning in eliminating sex bias from their teacher preparation programs

Time required: Three hours

Materials needed:

For participant use

"Summary of the Forms of Sex Bias in Instructional Procedures, K-12"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 6

"Identifying Sex Bias in Instructional Procedures-- Case Examples"
Teacher Educator Worksheet 7

"Assessing Sex Bias in the Classroom: An Observation Sheet"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 8

"Identifying Sex Bias in Teacher Education Courses: A Prediction Sheet"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 9

"Self-Analysis Action Plan"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 10

"Sequencing Teaching Strategies to Combat Sex Bias"--Teacher Educator
Worksheet 11

"Developing Affirmative Teaching Strategies for the Teacher Education
Classroom"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 12

"Teacher as Institution Builder"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 13

"Teacher as Scholar"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 14

"Teacher Educator as Scholar and Institution Builder: Rp6mmendations
for Action"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 15

"Teacher Educator as Scholar and Institution Building: Action Planning"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 16

"Workshop Evaluation Form"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 17



For faCilitator use:

O Teacher Educator Worksheet 7A
n.

Teacher Educator Worksheet 9A

Teacher Educator Worksheet I2A

Charts on newsprint, acetate, or chalkboard:

- "Roles of the Teacher" (see Section I of Application Module A)

Facilitators required: Although the session may be conducted by a single person,
it is preferable in most cases to share responsibilities among several
persons (female and male) who posses both subject matter expertise and
group process skills, and who represent racial-ethnic diversity.

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator(s) should:

thoroughly review this outline and all participant materials

o review suggested lecturettes and adapt them to accommodate unique group
# needs and facilitator style

- Opening comments (Section I)
- "Forms of Sex Bias in Instructional Procedures!'

(see Section II)

"The Nature and Purpose of Affirmative Instruction"
(see Section V)

- "The Role of the Teacher Beyond the Classroom Door"
(see Section VI)

- "Teacher EducAtors as Institution Builders and Scholars"
(see Section'VI)

- "Concluding Remarks" (see Section VII)

5 minutes

25 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes
5 minutes

prepare charts as identified in "Materials needed" listing of each section

Group size: Flexible

Facilities required: Meetjng room to accommodate expected number of participants;
moveable tables and chairs will facilitate small group work

Equipment and supplies required: Overhead projector, transparencies, chalkboard
and chalk or newsprint and marker, peri,..ils for each participant



'PREPARING TEACHERS TO ANALYZE AND ALLEVIATE

SEX BIAS IN THE CLASSROOM, THESCHOOL, AND THE PROFESSION

'APPLICATION SESSION B

Session Agenda

I. OPENING COMMENTS TIME REQUIRED: 5 MINUTES

II: FORMS OF SEX BIAS IN INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES TIME REQUIRED: 60 MINUTES

A. Lecturette--"Forms of Sex Bias in ,

Instructional Procedures" (25 minutes)

B. Questions and Answers .
, ( 5 minutes)

C. Individual activity--"Identifying Sex Bias in

Instructional Procedures-- Case Examples" (10 minutes)

D. Small Group Discussions (10 minutes)

E. Total Group,Processing (10 minutes)

III. SEX BIAS IN TEACHER EDUCATION CLASSROOMS
44.

A. Introduction
B. Individual Activity--"Identifying Sex Bias

in Teacher Education Courses: A Prediction
Sheet" (10 minutts)

C. Small Group Discussions (10 minutes)

D. Total Group Processing ( 5 minutes)

E. Individual Activity--"Selt-Analysis Action
Plan". (10 minutes)

TIME REQUIRED: 40 MINUTES

( 5 minutes)

IV. BREAK TIME REQUIRED: 10. MINUTES

V. AFFIRMATIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES TO COMBAT
SEX BIAS TIME REQUIRED: 30 MINUTES

A. Lecturette--"The Nature and Purpose of . l

Affirmative Instruction" - ( 5 minutes)

B. 'Small Group-a6tivity--"Adapting Affirmative
InstrUctional Strategies to Teacher

i Education Classrooms" (15 minutes)

C. Total Group Processing (10 minutes)

VI. ALLEVIATING SEXISM THROU.GH INSTITUTION BUILDING

AND SCHOLARSHIP TIME REQUIRED: 30 MINUTES

A. Lecturette--"The Role of the Teacher Beyond
the Classroom Door"

B. Total Group Processing

fl
t:t;

( 5 minutes)

(10 minutes)



C. Lecturette--"Teacher Educators as rnsti-
tution Builders and Scholars" ( 5 minutes)

D. Individual activity--"Action Planning" 00 minutes)

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

vi

TIME REQUIRED: 5 MINUTES

TOTAL TIME REQUiRED: 180 MINUTES



I. OPENING COMMENTS TIME REQUIRED: 5 MINUTES

Purpose of the activity:

The purpose of this activity is:

to provide participants with an overview of the activities in this
module

Materials needed: None

Facilitator preparation required:

Aehcilitator should:

thoroughly review the total session outline

review the suggested introductory remarks and adapt them to accommodate
uni-que group needs and facilitator style

Procedure:

, The facilitator and any persons assisting with the session should be
introduced if they have not been involved in the workshop to this point.
The facilitator may wish to introduce the session with comments such as
the following:

'Twang the liast apptication modute, we had the oppontunity to
exptOte 4ex biai az it wages in curtnicutat matetiatz. We au, had the_
oppottunity to tespond to bias bl bookz, bath the K-12 textz and teachet
education texts az wett.

"But it is not on the pages o6 books atone that chitchen teatn about
4e,x biaz. Biaz atzo emetgez in the way that teachets intutactot Otte
to intetact--with students. The manna o het-4tudent intetaction
sends messages to both boys and giAtz about how they ane vatued, what
expectations they ate to 6ut&itt, what te1atd4 they wile tecave, and
wilat behav(lotz witt be punished. And teseatch indicatez that geneitatty
teachetz ate OA litom ;Sac:A in theit teaching 4tytez and exhibit 4ex-biazed
behaviou. Kew to detect biazed intmactionz and how to comect them witt
be cleat with in thiz modute.

"Thi4 6inat apptication 4u4ion wiLZ atzo p4ovide the oppolunity
to view the &met tote o teacheAz beyond the ctazztoom. We 4hatt considet
the teachet in tetation to the zchoot. at tatge, and to educationat zchotat:
ship. W(uat tate can the eta444bodteacheh ptay in cheating a mote Aenzit.Lve,

sex-licait zchoot zyztem? How can the cta44toom teachet coexibute to the
devetopment o6 a body o6 4exlain ke4eakch? And whethen we arte tooking

at the teachet as institution buitda, OA zchotaA, ot managet 06 Cia64400171



'i

intettaction, we will atwayz come back 1.50 OWL Wet az teacher: educatou
and how we can pAepaice teacheu-to be Otee ol6 zex bias in ate thezeutez
and It.e4ponsillititie4."

-p.
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II. FORMS OF SEX BIAS IN INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES TIME REQUIRED: 60 MINUTES

(A) Lecturette--"Forms of Sex Bias in Instructional
Procedures" (25 minutes)

(B) Questions and answers ( 5 minutes)

(C) Individual activity--"Identifying Sex Bias
in Instructional Procedures--Case Examples" (10 minutes)

(D) Small group discussions (10 minutes)

(E) Total group processing (10 minutes)

Purposes of the activity:

The purposes of this activity are:

to provide participants with a conceptual data base regarding
the issue of sex bias in instructional procedures

to provide participants with a context for understanding the
significance and rationale for training teachers to identify
and eliminate sex bias from instructional procedures

to provide participants with the opportunity to identify and
correct sex bias in selected examples of classroom instruction

Materials needed:

For participant use:

o "Summary of the Forms of Sex Bias in Instructional Procedures,
K-12"--Teacher Eduator Worksheet 6

"Identifyinr ;ex Bias in Instructional Procedures--Case Examples"--

Teacher Edur.tion Worksheet 7

For facilitator use:

acetate transparency or newsprint charts containing the following
key emphasis points of lecturette:

Invisibility

Boys are given more of the teachers' classroom attention

Stereotyping

Through teacher verbal behavior and expectations, female
and male students can be channelled into separate roles,
activities, and behaviors

Fragmentation/Isolation

Teacher initiation or acceptance of sex-segregated.groupings
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Linguistic Bips

Use of masculine terminology to refer to all people
Use of derogatory terminology to refer to members of one sex

Imbalance/Selectivity

Heavier instructional emphasis on cognitive disabilities
that trouble males

Unreality

Critical need for teachers to recognize tha reality of
sex bias in classroom instruction. Only after this
awareness can we work toward its elimination

Teacher Educator Worksheet 7A

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator(s) should:
I.

thoroughly review this outline and all participant materials

review suggested lecturette and adapt it to accommodate unique group
needs or facilitator style

o prepare key points of lecturette on individual acetate transparency
or newsprint chart

review Teacher Educator Worksheet 7A

Procedure:

A. Lecturette--"Forms of Sex Bias in Instructional
Procedures" (25 minutes)

The purpose of this lecturette is to provide participants with a
conceptual data base concerning sex bias in instructional procedures and
with a rat.onale for training teachers to recognize and eliminate this bias.
Before beginning the lecturette, the facilitator should make sure that
acetate transparency or newsprint chart sequence is readily accessible for
displays; reference should be made to these materials at appropriate times
during the lecturette.

Suggested lecturette:

"In the Ast application wt spent a good deae o6 time in
devetoping shats oJz. identiiiying sex bias in in4tAuctiona2 mateniats.
We 6am how --thkough what a textbook autho& choo6e6 to inceude ok to gtoss
overt., thAough points that aAe emphasized and inteApAetations that cote

omitted, thkough the may chakactero rote shaped and poktkayed, and thkough
the vety intake o6 the tanguage itset4 --individuat bias can emeAge in
textbooks and have impact at the inisti-tationae tevet.

-4-
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-**."Juzt az cunnicutan matetiaz teach tezzonz not onty in math,
sociae ztudiez, and keading but in zex biaz, so, too, in kaated wayz,
inztauctionat paocedutez become paat o the hidden cutnicutum and can
ttanzmit zexizt tezsonz to studentz. ThAough the myniad o4 wayz teacheaz
manage the instauctionai aimate o6 the ctazzkoom, ztudentz &aim about
who and what iz impoktant, the att2tudez and behavimz they shoued exhibit,
and the notez and occupationz to which they zhoutd aspitc. And sometimes,
az with cutnicwean matekiaz, theze tezzonz cad be 1iaAm4ut to entike
gaoupz within OWL poputation.

"Az we zpend zome time anatyzing the way biaz may chakacteaize

inztauctionat management, it iz impontant to keep in mind that in many
cazes the kezeakch we'tt be dizcuzzing iz bazed,pn data kegaading white
midette ctazz studentz; it iz not geneaatizabte inztkuctionat tkeatment
o6 minokity studentz. In 6act, zex-biazed instauctionat paotedunez az
they tetate to minonity ztudentz iz an aaea in which theke iz a ctiticat
need On 4unthet kezeatch.

"6e6oae we begin anatyzez o6 zex biaz in the'inztauctional management
o6 the ctazznoom climate, it iz impoatant to zet Oath a 6ew caveatz.
We att know the comptex data on teachek e6iiectivenezz, and weve 'Lead
ztudiez that zhow conliticting aezwetz when attemptz anemade to ketate
teachek behavion to ztudent output. We att know the zubttetiez and
comptexitiez o6 the ctazznoom envinonment whene an enonmouz numbek o6
vatiabtez come into Oily. Given tijiz genetai 6tamewoak, we muzt be cautiouz
az we begin to imtekpket hoW zex biaz opekatez and impactz in the ceazznoom.
Howeven, we muzt not become pakayzed by the compeexity o4 the aezeakch
data, 4on we hoLve a good cleat o4 evidence and togicat basis, both psycho-
togicaety and phitozophicbtty, to make inteAptetati.om and to dam potentiat
cooatuzionz concekning zex biaz in the aazzkoom.

"With theze cautions in mind, we witt examine the zix 4o)unz o4

bCtq, steteotypina, Oacimentcaun, hnaucstLc bUt6, illbatance, and
unteaUty--azithey appear, in the inztauctionat ptocedukes thkough which
teachetz manac tRe ctazznoom envitonment.

InvZsititity

"It we weke to vizit a teachek'z noom at the end o4 the year:. and azk
teachetz to kecatt theiA mozt memonabte and/on outztanding ztudemtz, it
mutd be tikeey that the pkepondenance o namez that we woOli cottec Teuid
betong to matez. In 6act, theke iz a good deat o4 data to zuggezt
maiez ate the zaient and vizibte membetz o azzaoomz.

"One way this zatiency iz mani6ezted iz thkough vetbat intenaction
patteknz between ztudemts and teachet. Boyz aae not onty teptimanded mote
(one ztudy zhowz them keceiving 8 to 10 timez az many contaot mezzagez az
do giatz) but they atzo appeaa to be taked to and tiztened to mone
linequentey than theik 6emate countekpaktz. 1/ 6 2/ In shmt, wh.de the
teseaAch o not conceuzive, it appws that a pattetn s 0med thnough
which boys qeceive moe. o4 the teachees active ve/zbat attention.
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"Mote ucent uzeatch iz dizetozing many zubtee di44ekentiationo
that take ptace thkough vetbat intetaction. 'Fort exampte, one gtoup o4
uzeakchaz haz 4ound that teachekz mozt 44equent2y uptimand boy4 4ot
cteating diztutbanaez on dizciptine ptobtemz in the cta44400m. They mozt
44equent4J ptaize boyz 40t academic pet4okmance. The ptaize pattan 4o4
gint6 iz atmozt comptetety kevetzed. Teachekz uzuatty kewatd gin24 404
nonacademic behaviokz--404 being neat, ceean, potite, and quiet. When
gixes keceive punitive mezzagez, it iz wsuatty 4o4 theit academic patio/L.--
mance. 3/

"Sabin and het cotteaguez have demonztAated othet ab.tLe ii the

wayz teacheAz dibietentiatty diztkibute ptaize to 4emate4 and matez.
She 4oand that g-iAtZ ake mote Lady to uceive pozitive kein4okcement
4:4 they ztand ceose to theit teachekz white, 40t boys, teinOncemeut i4 not
dependent on puximity to the teachet. 41

"So intetaction data zuggezt that giAt4 ate tezz vizibee and tezz
audibte in ctazzkdomz than cute boyz. Theu zeem td get tezz o4 the teacheez
attention. Futthek, teacheAz ake tikety 'to obien them newalcd and ptaize
not 4o4 academie pet4mmance but 404 being potite and'quiet and 404
puximity-zeeking behavion.

"Exctuzion and invisibitity may OCCUA not onty thkough intetaction
pattetnz, but atzo thtough the phyzicat azpects o4 the ct144400m. 14

poztetz, pictutez, nempapet ctippingz, and othen vizuat matetiat. exctude
4ematez and minotity gkoup membets, ztude ake being o44elted a 6-houn
a day tezzon in bia4 thnough invizibitit .

Steteotyping

'Oh no! The pujectok iz buken agi I need a young man with
borne good mechanicat agitude who ca come up heke and 4ix it.'

woutd you pteaze pout the punch and pazz out the ke4u6h-
ments don the ctaisz panty.'

'Wete, John; youn pexpAmance in my e1a64 411Dmo that you have
good 4cienti4ic aptitude. And I know Pcom tatking with you
that you tike wonk,ing with peopte and heeping them. Have you
been thinking dbout medicine az a cateekpethapz becoming a
doctoe'

'Wett, Joan, youn pet4otmance in my ctazz zhows that you have
good 4cienti4ic aptitude. And I Llow Pcom taeking with you
that you tike woicking with peopte and heeping them. Have you
been thinking about medicine az a cateekpethapz becoming a
nukze on a tab technician?'
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"Pe/chaps these commentson diA4etent veAsions O them--mau sound
6amitiat to you. They ate vetbcct 'te6tec-tionis 06 the way teacheks 6ite-
qu.entey steAeotype Students , asswning butt the mate hat6 06 out population
ha6 in common one set 06 abilities, inteicests, values, and totes and the
6emate hal6 06 out poputation has. in common anothet 6 et o6 abiLit-Les,
intucest, vatues, and to.eeA: Such stuteotyping genetaety te6tects aye/E.-
simpti6ied atatudes and comptetety ignotes i.nckviduat di..66etencez.

"The stmeotyping in the examptes above actuatly 4u/L6aced at a vetbat
Levet. Howevet., when teachms hotd biased expectations about student
behavian., theze may be ttansmitted mote subtty. The te)un .'teacheic expecta-
tLons' ot ptophecy' may elicit a vatiety 06 teactions
among you. because thete have been so many con6ticang teponts about this
phenomenon.

"You' temembet that 6 evexca yeatz ago Rosenthat and Jacobson
tandomty designated an avaage 06 6ive childten pet class az academic
'spuitteits. ' Thq teachms wuce given the names 06 these 'sputctefus' and
-the Sindings 0 6 lthe study indicated -that i6 teachem expected intellectual
Homing in speciiiic ch-il&ten, such gains wowed, in 6act, &mutt. Fuitth.et,
teacheits de/se/abed- the tandomty selected expmimentat chil.dten cu. beLng
happiet, mote CUA-ZOU4 , mote intetest-ing and having a be-ttet chance 6ot
success in La-telt. t-Z6e -than con-VE.0.e subjects. 5/

. "Since this pionevting study ta u.ncov et some. 0 6 :the teachet/pupil
inte/tactive dynanuics, thete have been nwneicous studies which attempt to
nept-Lcate -it with many con6Lizting conclusions. Flowevet, aliteA a thotough
swrimaty 06 the teseatch on t eacheA expectatLanz, kaum indicates that
phitozophic.atey and psychotogicatty the phenomenon 04 teachet expectations
mus.t be consideted setiot,zty. 6/ 1

"Ther..e onty ti.mite.d data. on the d.i.66vienti.at exitectati.anis teacheAs
had 60/1. theit 6mate and mate students. In one study,. un-Lot high schoot
teacheAs wete asked to 4e2ect adjective's that they Ott wowed dezctibe
good mate. and good 6emate students. flyte ccte theit tesponzes:

Ad jecti.ve2 Deis cAibing Adjectiveis Des cAibing
Good Foliate Students Good Mae Students

appteciatbe 6 ensZtixe actix e eneitgeti.c
catnr dependabte adventutows entapn-ising
conscientious e66-1.e-Lent aggtessive Oank
con ma-tunesideta-te asseAti.ve independent
coopetative obtiging cLutious inventive 7/
mannetty thmough
poised

Theise caeumns ne6tect stematype2 miniatute 06 the 6ema2e and mate totes.
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"In anothek ztud , Paktady inveztigated the e66ect 06 teachekz'
betie6z on pupitz' aehLe.vemeivt and conctuded that i6 teachekz betieve
that 6i1zt gude boys mite do az (vett in keading az giktz, then this,
in 6act, witt happen. Convemety, i6 teachetz do not expect boyz to do
az met az giAtz, then, in 6act, theik keading pe1t6okmance witt be tow-

"Bkaun conctudes az a uzutt o6 h anatyziz 06 teachek expecta-
tionz Aezeakch: "Teachaz need to be zenzitized to the biazez and
ztereeotypez they hotd and encoukaged to examine these zekiousty in
Aetation tD theik etaszkoom behavink. A6ttk att, it iz the 'teachek
expectation o6 the pupit' amd the vicious cikcte it tkiggekz that witt
detekmine taAgety the ehitd'z zet6-image, and uttimatety, academic
zuccezz 04 6aituke. 9/

"Steteotypez teachetz hotd 6ok tha't ztudentz on the baz.i.t o6 zex,

kace, ctazz, 0't ethnicity may be mani6ested not onty in the intekpek-
zonat ctimate 06 the ctazzkoom but in the phyzicat ztkuctuke az wett.
Dizptayed matekiats, zhowing boys active and giAIS pazsive and zhowing
women pAimakity 04 zote2y az homemakekz. and men engaged in a vakiety
o6 occupationz ate continua vizuat kemindeAz 06 timited uptionz and
atteknativez.

Fkagmentation/Izota,tion

"Fizagmentation 04 zepakation on the baziz o6 zex anothek auy
that binz emetgez in inztkuctionat management 06 the ctazzkOm. Theke

wayz that thiz zegkegation OCCAVE.6. Teachekz may estabtizh
zep ate tining up pkocedukez 60A 6emate and mate ztudentz. Theke may
be vakiouz academic competitions zet up wi.th 'the boyz against the giktz.'
Theke may be a zingte-zex intekezt and wokk gkoup estabeizhed.

"Sometimes zingte-zex intekezt wank and ptay gkoupz emekge az a
phenomenon 06 peek kathek than teachek zetection. Then bias may emekge
not thAough teachek ini,tiation but kathek thkough teachek totekance and
acceptance. FOA exampte, in etementmky zchoot cazez 06 the 'att-boyz ,

ctub-no giAIS attowed,' teacheAz may zhAug, smite and ke6tect on how the
zituation witt change one day. Howevek, theze zame teachem woutd in
att tiketihood 6ind a zituation 06 'no JeRz, no ltatianz, no Btackz
attowed' abhokkent and woutd intavent to ztop kaciat, ethnic, ok ke- :
tigiouz exctuzion. Sex zepakation, whethek activety initiated ot palsive-
ty totekated by the teachek,-encoukagez sodat and academic izotatioft
06 the zexez and denies equatity 06 oppoktunity and expekience.

"Az with the pkeviouz 6okmz 06 bias, 6kagmentation and izoeation
may atzo appeak in the phyz.,aat akkangement 06 the ctaszkoom. 16 viz-
uat matekiatz ake zepakated zo that theke iz a singee buteein bovia
06 6amouS contempokaky women (ok &tacks 04 Jewz ok Itatianz), the
mtzzage iz being thansmitted that thiz gkoup iz zomehow zepakated 6,70M
and tangentiat to the cuttukat mainztkeam.

Linguiztic Biaz

"The zane 6otniz 06 biaz that chaitacteit-i.ze the Language patteknz

in instAuctionat matexiats may atso be mani6e4ted in the teachek'z
vekbat expkezzion. 16 the teachek zubsumes att peopte undet the tekin
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mankind, tetets to histoticat eiguAes az oc. 6otetatheAs,' continually
uses the pAonoun he to encompass both 6erna2 ,, and mates, use& biased
occupationat teAms, Ae6eAz to adult mates az 'r:en' and adutt Omates
az 'gittA,' uses oit. accepts student usage otztang teiuns that Aeduce
women to animal status (chick, bitch, biddy, etc.), then a sex-biazed
pekception o6 Aeatity iA wated eot students in that ctasmoom.

"FuAtheA, tinguiztic bias may be appaAent in ate ewuns oe wAitten,
communication in the clasmoom--visuat disptays, tetteAs to students
and patemtz, ctassAooM tests, jouAnats, newspapeAz, etc. The Aesutt
4:6 that both veAbat and mitten conmunication comptement each otheA to
tein6oAte sexist peAceptionz.

Imbatance/Setectivity

"Encou/taging each student to Aeach his Oh het eutt potentiat iz at
the heaAt oe the educationat ptocezz. Howevet, thtough imbatance in
the natute oe compensatony instAuction and sex-biased setection o6 those
in need oe Aemediation, Aeatization oe goat's is oeten denied.

"Beeme we discuss imbatance oe emphazis'in the naturte oe compen-
satbty instAuction in out schoots, it is impoAtant to take a bAiee took
at what we.know about sex di66eAence2 in inteftectuat abitLties and
achievement patteAns.

"Thete ate many conzideAati.ons to keep in mind when discussing
sex di66etence6. FoA exampte, sex di66etence discussion eocuses on
aveAa e di6t2Aences betveen mates and eemates and them. AA always a
gAeat deaI oe oveAtap betveen the sexes. FuAthet, most o6 the Aeseatch
haz been done on uthite middte ctass chitdten and 6inding4 may not be
genetatizabte to othet gAoups. Studies which Aesutt in tindings o6
sex di66etences aAe mime tikefy to get pubtished than aAe tindings o no

di66etence4 (nutt eindings). Consequently, ths may tesutt in the
estabLishnt oe a teseaAch data base that magnieies and exaggeAates
dilgetencett may;exist between the sexes. Finafty, it AA inaccutate
to assume t ttOility on behavion that determined to be a sex
di66etence AZ innate. Thete muzt be euttheA,study to diAcovet whethet
the di66e1tence AS innate on teaAned.

"Accoding to Jacktin, 10/ thete appeaA to be two intettectuat
sex di66e1Lence6: vAbat abinties and spatiat visuatization. StaAting
at about the junion high schoot yeaits g,iAts get higheA aver/age scones
on tests o6 vetbat abitity white boys get highet avetage scones on
tests oe spatial visuatization which meazuAe the ability to mentally
totate objects oe two and thtee dimensions. Therte is evidence that

spatiat abitities can be diAectly and quickfy taught. Them. AA also
a good deat oe discussion conceAning the potentiat Aetationship oe
spaliat visuatization abitities to achievement in mathematizs.

7 t;
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"The National Azzehhment o6 Educational Pnognesz (NAEP) .1)3 the mozt
compitehensive /Le/sea/Leh e66ont to data that hah examined educati.onat
ae.hievement on a nationwide bahih. Thiz inclicated that at age nine,
mates and enateis 6 how cLikey equat hoaitLc undeAztanding in the
cuteah o6 mathemati.ch, 6 CAience, 6 ocial 6 ALCiAleiS , and cbtizenzhip. How-

even, by age 13 emateis have begun a deceine in achievement which
continucs downwakd thitough a.ge 17 and into adutt Lt ih in the
a/Leah o6 math Lrid 6 e.tence achievement that the clizpanitLes between the
hexu cute moht devahtating. (An impontant 6acton to kemembeit. about
NAEP data is that thute was no attempt to cont)Lot 6on the numbeit o6
math and 6 cAlence counzes the ,(t'udentis had taken, and naditionally boy's
take moke counz es in thehe Avo caul's.) 11 /

"So we nd a patteiLn in which boyz have ?none pnobeemz n akews
o6 'Leading and vabat abi/Lty. Gij,L ake moke likely to be at a diz-
advantage in cuz.eas itceated zpaticzt mathematico, and
6 aence. Lt Zs now impontant to take a took at the 6 etectLon and
balanc.e with. which compenzatony iivstnuct,Lon ifs deXieveAd in ouk school)s.

'Fon yecuth educatoith have been ponduting why Johnny can't kead,
and the educationat Ututattute 6iteed with anticles anaeyzing the
pitobtem and pohiting hotuttions. Ftutthut, dten we conzida -the natune
o6 the compenzatoky instiLueti.on o66eited by oun zchoot hyhtems, we
become atocute that a key emphaziz in thiz 6 pee-Lae iitistAuction ih on
'Leading and veiLbat 6 f-tite.s -the main pkobtem cuteaz on buyis . In 6act
the population 6 aviced by thiz 6 pe inistAucaon pnimakity maee.
Acconding to Gillespie and Fink, one 6 the 'moke intekeAt(Ing ztable
phenomenon in hpeciat. education (i,$) Ica many moke boyz than g.ats
ake in need o6 ispeciat zeitviceis. ' 12/

"Mute a/Le many pozzibte exptanationz az to why mateis appean to
he in gneaten need o peaat inhtituction. Howeva, inutects,i.ng nwnbenz

educatoitz have begun -to conzidek that them may be mone mateis mcciv-
ing speciae inistituction becawse we have 6 etected and emphazized that
akea o6 intel-eectuat dZsadvantage whick moht Vtoubteiso6 to mate
6 tWiCia/1 .

"Oney kecentey have educatoith begun to ponden why Anne can't do
math and why Sally has 'such a weak compkeheasion o6 even the moht bazic
haentipic pitinciptcs which ct66ect lieu. te evenyday. Onty Aecentey
have home educatoks begun to coitzidut that zpatiat 6 kieLS 6 hotted be
taught in mut i.tazhitoomh. And onty necentey have 'special pugnam's
emeitged to hap alleviate the pailticutan ptobtems that 6emate tudentz
aite mone tikety to have in the anea (16 mathernatim. Th A panticu-
-Canty c)t-ULcat becawse 6 o many 4m-de 6tudemt,s avoid tak,Lng math counzei s,
and math 11a4 become 6-itten' that denies matzo acccss to
a wide amay o6 occupation's.

f
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"So out compenzatoty instkactionat pkogAars appeak to ne6tect bias
thtough setection o6 and emphasis on thoze cognitive ateaz which ake
mozt ttoubtezome to mate students. In contAast, theke has. been 6ak
tess attention paid to thoze cognitive aaeaz in which Oak 6emte students
ate mote tikety to need hetp.

Unteatity

"When teacheks ate asked whethet they institute di66eken6At
instnactionat pkocedukes dot thei/C6emate and mate studnts, they o6ten
expkess zhock and deniat. '06 counse not,' Lo a typicat kesponse. 'I
tkeat the boys and gikts in my ctasskoom just the same.' Howeve/t, when
these same teacheks ai e obzetved, di66enentiat instAactionat pattekns
ate ceeakty appakent.

"I6 teachetz ate to ztop the zex biaz that iz 4e6tected in instkactionae
pkocedukes, it is ckiticat that they kecognize the keatity o6 thiz bias.
They mat become awate that it exists.

"Teachek edttcatoks have a ctuciat tote in heeping teachets become
awake o6 the ways that biaz may emekge in instkactionat. pkoceduites. This
can take ptace &tough obzeuation &cuing method's COUA4e4, g.nd thnoual
appkopkiate stipeAvi.sion o6 student teaching. Futthek, it is ckiticat
that teachek educatots attend to potentiat biaz in theit OU41 tucking
pkocedutes and in the way they manage the inzttuctionat ctimate o6 theift
own etas...moms. 16 teachek educatoks modet biaz in theit ctazztoomz,
it iz tikety that the 6utuke teachms they inst./tact wilt putpetuate this
modet.

"When zex biaz iz te6tected in the vety natute o6 the instAuctionat
pkocess, the potentiat kesatt is toss o6 4et6-a66iamation and estee"
toss o6 academie and occupationat potentiat, deniat o6 equat oppottunay,
and Limitations set on MA students' attetnatives and options. Teachek
educatotz have a key oppontunity in woicking towatd the elimination o6
this bias and in making the attainment o6 6ut2 potentiat a keatity 6ok
ate out ztudentz."

B. Questions and answers ( 5 minutes)

After completing the lecturette, the facilitator should allow
approximately 5 minutes for participant questions. If the facilitator
chooses, she/he may decide to respond to questions during the lecturette.
In either case, questions and answers should not represent significant
digressions from the main purposes of the lecturette, and the facilitator
should ensure that adequate time remains for the other planned activities

C. Individual activity--"Identifying Sex Bias in
Instructional Procedures--Case Examples" (10 minutes)

The purpose of this individual activity is to provide participants
with an opportunity to develop their skills in identifying and renedying
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the various forms of bias in instructional policies and procedures.

Participants are provided with a'worksheet, "Summary of the Forms

$414

of Sex Bias in Instructional PrAledures," w ich briefly describes and
gives examples of the forms of sex bias. s summary can be used:to

help participants as they analyze and rewrite the "Case Examples of
Bias in Instructional PrOcedures" on Worksheet 5.

The facilitator should introdute this activity with comments such

as the following:

"In AppeimUon Sezzion A, you had the oppontunity.to ideati;cy
6oilmz 06 6ex b,iaz az they appeaked in inztauctionat matvz,Zatz.: In the

next exeAcise, you wLU be given the oppattunity to appty youn zex
biaz detect.i.ng, 4h.,it.t4 to cta44noom zituationz. You may wizh to keiiek

to Teacher, Educatok Won1z4heet 2, 'Summny o4 the FOAM4 06 6ia4 in
ECemeatmy and Secondany Curoticutak Mate4iatz.'

"In each o6 the cazez dezotibed on Wokkzheet 7, 'Identi6ying Sex
aia4 in In4Vtuct.cionat Pnocedmes--Caze Exampee4,' you mu4t 6it4t decide

iS 6ex Ua4 i uent. l U i4, you mu,st then identi4y the 6onm o6

bia4 and suggeist what changez in inztAuction, teache4/ztudent inten-
action, on the physica l. envitoment o6 the clazznoom 'showed be made to

eliminate the biaz. A6te4 appkoximatay ten minutez, you wite have the

chance to d-i.zcuzs youn neoonoes in smaLe wups."

D. Small group discussions (10 minutes)

After approximately 10 minutes, participants should be asked to ,

form small groups (about 4-6 participants per group). During this

time, they should be encouraged to share their responses, and the
facilitator should circulate among the groups and note any questions or
issues which should bp discussed by the total group.

E. Total group processing (10 minutes)

After participants have had approximately 10 mihutes to discuss
their responses to Worksheet 7, the facilitator should call the total
group together to review and process this activity. Answers to the

various case examples should be discussed, and participants shodld be
encouraged to raise specific questions and issues which emerged in
their small group activities. The facilitator should also raise
issues that she/he noted during the small group sessions. In addition,

the facilitator might wish to raise the following questions at this

time:

Which forms of sex bias in instructional materials were most
difficult for you to identify.?

Which sex bias "scripts" were most difficult for you to rewrite?

If you teach this skill to your own students, what methods and

approaches would you use to facilitate their awareness and

,Inderstanding?
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III. SEX BIAS IN TEACHER EDUCATION CLASSROOMS TIME REQUIRLD: 40 MINUTES

(A) Introduction ( 5 minutes)
(B) Individual activity--"Identifying Sex Bias

in Teacher Education Courses: A Prediction
Sheet" (10 minutes)

(C) Small group discussions (10 minutes)
(D) Total group processing ( 5 minutes)
(E) Individual activity--"Self-Analysis Action

Plan" (10 minutes)

Purposes of the activity.:

The-purposes of this activity are:

to provide participants with the opportunity to apply the information
acquired from analyzing sex bias in K-12 instructional practices to
teacher education classrooms

to provide participants with the opportunity to predict the forms
of sex bias in instructional procedures in ieacher education
classrooms

to provide participants with the opportunity to inventory and plan
to reduce sexist instructional practices in their own classrooms

Materials needed:

For participant use:

"Summary of the Forms of Sex Bias in Instructional Procedures, K-12"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 6

"Identifying Sex Bias,in Instructional Procedures--Case Examines"
Teacher Educator Worksheet 7

"Assessing Sex Bias in the Classroom: An Observation Sheet"
Teacher Educator Worksheet 8

"Identifying Sex Bias in Teacher Education Courses: A Prediction Sheet"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 9

"Self-Analysis Action Plan"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 10

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator(s) should:

thoroughly review this outline and all participant materials

thoroughly review Teacher Educator Worksheet 9A

review the introductory remarks and adapt them to accommodate unique
group needs and facilitator style
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Procedure:

A. Introduction ( 5 minutes)

The purpose of this activity is to focus the participantsr-attention
from sex bias in K-12 classrooms to biased interactions in teacher
education classrooms. The facilitatoe should introduce this activity
with remarks such as the following:

"Duking the tast houk, we had the oppolitunity to anatyze the way
vaticus (coma o6 sex bias wage in dasskoom instAuctionae pkoceduAe.
e had the oppottunZty t.o idemtqy these biased intekactions and to 4ugge4t
ays 06 eliminating them. /n mien to 6acitLtate youk ability to identi6y
sex bas in the daszuom, wt have inceuded an obzeuation Jheet in youk
notebook. Let's baiegy 4eview that zheet now. /t iz entiteed,'A6ze4zing
Sex Bias in the Ctazstoom: An Obsekoation Sheet,' Teachek Educatok Wok12.-

sheet 8.

"As am took at thi4 zhea, note that it p4ovidez you with 4peci6ic
b,L7yicts to ubsetve and anatyze to idemtqy zex bia4 in the ceazztoom.
Ad !jou et othet6 on yaw., 6acuttie4 supekvise ztudemt teachem, you can
Atiti,z,:. this obsekvation 6okm to detect and eliminate bias in inzttualonae
oecedute2 and easskoom ceimates.

"But being pkepaked to temedy sexism in K-12 ctaisskoom4 id not enough.
We not aeso be awake o6 zex bias in OWL OWn teachek educatok pkogkams
coul coutses. What wt do zpeakz 6ak toudek than what wt zay. We must
Z.,Ln.ticy and ctifninate biased inAkucti.onat patteAnz in out ceasskooms in
ogdek to modee the unbiazed.behavioAz wt wiAsh to teach ouk ztudentz.

"We begin this pnocezz by appeying the Zezzonz we Zeakned 6kom biased
;fasvtoom behavZots ,61 the K-12 situations to teachek eddcmtion etassAooms.

wite have about 10 minute4 to idimti6y Oh phedia hmo sex bias may
metge Zn teacheA education cea44/t00m6. Teachek Educatok Wokksheet 9
shoufd hcep you to 6ocus on thia task. kite& youk individuae wokk., we wLEe.
have an oppottanity cU4at64 yoult. ttesponzea."

B. Individual activity--"Identifying Sex Bias in
Teacher Education Courses: A Prediction Sheet"

C. Small group discussions

(10 minutes)

(10 minutes)

The participants should be allowed 10 minutes to respond individually
to the prediction sheet and 10 minutes to share their responses in small
group discussions. The facilitator should circulate among the groups to
ensure that problems and,questions are quickly resolved. The facilitator
may wish to note any specific responses or questions which should be
discussed in the total group processing which follows.
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,

D. Total group processing ( 5 minutes)

The facilitator should encourage a sharing of participant responses
within the total group setting. The facilitator is directed to
Worksheet 9A which offers several sample responses. The facilitator
should keep in mind the limited nature of the research in-thisarea-
and maintain a receptive attitude to reasonable responses offered by
the participants.

E. Individual activity--"Self-Analysis
Action Plan" (10 minutes)

Toward the end of the total group processing the facilitator
should introduce the Self-Analysis Action 'Plan, Teacher Educator
Worksheet 10. Participants should be encouraged to personalize.the
last few activities by developing a personal action agenda. Partici-
pants should consider the examples of sex bias in teacher education
classrooms and prepare any action plan to identify and eliminate sexism
in their own classrooms. Although the participants may wish to share
and compare their self-analysis action plans, they may also consider
them as a personal and private plan for action. No workshop time is
specifically identified for sharing these plans,. After the plans are
developed, participants may go directly to the.break.

IV. BREAK TIME REQUIRED: 10 MINUTES,

.,.
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V. AFFIRMATIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES TO COMBAT TIME REQUIRED: 30 MINUTES
SEX BIAS

(A) Lecturette--"The Nature and Purpose of
Affirmative Instruction"

(B) Small group activity--"Adapting Affirmative
Instructional Strategies to Teacher Education
Classrooms"

(C) Total group processing

Purposes of the activity-:

The purposes of this activity are:

( 5 minutes)

(15 minutes)

(10 minutes)

to provide participants with a conceptual framework and rationale
concerning affirmative teaching strategies

to provide participants with practical examples of affirmative
teaching strategies to be utilized by teacher education students
in K-12 classrooms

to provide participants with the opportunity to adapt and develop
affirmative teaching strategies for the teacher education classroom

Materials needed:

For participant use:

"Sequencing Teaching Strategies to Combat Sex Bias"--
Teacher Educator Worksheet 11

"Developing Affirmative Teaching Strategies for the Teacher
Education Classroom"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 12

For facilitator use:

Teacher Educator igorksheet 12A--"Affirmative Teaching Strategios
for the Teacher Education Classroom: Suggested Responses"

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator(s) should:

thoroughly review this outline and all particioant materials

review suggested lecturette and adapt it to accommo'date unique group
needs or facilitator style

reviewTeacher Educator Worksheet 12A
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Procedure:

A. Lecturette--"The Nature and Purpose of Affirmative
Instruction" ( 5 minutes)

The purpose of this lecturette is to provide participants with a
conceptual framework and rationale concerning affirmative teaching
strategies.

Suggested lecturette:

"Juzt be6ou the bteak, you weu asked to examine and considet an
obzwation checktizt to hetp you wotk with youA teachetz to eliminate
sex biaz plom that teaching behaviots and thein ctazztooms. We atso
azked you to considet what action gans you petzonatty might undettake
to eliminate potentiat zex biaz (tom the teachet education ceasstoom
and theteby otesent a pozitive modet 6ot youA own teachet education
ztudentz.

"PtepaAing teachetz tu e iuina.te zex biaz )UMN theirc inzttuctionat
ptocedutez and theit dasstooms i's a cAiticat ztep. Howevet, to tAuty
counteAact the zexizt mezzagez that ate being ttansmitted to etementaty
and secondam ztudentz thtough textbook's, thtough the media, and thtough
many othet vehictez o6 out zociety, it iz necezzaty eon. OUA 6utme teachetz
to be ptepated in mote a66itmative zttategiez az welt. These a66itmative
zttategiez go beyond the etimination o6 biuz (tom the cognitive, a66ective
and phyzicat ceasstoom envitonment. The putpoze o6 a66inmative teaching
iz to intentionally 6ocus on activety combating thc impact o6 a zexizt
zociety on ztudentz.

"A66itmative teaching iz based upon a phitosophicat conzttuct that
tecognizez a duat tole 6ot owl. educationat zyztem. 13/Finzt, educatLon iz
expected to conzetve and to maintain zociat ztab:Lity by ttanzmitting the
knoweedge, zEaez, and expetience o6 the pazt to the gene/cation o6 the
pkezent. Second, Lt i4 expected to antici ate and to ptovide the cuttent
genetati.on with the knowtedge and kLts couch it witt need in the zociety
o6 the 6mtuu. At timez hete iz congict between theze /cotes o6 conzetving
and anticipating. At timez Aigid adheunce to the expetience o6 the pazt
may setve to petpetuate inequity and diznimination and may 6aLe to pupate
ztudentz 6ot e66ective 6unctioning in the society o6 the ptezent and o6
the 6utute. In zuch cazez, the anticipatoty 6uncticn o6 education must
become patamount, and the impticationz o6 change mu,t be Aecognized. Sex
a66itmative teaching tecognizez the imgications o6 a changing zociety
6ot OUA 6emate and mate ztudentz, and it attemptz to enzute the e66ective
6unctioning o6 theze ztudents within thiz changing zociat ztAuctute.4

"A'66iAmative teaching uztz on two othet bazic azzumptionz: one
(..6 that theze a66iAmative inzttuctionat apptoaches muzt be integtatty
6ncoApotated into everty azpect o6 the cuaticutum. Lt iz not enough 6ot
a zecondaty schoae, hot exampte, to o66eA a zepatate unit OA a zepaute
coutze on notable women ot minotUy gtoup authots. U iz not enough 6ot
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a teachet ptepatation institution to devetop and inctude a courtze on
tacizm and sexism in education. The devetopment 06 separate coakses and
unLt petpetuates the myth that the expetiences o6 women and minortities
ate petiphetat to the mainstteam o6 society. Rathet, aGamative instAuc-
tionat appkcaches must bQ integAated blto aLf copects o6 the cutticueum.

"Foatey,a66iAmative culuticutan and instAuctionat apprtoaches that
deat cixth sexLsm, ot tacizm, Oh ctazsizm ate pettinent 6ot evety student.
It is utiticat that mates az weet az 6emates have the opporttunity to anatyze
how deX.i.6M may operate to timit theit own attetnatives and options.

Simita/tty white students az welt az those 6/tom minmity gtoups must undek-
stand the natute o6 racism and the way it impacts on at membertz 06 OVA
society.

"On Patticipant Woth,sheet 11 o6 yout notebook youtate 6ind
a suggested desctiption and ti6t,i.ng o6 a66itmative apptoaches that you
may wish to skate utith yourt teachet education students. You witZ notice
that the suggested sttategiez ate attanged on a taxonomic Knamewokk that
incotpotates avatene44, ctakiiiication, and actionPlrhe purtpose o6 this
olganization a az 6ot2owsl 6itzt, students need a cognitive knoweedge
and awateness base o6 how sexism opetatez and its poteatiat impact on
them and on all membetz o6 society. The estabtishment u6 this knomtedge
base Rite genetate a66ective questiOn`s, issues, and concetnz. Conzequentty,
many 4tudent6 wat need to patticipate in ceati6ication activities which
ptovide them an oppottuaty to exptess these concertnz and que6Vonz, to
heart the teactionz and questions o6 theit ctassmatez, and to considet and
te6tect on theit positions within the context o6 societat change. The
6inat tevet o6 the hieltaltchy 4,6 action 6ot change. A66i/tmative teaching
on this Levet can take peace a6tert a perttinent data base has been estab-

tishea and a6teg tequaite ctakiliication and anaty4.Z4 activitZez have
taken ptace. This tevet ptovides 4tudents with the oppottunity to take
action in modi6ying and changing sexist etementz o6 theift immediate
envitonmemt."

B. Small group discussions--"Adapting Affirmative
Instructional Strategies to Teacher Education Classrooms"

One purpose of this small group activity is to provide participants
with an opportunity to review and discuss practical examples of K-12
affirmative teaching strategies and then to adapt these strategies and/or
develop alternative strategies for the teacher education classroom.

(15 minuteq

The facilitator should introduce this activity with comments such as
the following:

"Dut,<Ing the next 15 minutes, you witt have the opOottunity to tevieW
and discuss the a66itmative teaching desctibed in Teache)t Educatot Wotk-
sheet 11. Ptease 6ortm smatt gtoups o6 6out to 4,i2 peopte and take a 6ew

minutes to tead oveA an.i discuss this in6okmation sheet entitted 'Sequencing
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Teaching StAategies to Combat Sex Siaz.' Con4ide& which aaiAmative
zttategiez you might p&ovide yout teachet educati.on ztudentz in K-12
ceawoomps and which yo,t may mish to modi6y oh adapt be6me givolg them
to you& ztudentz. You might even wish to add zome ztAategiez to thoze
ptovided.

"Wen you have had a chance to neview and bitiegy dizcuzz Teachet
Educatot Wottezhect 11, tuAn to 'Devetoping AWAmative Teaching StAategiez
6ot the Teachet Education Ctau&oom' which Lo Teache& Educato& WoAkzheet 12
A4 you ate awake, it iz impottant not onty to pnovide you& ztudents with
qiiinmative zttategiez in you& own teachet education ctazzez az wete.
WoAkzheet 12 givez you the oppottunZty to adapt the a66i&mative zttategiez
&um WoAkzheet 11, 'Sequencing Teaching Sttategiez to Combat Sex Bia6'
teachet education ,inztAuction.

. "Unde& each o6 the thtee categatiez on WoAkzheet 12 (ammenezz, anatyziz,
rAd ceati6ication and action) woth togethet az a gnaw to identi6y and 6tiegy
dezetibe az many a66itmative zttategiez az pozzibZe that ate appitoptiate eot
the teachet education ctazz,Loom. You may o6ten wi,6hi to devetop new zttate-
giez. Age& thi.4 zmate gtoup woth, wt wae Aeconvene az a totat gtoup and
compite the z.ttategiez we have genetated."

During the small group work the facilitator should circulate among
the groups to help resolve problems and questions. The facilitator might
wish to note specific relponses or questions which should be addressed by .

the total grop.

D. Total group processing (10 minlites)

The facilitator should encourage sharing of participant responses
within the total group setting. The fasilitator is directed to Teacher
Educator Workstret 12A which offers saMple affirmative strategies for use
in the teacher education classroom. There are many other strategies as
well, and a-wide variety of participant responses may be accepted.
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VI. ALLEVIATING SEXISM THROUGH INSTITUTION BUILDING TIME REQUIRED: 30 MINUTES
AND SCHOLARSHIP

(A) Lecturette--"The Role of the Teacher Beyond
the Classroom Door"

(B) Total group processing

(C) Lecturette--"Teacher Educators as Institution
Builders and SchoTars"

(D) Individual activity--"Activity Planning"

( 5 minutes)

(10 minutes)

( 5 minutes)
(10 minutes)

Purposes of the activity:

The purposes of this activity are:

to provide participants with a rationale for preparing teachers as
institution builders and as scholars

O to paivide participants with an opportunity to relate the functions
of institution buildiny and scholarship to specific actions directed
tOward eliminating sex bias

to provide particIpants with a rationale,for teacher educator involve-
ment in institution building and scholar:Olio to eliminate sex bias
from teacher education programs

to provtde participants with an opportunity for individual action
planning in eliminating sex bias from their teachr preparation
programs

Materials needed(

For participant use:

i "Teacher as Institution Builder"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 13

"Teacher as Scholar"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 14

"Teacher Educator as Scholar and Institition Builder: Recommendations
for Action"--Teacher Educator WorkSheet'I5

"Teacher Educator as Scholar and Institution Builder: Action
Planning"--Teacher Educator Worksheet 16'

For facilitator use: None

Facilitator preparation required:

The facithator should:

thoroughly review this outline and all participant materials

review suggested lecturettes and adapt them to accommodate unique
group nEeds or facilitator style
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Procedure:

A. Lecturette--"The Role of the Teacher Beyond the ( 5 minutes)

Classroom Door"

The purpose of this lecturette is to provide participants with a

rationale for preparing teachers as institution builders and scholars.

Suggested lecturette:

"Fot the majot segment 06 both Appticati3On Session's A and B, we have

been 6ocusing on the teachet's /wee, and thttaehen &Glutton's tote az

manage/14 oS autn,i.eutwn and o6 instAuction. These ake obviousty two

vaticat 6unction's uthich educator', 611t6itt and they both hotd 44,gniS,tcant

pupae dot woth,ing towatd the enadication oS sex,izm. Teachem must

became awate o6 sex b.i.az in thein cumicutat mateAiaz and in than

instAuctionat ptocedukez; they mazt wotk towaAd the e,Uminati.on o6 th,iz

bias Snom that own ctasstooms; and it L cAiticat that they take a66iAma-

time eutnizutat and inzttuctionat measuAes to activeey combat the sex,izm

that impacts on ztudentz Stom zo many azpectz o schoot and zociety. When

thiz OCCUA4 on a widezptead baziz, then education witt tit/Ley begin to 6(1,e-

g.tt -az anticipatom pa/14204e 06 ptepaAing 6emate4 and mate's to 6uncti.on

in today's wottd and tomovtowt.z.

"Theke ate two othet hey azpectz o6 the teacheez pko6ezziona2 kole

that we have not dacuzsed yet. These ate teachen az inztitution buadek

and,teachek az schaat. Bath 06 these totes ate o6 guat-mpottance i6

teaheAz and teachet edu.catous ate not only to milk welt within ex,bsting.

.institutions, but atso to (pave the competenciez to ztudy the inztkactional

pkocezz, to save educAti.onat ptobtems, and to be 6oAces Son tati.onae

innovation within theik educationat inztitationz and "thin the pko6ezzion4
at &Age. Both 06 these totez also pkovide key avenue, &cough which

educatots at ael Zevetz can woth to kedkezz the inequ.Gaez o zexizm and

teduce itz haAmliut impact on students.

"Tkacti,t'ianaely teachek education institutions have 6ocused on the

liuncti.onz akich teachem pekiokm in the ceazzkoom with chitdten. Howeven,

much 06 the teachet's nespowsibUitieh peAtain to the schoot az a whose,

to the widet.educationat aztitution, uthet than to encountertz that OCUAA

with chitdten in the ctostoom. Theze 6uneionz kelate to the teachek az

-institution buildek ot shape& o6 the schoa. Thcy involve woth-ing with

c.afteagues, with adminiztAatou, with pakentz, with student4, and with

membets 06 the cóMmumay.

"These inztitutton-buildin?activitiez may be dezcAibed in thAee

geneut categozies: 15/

Cuating cuvricuta 6ot the schootdeveeoping the schoot's

goats and masion, and identi6yin9 and developing the meanz

6ok accomplizhing theze objeccivez
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Vevetoping the zociat zyztem 496 the zchoot--the oAganization
06 the 6acutty, the oAganization o6 students, and the btending
06 these into a cohaent zociat zyztem

Vevetoping the AezouAce and zuppott zyztemz within the zchootz--
azzembting the technicat components, the tibtaky, the media and
inztAuctionat zyztemz, and community Aezotacez

"JeacheA education institutions atzo need to pay gAeatek attention
to the Aote 06 teachea az zchotan. Continuouz inquiAy 4 at the heatt
06 the educationat pAocezz--not onty 60A ztudentz but 6o&teachem az
wea Az teacheAz at att tevetz 06 education become immenzed in the
exhauzting and demanding ptocezz 06 managing cukticutum and instAuction,
they.can atso get bogged down in pattans 494 Aepetition, Aituat, and
toutine. Conzequentty, the ptocezz o6 zetii-Aenewat which Aezuttz 6Aom
continuouz zchotaAzhip iz ctiticat 60A teachenz.

"The teacheA az zchotaA doez not onty ztudy thoze ateaz Aetated to
hiz OA heA dizciptine OA a/tea 06 zpeciatization. RatheA the atea 06
inquiAy zhoutd be bAoadeA and Aetated to a moAe geneAat ztudy o6 the
natute o6 teaAning and education. 16/

"FuAtheA, zchotaAty ztudy must not zimpty be a pazzive Aeceptive
pAocezz that conziztz onty 06 the acquiziton 06 knowtedge. Thiz

"knowtedge muzt be apptied to cutkicutaA and inztAuctionat activitiez
and integAated into teaching behaviox.

"MoAeoveA, the teacheA as st .,taA not onty acquikez and apptiez
knowtedge but genmates it as wett. ThAough patticipation in AezeaAch
and expeAimentation, the teacheA iz invotved in continuouz inquiAy
tegaAding the muttiptez o queztions that Aetate to the integAation
06 knowtedge into educationat puctice.

"In zpite 06 the impoAtance o6 theze two Aotez, inztitution buitdeA
and schotaA, 6ew teacheA education ptogAams, pAovide much moAe than
cuAzoAy attention to theze Aezponsibititiez. To addAezz theze aneas in
teacheA education pAogAanm woad go,a tong way to Aeducing zexizm be-
yond the ctazzAoom watz. We zhoutd tuAn auk attention to zexizm in
inztitutionat decizionmaking and in educationat zchotaAzhip in geneAat
in oAdeA to make ma impact 6ett in the taAgek educationat setting.

"In oAdeA to encomage you to inctude these non-ctazzAoom teach-
ing Aotez az topicz in yam own teacheA education ImagAam, we have
pkovided zeveAat outtinez in yourt notebook. TeacheA Education WoAk-
zheets 13 and 14 cancan the Aote 06 the teachek az institution buitdeA
and az zchotaA. In each case, we have puvided an oveAview 06 the
di66ment 6unction4 undeA each 06 those Aotes. Let's examine these
vaAiouz 6unctionz and conziden how they Aetate to aadicating zexizm
in educationat inztitutionz and 4ch9taAty activitiez."
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B. Total group processing (10 minutes)

The purpose of thit activity is to provide participants with an
opportunity to relate the functions of institution building and
scholarship to specific actions directed toward eliminating sex bias.

The facilitator should refer participants to Worksheets 13 and 14

Within the'large group, participants should be encouraged to relate
the functions of institution building and scholarship to specific
actions that.can be taken to eradicate sexism. The facilitator should

encourage dialogue and discussion; but if appropriate responses to any

of the functions listed on the worksheet do not emerge from the group,

the faeilitator should provide the response. An acetate, newsprint,
chalkboard, or other visual aid should be used to list the responses.

The facilitator can introdace this activity with comments simi;ar

to the following:

"Let's took at the liunction4 on Woahzheet 13, 'Teachea az Insti-

tution Buitdea.' A's you took at the zix 6unc2ion4 Lizted on the teit

zide o page, tag to identiliy a 4peci6ic exampte o how th,i4 6unc-

tion coutd be apptied to Aeducimg zex biao.

"In the 6iitzt 6E/nat1on Listed, the teachea az inztitution buitdea

conceaned with having an impact on the gocJ o the 4choot Oh

,schoot system. How might -du:4 6unetion be Wated to Aeducing sexism

in the institution?"

In this case as in the other five functions on this worksheet,

the facilitator should encourage participant respon§es. In many

instances, these responses are fairly evident so that this group proc-

essing should go fairly smoothly. However, in case the responses for

any of these functions are not forthcoming or if they are unsatisfac-

tory, here is a list of responses for each of the functions:

Responses related to institutional goals:

- including goals related to the elimination of sex bias On

all areas of,educational practices and policies

- including goals related to the rapid and complete implementa-

tion
-,reviewing and eliminating current institutional goals which

promote sexism
- removing sexist language from statements of institutional

goals

Responses related to program development:

- working to eliminate sexist practices in cademic programs

- examining extracurricular programs to ens re sex-fair practices

- reviewing program staffing to ensure sex4fair role modeling
0
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- broadening this study by'examining thc, nature and effect of
sexism in society at large, including local newspapers, media,
community organizations, parental attitudes, governmental

, policies, etc.

- reading educational periodicals and other related journals
to keep up-to-date with the growing body of knowledge about
sex bias

sharing these findings with colleagues and others

Responses related to application of inquiry:

- applying the results of various studies to augment curricular
materials or to modify instructional procedures

.

- suggesting institutional changes which would enhance the
teaching-learning process (staffing changes, procedural
modifications, etc.) which stem from the results of inquiry

- suggesting the use of community resources and activities in
the teaching-learning process (presenting findings of the
studies to community groups, inviting government speakers
to react to the findings, establishing student interns in
government, media, and other organizations, etc.)

Responses related to new research:

generating new knowledge by conducting research into the
nature of sexism in one's institution or a specific community

- generating new knowledge by conducting research into the
;inure and impact of sex bias in all aspects of the educational
process .

- publishing these findings in appropriate journals and other
communications

The facilitator shouid make the following points during the
course of the group processing:

41 Over the years many teachers have confined their aCtivities to
the classroom, and teacher educators should encourage teachers
to broaden their horizons to include the nature of their own
institution and educational scholarship.

In order to fulfill the roles of institution builder and scholar,
teachers may want to seek the support of others. Teacher associa-
tions, committees within the school system, or _community organiza-
tions cap provide valuable support for these endeavors.

It is important that the movement for sex equity not be confined
behind the classroom door. In order to eliminate sex bias,
teachers should be encouraged to explore these other roles and
increase their educational impact.
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Responses related to instructional materials:

- analyzing textbooks used throughout the system to insure

that sex bias does not characterize the texts
- compiling and distributing throughout the system a

supplementary list of sex-fair and sex-affirmative
materials

- developing and distributing throughout the school system
sex-fair and sex-affirmative curricular units

- organizing parents, colleagues, publishers, and others to

promote the publication and selection of nonsexist curricula
a

Responses related to educational procedures:

- ensuring that school procedures are consistent wi.p,
institutional goals by monitoring the institutioPs

.

commitment,and action to the procedural areas of Title IX
(employment, treatment of students, etc.)

- ensuring that the spirit of Title IX is,followed in
procedural practices not directly covered by the regula-
tions but which nevertheless may promote sexism if not

monitored .

- ensuring that a coherent school social system is congruent
with institutional.gpals by promoting sex-fair staffing
patterns

- reducing sexist language in informal and formal institu-
tional settings and encouraging colleagues to become
sensitive to the harmful effects of sexist langua§e in

.;,.

' interpersonal interactions
.

Responses related to support systems:

developing a nonsexist library as part of support systems

related to institutional Oals
- forming a formal or informal organization of citizens and

colleagues committed to eliminating sexism

- acquiring nonsexist media for counseling, athletics, academics,

and extracurricular activities ,
.4.

The facilitator should continue to lead a similar group process
concerned with Worksheet 14, "Teacher as Scholar." To augment partici-

pant responses, the following examples are provided:

Recnonses related to inquiry:

- promoting continual inquiry, into the effects of sexism

in school by studying curricular materials, classroom
interactions, staffing procedures, rtudent perceptions of
sexism, the nature of careers of the school's graduates, etc.
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C. Lecturette--"Teacher Educators as Institution ( 5 minutes)
tuilders and Scholars"

The purpose of this lecturette is to provide participants with a
rationale for teacher educator involvement in institution building and
scholarship to eliminate sex bias from teacher education programs.

Suggested lecturette:

"Teachet educatonz, az wett az the teachens they pnepane, doutd
dinect theik attention to the /tau 06 inaitution buitdi.ng and zchotak-
zhtp az they'netate to the enadication o6 sexism. The data avaitabte
4ugge.st4 that theke i4 a gneat deat o6 inAtitution buitding and
zcholaitzhip that needs to be done to etiminate sexism 6:tom teachen
education. Considen the 6ottowing: 17/

06 the 207 nespondents to a 1974 4utvey maited to oven 1,200
schoots on depaAtments 06 teachen education, onty zix insWu-
tions (3 pencent) had a comptehensive study o6 sex bias underway
Oh compteted.

06 the 207 institutions nesponding to the 1974 mit sunvey, 37
pencent indicated that tliey betteved that issues concenning sex
note steno-typing zhoutd be inconponated within cunnicutum
contenz. Howeven, onty 18 pencent we/Le doing zo in 1974.

In tams 06 6acutty and administtative onganization, 6emate 6acutty
conceattated in towen kanh4 and aim mo4t 6tequentty nepte-

<seated in such aneas az cukticutum and human devetopment white
mates ane the majonity in educationat adminiztnation.

Steteotypic pattetn4 06 6acutty onganization'ate miAnoned in
pattekn4 06.mate-6emate mottment iwthe veutiouz aneaz oi
academic concentnation. In 1973, 6emates eanned 25 pencent o6
att doctonat degnee4 awanded in education. White they eanned
55 pencent o6 doctotat degnees in etementany education, they
eatned onty 9 pencent o6 doctonatez in educationat administnation.

s Some 55.5 pencent o6 the nespondents to the 1974 matt Sunvey
indicated that thei4 6acutty had tittte on no oppontunity to ,,teceive
tkaining and/on in6onmation neganding sex note steneotyping and
eduzation.

White thete has been inemazing pnact,Wonen concenn Ogandtng
4exim in education, teachen education pnognams have done .tittte
in the way o6 ne-seancluand devetopment in this anea. Thete needs
to be 6mthen exptotation o6 4ex biaz in exizting theaty and
nezeanch a66ect.i.ng teachen pnepaAatipn and pnactice. Recent
e66ontz to atteviate the -impact o6 4exi4m in educatton have not
az yet been 4u66icientty evatuated. Devetopment e660/ut4 mu4t
dinect mon.e attention to the need 6on nonsexist mateitiatz to
pnomote the neatizatipn o6 6utt potentiat 6on 6emate,6 and mates.
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"These data 4ugge4t the neces4ity o6 wo/thing towand the elimination

o6 4exam in inatitution buitding and 4chota/t4hip tetated to teachelt

ptepakation:"

D. Individual Activity--"Action Planning" (10 minutes)

The facilitator should begin the activity by asking participants to

turn to Worksheet 16 on action planning. The following introductory

comments might be used:

"The next activity designed to hetp you in ptann2ng.6oeg.a7Z-e--

agek the completion o6 woashop. Woasheet 16 witt hap you to
ptan actions to'etimina4 4exi4m in youn own onganizations and inzti-

tutions. Atthough thilo activity ne6e4.4 to 4peci6ic 0am ion change in

youx own imstaltion, you may wish to 4hate yout totals and team about

the action 4tnategie4 o6 otheu. You have about 10 minute4 to identi6y

youx individuat actions to eudicate 4ex bia4."

-28-
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VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS TIME REQUIRED: 5 MINUTES

. Purposes of the activity:

The purposes of this activity are to:

summarize the two application sessions

enable the participants to evaluate Application Sessions A and B

Materials needed:

For participant use:

Workshop Objectives (in Participant Notebook)

Workshop Evaluation.Form--Teacher Educator Worksheet 17

For facilitator use:

A chart (acetate, chalkboard, newsprint) of,Roles of the Classroom
Teacher (described in Section I of Application Module A)

Facilitator preparation required:

The facilitator should:

review the objectives of the two application sessions

review the suggested comments and adapt them to fit unique group
needs and facilitator style

Procedure:

The purpose of thls summanY is to highlight the major points of
Application Sessions A and B for teacher educators. Using the list of
"Roles of the Classroom Teacher," the facilitator should make comments
similar to the following:

"In theze Zazt two appeication sezzion4, we have 4een how zex
biaz petmeate4 education, 6kom textbook4 to educationat kezeakch.
have atso zeen how the ctasskoom teachek can combat 4exizm in cx..vakiety
o6 tau, both in the ctasskoom and in the takgek educationat pictukt.

"But zexam iz a 6akmidabte opponent, zuppokted by tkaditions and
even o66icia1 policies, and it witt tafze a tong and concekted ebiott

wt ate to pat chitdken and teachetz 6tom itz debilitating e66ect4.
The_akittz you have acquiked in this wokhzhop pkovide,you with the toots
to begin the pkocezz o6 etadicating 4ex bia4. Each o6 theze 4hitto
atso ptovidez you with a miAltolt to vieW pan oum kote az a teachek
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and to deteg zex bia4 in youA own teacheA education pAogAams.

"But tgese toots witt onty be az a66ective az youA own commitment
to uze them, to zhaAe them with youA cotteagueo, and to teach you&
students the stAategies and behavioAz needed to eliminate zex4)iaz in
education."

At this point the facilitator should ask participants to look at
Teacher Educator Worksheet 17. This may be introduced with comments

such as the following:

-"We woutd tike each ol6 you to take out Teachen Educatm Woakzheet
17 which io the WoAk4hop Evatuation FOAM You wultt note that the

4ue4tion4 pkovided in this evatuation aAe designed to obtain two kinds

Yourt kedback Aeganding this woA14hop--What attivitiez weAe motit

uzei6ut? Which one4 wete &cut he1p6ut? Whmtida you betieve

you gained 16Abm the woAk4hop? You& answeAs to these questions

can hetp u..o tb £rnpov owi utute inzeAvice tAaining ptogAam4.
Ptease indicate any ideas which you may have AegaAding activi-
ties which coutd assist you and otheA teacheAs in achieving

zex equity.

YOU4 ideas Aeganding liutuAe needs and 60110w-up--We cute atzo

asking you to hetp U4 in i4entL6ying Ottow-up activitia and
cutea6 ofl. utuke inseAvice tAaining pkogAamz. Ptease indicate

any ideao which you .(ay have AegaAding activities which coutd

assist you and otheA teacheA tkaineAs.

"Woutd you take a moment 04 tWO to comptete the tiou and tuAn it

in bei6oAe you:teave."

-30-
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SEX IIAS INsCURRICULAR MATERIALS:
AN INTRODUCTORY ASSESSMENT

Teacher Educator"Worksheet 1-

1. Think about the content and format of curricular materials that'are.used
in the various subject areas throughout elementary and secondary schools.
Identify as many ways you can in which these books are biased in their
portrayal of females and males.

2. What effort's have been made to work toward sexual equity iii elementary and
setondary instructional materials?

.

40

3. What'steps need to be taken in the future to achieve sexual equity in
insftctional materials?

06
What efforts have been made to eliminate sex bias in teacher preparation
materials?

.4. In your opinion, what impact doe biased portrayal of females and males
have on the students who are exposed to these materials.?

TEW*-1
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SUMMARY OF THE FORMSOF BIAS IN CURRICULAR MATERIALS
A #

.
Yeacher Educator Workshe et 2

1. InvisAbility: Certain geoups.are underrepresented in curricular materials.

The significant omissions of women and minority groups have'become .so

great as,to imply that these groups.are of less value, importance, and

significance in our society.

Example of Sex Bias: One study of elemelitary readers showed that there

were three times as many stories concerning adult male characters as

compared to adult feffole characters,.and six timei more biographies of

males than females.
. ..

. ... .

2. Stereotyping: By assigning traditional and rigid roles or attributes to a

group, instructional materials stereotype and limit the abilitie§ and po-

tential of that Yroup.. Not only are careers stereotyped, but so too are

intellectual abiljtie&, personality characteristics, physical appearance,

social status and domestic roles. Stereotyping denie students a knowledge

e
of the \di ersity, comPlexity and.Nariation of .any_group of individuals.

Childre who see themselves portrayed only in stereotypic ways may intern-

alize t ose stereotypes and fail to develop their own unique abilities,

interests and full po,tential.

) Examples of Sex Bias: Girls are Oraracterized as timid, fearful,
1

dependent, docile and incompetent.
.

Women are characterized as wives and mothers who rarely venture from the

home

Boys are stereotyped as athletic, mechanical, adventuresome, brave and

unemotional.

Men are characterized as seldom caring for an infant, preparing a meal,

or failing to =accomplish a 2Arti4u)ar..-eask.

Imbalance/Selectivity: Textbooks perpetdite bias by.presenting onlyone

interpetation of an issue, situation, or group of people. This imbalanced

account xfstricts the knowledge of students regarding the varied perspective&

which may'Oply to a particular situation. Through selective presentation

of material, textbooks distort reality and ignore complex and differing

viewpoints. As a result, millions of S'tudents have been taught little or

%nothing about the contributions,_struggles, and participation of women and

minorities in our society.

Example of Sex Bias: Some textbooks report giat "women were given the''

vote," but omit the phyAical abuse and sacl-ifices suffered by the

leaders of the suffrage movement. .

.4\ Unreality: Teqbooks frequently present an unrealistic portrayal of our

history and or oOr contemporary life.experience. Controversial topics,are

. glossed over and discussions of discrimination and prejudice are avoided.

This unrealistic coverage denies children the information they need to

recognize, understand, and perhaps some day conquer, thekproblems that plague

society.
;

TEW-2
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,Exbiple of Sex Bias: Textbooks Orely...show women facing job
discrimination-or facing legal inequities.

5. Fragmentation/Isolation: By separating issues relateaito minorities and
women from the main body of tfig text, ingtructional macterials imply that .

these issues are less,,important than-and not a part of the dominant
culture. The practice of isolating female and minority Issues teaches
students that these issues are unrelated to tfie'main)tfiemb and events of
the text and represent only a minor diversion.

E-xample of Sei Bias: A ttxt which presents a boied-off insert
entitled "Famous' Women-in Americanillistory."

. A literature anthology in which there is a single chapter on
"Notable Women,...Writers."

06'6:Linguistic Bias: Curricular materi als reflect, the discrimiffatasy nature
of our language. Mas,culine terms and pronouns, ranging from our a

i
"forefathers" to the generic "he;" dehy the participation of women n
our society. Further., occupations, such as "mailman" are 'given masculine
labels that deny tfie legitimacy of women working in these fieldt. Imbal-
Ance of word order and lack-of parallel terms that repr to females and
males are also formsrof.linguistic bias.

Example of Sex Rlas: Man and his world, manmade tools, manpower,
. and the exclusivd/use of the pronoun "he," salesman,0policeman,

men and girls (to refer to adults of both sexes), boys an6 girls,
males-I-females, he or Mie, and other word order in Which males
are consistently plced first.

St

,
L. -4......... .

Adapted from formulation developed by Martha Matthews in Combatting Bias_
in Instructional Materials--A Resource Kit for Educators, Washington, D.C.:

Resource Center on Sex Roles,in.Education, forthcoming.

u, TEW-2
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IDENTIFYII>E<BIAS IN K-12 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERI4LSTCASE,STUOIES

Teacher Educatdr Worksheet 3

After,revieming Oe "Summary of the Forms of Bias in 'Clirricular Material"

(Participant Worksheet 1) vou a're rekdy to try your hand.at analyzing
and remedying sex bias in textbooks. In each of the following cases, a textbook

presentation is dis.cussed. many (but not all) of the cases, sex biaT is

present. If you note sex-bias, identify the form (sexist language, invVsibility,

\etc.) and s9ggest how you woUld reconstruct or rewritethe passage to eliminate

' the sexism. If no sex bias is present, simply indicate "none."

Case 1

.. . . . .,
"Agnes Was 10 years old, but she still thought that playing Jack-in-the-box

wOula be fun. Since, however, sne was the only girl in the family, she knew she

shold help her mother." (Looking Ahead, Houghton Mifflin, 1966, Paul McKee,

editor, page 70.)

Is sex bias present?

What form(s) bof sex 'bias?

Suggested revision:

Case 2

4

4

"The contemporary farmer is radically different from the fronpersman of the

past. He is knowledgeable in a complex, scientffic endeavor, and his livelihood

is dependent upon his effictiency."

Is sex bias,present?

What form(s) of sex bias?

A
Suggested revision:

TEW-3
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Case 3

"The firefighters-and police officers held a press conference .to explain
their grievances. The union president.acted as spokesperson as she read the
grievances to the reporters."

Is sex bias present?

What form(s) of spx bias?

Suggested revisions:

t

Case 4

"Father came home early and noticed Tommy had been crying. He"put off
starting dinner and took Tommy for a 'walk talk.' Starting high school
certainly had itsproblems."

Is sex bias present?

What form(s) of sex bias?

Suggested revisions:

Case 5

"The last chapter of a social studies textbook is devoted to American
life during the 1970's. It includes the followirlg topics: The Economy,
New Space Explorations, Contribution4 of Contempdrary Women, Dom tic

:Politics, Foi.eign Policy ,Decisions, Scientific Achievements and t e rnergy
Crises."

Is this organization sexist?.

. What form(s) of sex bias?

Suggested revisions:

I.

TEW-3
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Case 6 .

4

"An elementary textbook uses the following terms: mankind, co-ed, man and
wife, women were given the vote, salesman, brotherhood, forefathers."

Is this usage sexIst? Nzt

What form(s) of sex bias?

uggested revislons:

Case 7

"In a preview of the future, an elementary social studies textbook predicts
the areas of change, and is_divided.into the following sections: Changfng Values,
Family Life, New Roles for Women, Your Participation, Community Life, Social Goals
and Population; Need for Education. The illustrations reflect male scientists
and engineers. The.entire section on. 'New Roles for Women' is quoted below:"

"Women in.our society ire already demanding new roles. By 2000, they may
have complete equality with men. They will probably do,as much work outside the
home as men do. They will receive the same salaries. By 2000, women may also
have equal social and political rights. There may be onre women in government
positions. Perhaps by then there will be a woman president. Many experts think,
that, by 2000, the olkl saying, 'A woman's place is in the home,' will no longer
apply." (from Our Working World, The American Way of Life, Lawrence Senesh, .

SRA, 1973, page 3771.

Is this passage sexist?

What form(s) of sex bias30,

Suggested revisions:

Case 8

"Sam led, and,Helen went after him. Helen held his hand in a hard grip. She

was timid in the darkness... Helen fel) and Sam helped her get up." (From

Lippincott Basic Reading Program, Glenn McCracken andlCharl&s Walcutt, editors,

look E, 1970, page 15);

TEW-3
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Is this passage sexist?

What form(s) of sex bias?

Suggested revisions:

Case 9_

The following sentences appeared in social studies texts:.

"Abigail Adams influenced the social life of-the capital."

"Mr. Hilgard took his wife to the west coast to locate a new house.'"

"The typical wor ing.man saw his pay check eaten up by inflatia."

Are these sente ces saist?

Whaf form(s) of sex bias?

Suggested reNAisions:

..,

Case 10

"The girls stayed ahead of the boys through the whole game. When it ended
at dark, theY were ahead eight to seven. The boys could hardly believe it."
(From Roads to Follow, Helen Robirson, Scott, foresman and Company, 1965,
page 5717----

Is this passage sexist? _

What fonm(s) of sex bias?

Sliggested revisions:

z TEW-3
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IDENTIFYING StX BIAi IN TEACHER EDUCATION MATERIAL:
A .PREDICTION SHUT

Teacher Educator Workshe't 4

This activity asks Siou to build on the previous'exercises, to apply your
bias detecting skills to your own profession and to reflect On the potential ways
that sex bias may emerge in teacher education iextbooks. Becauie there hive been
no comprehensive studies to date analyzing and evaluating sex bias in teacher'
education texts, we are asking you to predict as specifically as possible the
nature arid forms that sex bias might take in these books.

Several education courses that are offered in many teacher preparation
institutions are listed below., Consider topics usually included in textbooks for
each of these courses, and )Agi specific ways sex bias might 'emerge in those

tdpicS.
.

As you consider instructional materials for each course, you may.find.it
useful to refer to both the "Summary of the Forms of Bias in Curriculum Materials,!!
and "Analyzing Sample Instructional Materials for Sex Bias." Try to be as
specitic as you can and whenever possible offer examples of sex bias as it might
appear in instructional materials in these different'âOurses. For example, ,

foundations and introduction to teaching texts,usually discuss current social
issues in education. Conseqbently, one.my sex bias might be manifested
is through the omission of discussion of sex discrimination; Title IX, and the
struggle for sexual equity in education.

Course: Introduction to Education

*Typical. Topics: .

Potential Areas of Sex Bias:

TEW-4
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Course': Psychology of Education

Typical Topics:

Potential Areas of Sex Bias:-

Course: Methods and Materials of Instruction

Typical Topics:

Potenfial Ares of Sex'Bias:.

Course: Children's Literature -

Typical Topics:

111-LI
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Potential Areas of Sex Bias:

Course: Special Education

Typical Topics:

Potential Areas of Sex Bias:

n
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DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN SEX-FAIR AND AFFIMAATIVE

4, Teacher Educator Worksheet 5

Part*I

ts The following passages describe the story lines of several popular
childien's books. After each description, inOrate whether you believe the
bdok tb be sex biased, sex fair or sex affirmaiiVe.

1. Betty Miles. The Real Me, Knopf. 1974.

Barbara Fisher wants to take tennis instead of the class in slimnastics,
but she learns that her school does not offer tennis for girls. She takes .

over her brother's newspapu route and then finds that girls are not allowed
to.deliver newSpapers. She protests 4nd is called a nut. However, her
Efforts finally prove successful,.and she becomes the city's first news-

paper girl. Noreover, she finds that she has be6ome a role model for younger
children and that she is not a nut--but a pioneer.

%
Biased Sex-Fair Affirmative

2. Sullivan Associates. Read and Think Series; 1974.

Male charScters appear with far greater frequency than females who
frequently fill roles as secypnts and as characters who are unable to

succeed.

Biased Sex-Fair Affirmative

'3. Sharon Bell Mathis. Sidewalk Story. Viking, 1971

Lilly Etta is worried about her friend Tanya who is being evicted.
Lilly Etta demonstrates the kind of courage usually reserved for male
characters in children's books, and spends a night on the sidewalk protect-

ing Tanye,s household belongings. Her selfless act wins both publicity and

a new apartment for Tanya,

. Biased Sex-Fair Affirmative

4. D. C. Heath and Company. Bookshop Series, 1973.

In fhis collegtion of stories, some nonstereotyped options for boys and

girls are raised. However, there are Ppproximately twice as many male

characters as female characters.

Biased Sex-Fair Affirmative

TEW-5



,5. Norma Klein. Girls Can Be Anything. Dutton, 1973.

Young Adam and Marina play together, but always in stereotyped
roles. Marina does not like her roles as nurse, stewardess and first
lady. After a long discussion about sex bias with her parents, Marina
no longer accepts these stereotyped roles. She now advocates the
position that she can be a doctor, a pilotca PrIsident. Marina makes
it clear to Adam that sex-stereotyped activities will have to stop.

Biased Sex-Fair Affirmative

Part II

The following excerpts describe several popular teacher education
textbooks. In each case, indicate whether'you believe the book described
is sex biased, sex fair or sex affinmative.

1. James Monroe'Hughes and Frederick Marshall Schultz. Education in
America (4th ed.) Harper and Row, 1976. 500 pp.

No female in the table of contents. No mention of sex discrimina-
,tion at any point iii the book. Out of hundreds of items in the index
only tido women are included (Mary Beard and Lehore Jacobson).

Biased ,Sex:Fair . 'Affirmative

2. Myrq and David Sadker. Now Upon a Time: A Contemporary View of
Children's Literature. Harper and Row, 1977.

Discusses children's literature through a contemporary issues
approach. Has one chapter on "The Image of Women in Children's
Literature." This chapter discusses sexist and nonsexist books for
children preschool through adolescence. Sexism is discussed in several
other chapters throughout the book. At no time is the generic "he"
used except in cases of quotations. There are approximately equal
numbers of females and males in the illustrative material,

Biased Sex-Fair Affirmative

3. Diane Gersoni-Stavn. Sexism and Youth. R. R. Bowker, 1974.

A collection of articles on the nature of sexism tn socialization,
school, books', media, and toys. Over 90% of,the articles are written
by women. While most of the articles deal With the impact of sexism on
women, there afe some articles that deal with the effects of stereotyp-
ing on men.

Biased Sex-Fair Affirmative

4. Allan C. Ornstein. Foundations of Education. Rand McNally, 1977.
.593 pp.

A substantive and thoroughchapter called "Social Class, Race,
and Educational Achievement." The pnly comment on sex discrimination
was as follows: "A related issue in curriculum trends is the regulations
of Title IX of the Eduoation Amendments, of 1972, as amended in 1975.
Title IX forbids discrimination based on sex in any'education program or .

activity receiving federal funds. The outcome is that elementary and

TEW-5
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second'ary schools (along with colleges) must develop-programs to meet
the athletic needs and interests of both sexes. These include co-
educational partiilpation and equal opportunity in athletic offerings,
equipment and faci ities, and scheduling of games. Title IX also
includes personnel regulations, but it avoids the area of sexist
stereotyping in textbooks under the assumption that this impinges on
constitutional guarantees of free speech and free press."

,

Biased

Part III

Sex-Fair Affirmative

The following excerpt reflects sex role bias. Rewrite this excerpt to

reflect a sex-fair story line. Then rewrite it again, this time to reflect
an affirmative s1ory line.

Biased Version:

Myra found herself babysitiing for her younger brother, Geoff. She

aspd her older brother, Frank, if he would share the respOnsibility, so
that she could do other things. Frank laughed, "That's girl's work, I'm

no babysitter."
,

Sex-Fair Version:

.

,

\

Affirmative Version: .

TEW -5 11 :*.......
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: IDENTIFYING SEX,BIAS IN --.12 INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:

CASE STUDY ANSWER,SHEET \.....
........

Teacher Educator Worksheet 3A ,

c

The following answers indicate the form of bias found in' the case studies,
as well as suggested revisions. Participants may discover other forms of bias

'Mid may suggest.alternate revisions, so it is important that the facilitator
keep an open mind to consider responses different from those cited below:
,

Case 1

Is sex bias present? Yes

Form: Stereotyping

Comment and Suggested Revision% The revision should eliminate the stereotype
of the girl and,mother being responsible for and confined to the home.

. A revision might suggest that a son and dabghter help their parents with
household chores so that the entire family could then pursue other
interests.

Case 2
t,

f

Is sex bias present? Yes .

Forms: Sexist langyaoe
invisibility
Stereotyping

ent and Suggested Revisions: Male and female farmers should htith be
referred to. The use of the pronoun "he" to refer to all farmers should
be revised. The use of "frontiersman" is an example of sexist langua9e
and serves to deny the contributions and sacrifices of pioneering women.
This noun should be replaced (e.g., "pioneering farmers", "frontier
settlers," "pioneering men and women").

Case 3
..)

Is.sex biasspresent? No .

/ .
Form: Not applicable

Suggested Revision: Not applicable

Comment: The passage includes nouns and roles that refer to both mu and women.

Case 4

-

Is sex bias p-resent? No

Form: Not applicable

Su gges ted Rev i s ion : Not a Ppl i cabl e

T EW- 3A.



Comment: The passage includelf:4ther who takes responsibility for

preparing dinner and a teenage boy who is able to demonstrate
emotions. Both break with the traditional male sex role stereotype.'

Case 5

Is sex bias present? Yes

Form: Fragmentation/Isation

Comment and sugg4tions revisions: The role of women in contemporary
society should not be isolated from the main portion of the narrative
but should be included throughout the chapter. Perhaps the section on

"Contributions of Contemporary Women" might be changed to "Contri-:
butions of Contemporary Ameridans" and include both men and women.,
As this chapter is now organized, it suggests that the role of women .
is outside the mainstream of American life.

Case 6

Is this usage biaSed? Yes

Form: Sexist language

Comment and suggested revisions: Mankind to human, humanity, eople,

women and men; co-ed to student; man and wife to husCan wife;

women were given the vote to women won the vote; sales n to sales-
person; brotherhood to unity, amity, community; foref hrs to pre-
cursors, ancestors, founders.

Case. 7

Is this passage sexist? Yes

Form: Unreality/Isolaiion

Comment and suggested revisions: The passage is written with general-
iza0ons and omits divergent views, emotionalpstruggles and the .

barriers to full equality, which are so much a part of the women's
movement. This simplistic account of the struggle for equality is
misleading. .The passage could be made more realistic by including
the barriers to equality, the sacrifices of feminists involved in
the struggle, and the duonents to the feminist movement, including
the opposition to the paAgge of the Equal Rights Amendment.

In addition, the isolation of women from the other sections of the
text might be criticized. This isolation is underscored by the all
male population reflected in the illustrations. Revisions for recti-
fying this bias would include writing about women in the other sec-
tions of the chapter, and including photographs of women as well as
men.

Case 8

Is this pasime sexist? Yes

Form: Stereotyping

TEW-3A
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Comment and Suggested Revision: The portrayal of a timid girl and'a
courageous boy is stereotypic. Revisions might include depicting
both children as,competent and capable or even-describing a brave girl
and a.timid,boy.

Case 9

Are these sentences sexist? Yes

Forth: Sexist language

Comment and Suggested Revision: Abigail Adams influenced the social life
of-the capitol to Abigail Adams was a talented writer whose accounts
provide us with an insight into America's early days. In addttion,
she. was influential in the capitol's social.life.

A
Mr. Hilgard took his wife.to the west coast to locate a new house to
The Hilgards went to the west coast to locate a new house. .

The typical working man saw his pay cbeck eaten up by inflation to
The typical worker's pay check w4s eaten -up by inflation.

Case 10

Is this passage sexist? Yes

T'orm: Stereotyping

Comment and Suggested Revision: Some might believe that becapat the girls'
team won, the *sage is nonsexist. But the undertone critical
here. The disbelief that is expressed by the boys suggest that the
victory by a girls' team is an aberration. The revision should omit
the boys' disbelief at the victory of a girls' team.

A
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IDENTIFYING SEX.BIAS IN TEACHER EDUCATION MATERIAL:
A PREDICTION SHEET AND SAMPLE RESPONSES

-*cher Educator Worksheet 4A

/ In each case, the sample eesponses represent only some of:the many potential
anwers which participants may provide.

6urse: Introduction to Education

Th6 contributio4 of women are minimized, in particular contributions of
minority,women aN,excluded or isolated.

The issue of.sexual equity in education is minimized or excluded.

title IX is not discussed.

Biographies of male educators greatly outnumber biographies of female
educators.

Illustrations stereotype teachers'as female, administrators as male.

Illustrations reflect active boys and passive Orls.
/.

Teachers are referred to as "she" While principals and students are referred
to as "he." .

Course: Psychology of Education
-

The contributioh's of female psychologists and educators are minimized,
omitted or isolated.

There may be imbalance in interpretation of research on sex differences.
For example, sex differences may be attributed solely or primarily to genetic
factors with only minor attention paid to environmental and cultural forces.

Discussion of the nature and impOpt of sex role socialization in child-
rearing, in school policies and practices, in the media, etc. may be Jr

minimized or excluded.

The findings from studies conducted with male subjects are generalized to the
entire population.

No data is presented regarding the sex of subjects studied.

Famous psychologists, such as Inhelder, are referred to as men. (The
author assumdrig that all noted psychologists are male.)

Course: Methods and Materials

Sex bias in curricular materials is not discussed in the text.

Potentially sexist teacher behaviors and expectations are not explored.

TEW-4A



Techntques for identifying sex bias in instructional materials and be-
haviors ares not presented.

Discussion of nonsexist teaching strategies is omitted.

Pictures of children reflect a significant imbalance between the
sexes. Teachers are pictured and referred to as female. Administra-
tors are pictured and referred to as male.

Course: Childre Literature

Sexism is not included as a topic of discucsion.

Books with sexist Aory lines and stereotyped characters are not '

analyzed.

Content analysis procedures for evaluating sex bias are omitted.

Illustrations reflecting sex role stereotypes are not analyzed or
discussed.

-CoursC Special Education

Special disabilities which trouble boys morefrequently than girls are
given extensive discussion (emotional problemC\vrbal difficulties,
reading disabilities), but special learning problems frequently asso-
ciated with girls (spatial relations, mathematics and.sciences) are
minimized or given no discussion whatsoever.

Bias in pictorial material.

Bias in linguistic construction.

In addition to the bias related to each particular course, these text-
books might reflect.generic forms-of sex bias. participants might
volunteer the following responses:

Sexist language, using masculine nouns and pronouns to refer to all people.

riNd"
Sektereotyping traits, behaviors, an6 careers.

.0mitting controversial issues related to sexism.
At

Using inserts or minor passages to discuss women and devoting the major
portion of the text to male-oriented narrative.

The authors and contributors who wrote the text are male while the
typists and research assistants cited in the acknowledgements are female.

Conflicting viewpoints are ignored or under emphasized.

Harsh realities are glossed over with unrealistic generalizations.

Topics of concern to women are not included'.

TEW-4A
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. DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN SEX-FAIR AND AFFIRMATIVE
,-

ANSWER GUIDE .

Teacher Educator Worksheet 5A

,

,

Part I ,

(....i.

1. Afftrmative
2. Biased

3. Sex-Fair
4. .Biased

5. Affirmative

Part. II

1. Biased
2. Sex-Fair
3. Affirmative
4. Biased

r

r

1,

Part III (suggested revisions--many others are also possible)..

1. Sex-Fair--Myra and Frank share the' babysittipg.responsibility.
2. Affirmative--Frank indicates that he would prefer to take sole

responsibility for babysitting. He feels that it is good for him in:
learning how to be a good parent.

,

.g.

'..

..
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PREPARING TEACHERS TO ANALYZE AND ALLEVIATE SEX'
BIAS IN THE CLASSROOM, THE SCHOOL, AND THE COMMUNITY

,
)

\

. Participarit M4eria1s for Session B for Teacher Educators
, J

A.

v

.

,

Prepared far the
Title IX Equity Workshops Projbct

of the Council of Chief State School OffiCers

By the
Resource Center on Sex Role's in Education

National Foundation for the Improvement of Education
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4.

SUMMARY OF TIE FORMS OE SEX BIAS IN
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES--K-12

.

Teacher EducatorlWorksheet

1. InvisibilityTeachers interact far more frequently with boys: rewarding
them for .their academic work, punishing them, talking to theM, question-
ing them, and yeart 1.ater, remembering them, far more often Ulan they
remember girls. Girls have become far less visible and audible members
of the classroom population% Female invisibtlity is underscored by
bulletin board and other displays which.frequently omit women entirely.

2. Stereotyping--Many teachers assume t1.6t the male half of the species
shares one set of abilities, inteYests, values and roles, and the female
half a different sel of these characteristics. These stereotyped ex-
pectations ignore individual differences, affect the teacher's behavior
and serve'to limit the full development ormale and feMale students.
Teachers often reward b4s.fOr active, assertive, curious behavior,
while rewarding girls for appreciative, dependable and quiet behavior.
When'these stereotyped teacher expectations are reinforced by stereo-
typed models, pictures and other displays, children receive more messages
'of "appropriate" sex role behavior and many children learn to limit their
careers and capabilities in order to fitthese stereotyped roles.

. .

3. Fragmentation/IsolationBy arbitrarily separating boys and girls in
classroom procedures such as lining up, the formation of work groups
and the organizition of recreational activities, teachers promote the
fragmentation and artificial isolation of the sexes. Purposele'ss sep-

aration serves as a divisive influence and distracts from the goal of
sex equity. When representedin the physical environment of the class-
room, on bulletinfboards and in ofher displays, the role and contribu-
tions of women are presented separately and secondll, as though the female
role is only a corollary to the mainstream of the human experience.

4. Linguisti6 Bias--The same forms of language bias which emerge in instruc-
tional materials may also emerge in the language of the classroom. Sex-

biased words such as mankind and salesman, and the constant reliance
on the Male pronoun "4" to referto both males and females, are exam-
ples of sexist language patterns Which belittle the role and importance
of females. As in the other cases of bias,Ihe physical displays in .

the room may also reflect sexisf messages, in this case, through biased
language:

5. ImbalanceelectivityThe educational system reflects an imbalance in
compensatory educational programs. Special education programs alleviate
learning problems which tend to affect boys, while generally ignoring
those which hamper girls. Therefore, although there are special education
programs for reading and emotional learning problems, there are few
special programs in spatial relations and mathematics. Compensatory
education programs reflect a sex bias in the selection of the type of
lem-ning problems to be recognized and remedied, and thi.s imbalance works
to the disadvantage of females.

TEW-6
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6. Unrealitx--In spite of the many ways sex bjas emerges in classroom
interaction, most teachers and teacher educators are unaware of the
impact of their own behavior in reinforcing sex bias. In order to over-
come this lack of awareness.of the unreality in the ctassroom, educators
should be made aware of the sources and impact of biased interactions.

a
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IDENTIFYING SEX BIA'S IN INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES--CASE EXAMPLES

Teacher Educator Worksheet 7

After reviewing the "Summary of the Forms of Bias in Instructional
Procedures" (Participant Worksheet 6), you are ready to develop your skills
in analyzing and remedying sex bias in the classroom.

In each of the following case ex'amples, a classroom incident is described.
If you do not detect any sex bias in the case example, just write down "no"
and go on to the next case. If you do detecttbias, write down the form of the
bias, and rewrite the script by suggesting what change(s) should be made to

,eliminate the sexist classrobm practice.

1. Principai: (describing the elementary curriculum to a group of parents on
Visiting Day)

"So as you can see, we have a number of innovative prpgrams and curricular
material in our school. I amparticularly proud of our special education pro-
gram which includes comprehensive learning modules in reading disabilities
and spatial visualization disabilities."

Is there sex bias in this situation'

Is so, what form

Rewrite'the'script to eliminate the bias

2. Teacher comments made during a 5th grade social studies lesson:

"Excellent work, Jim. You've really got a good grasp of the causes of the
Civil War."

"Peteand Al, cut out the horsing around, and get goirig on your reading
assignment."

"Wanda, I want you to know how pleased I am with the polite and well-
mannered way you're behaving today."

"That does it, Pete. It's after school for you.d

"Alex, the paper you handed in last week was excellent. You should be
very proud."

TEW-7
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Is. there sex bias in this situation

If so,-what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

,

3. "I want all the boys up front, where I can see them. This class is not for
goofing 'off. We are going to world" .

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

N,
v

4. TOPICS LISTED ON AN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BULLETIN BOARD

HEADLINES THE ECONOMY POLITICS

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENTS TEN GREAT WOMEN

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite the situation to eliminate the bias

TEW-7
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5. "Okay clas, I need help distributing the new textbooks. Could I have three
bgys to volunfeer to go down to the office to get the books?"

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so
i

what form
/

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

. 6. "So far this.semester, we have reviewed,the life of the cavemen, man's dis-
:.dovery of fire and his development of primitive tools."

Is

-0;

here.sex bi in this situation
%I

t 4f SO what form

Rewrilthe script to eliminate the bias

7. "At last week's faculty meeting, Ms. JOnes, the kindergarten teacher, took
a srong position against sexist school practices. She pointed to her own
classroom as an example of a sex-fair environment."

"Today, the children in Ms. Jones' class,are working with paper cutouts.
As each girl finishes her work and comes up to her desk, Ms. Jones automatically
staples the paper cut outs together. As each boy complens the paper cutouts,
Ms. Jones routinely points to the stapler and says 'just staple them all together,
at the corner.'"

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

TEW-7
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8. "Spelling bee time: Boys to the right, girls line up by the windows. This

will be an exciting contest."

Is the're sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

9. "We will be working with the drill press today. Both boys and girls will -

have an equal chance to work with it. But I don't want any girls going near

it until I have a chance to demonstrate how it operates."

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

10. "The school slandards of decorum are quite clear: No jeans. No sleeveless

shirts. No sandals,. Only exceptions due to medical reasons"will be allowed."

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite the script tvliminate the bias ./.

V

11. "Room 107 is the scene of a great deal o commotion. The grades for the

chemistry :ourse haye been announced, and a number of students have done poorly.

In the back ,of the ?born, Bob and Sally are particularly upset, and are almost

near tears. The teacher is disturbed by this reaction, and calls them up after

class. 'Take'it easy Sally. I know you're upset, but things will work out;

and Bob, pu'l yourself together. You shouldn't be coming apart liYe this.'"

Is there sex bias in thit situation

'If so, what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

ft
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12. "The results on the standard mathematics achievement tests were very encouraging.
We may have some future mathematicians in our class. And even some women
mathematicians."

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite.the script to eliminate-the bias

13. "As'part of our 'future careers' program, we will have four speakers tomorrow
morning. Mr. Jacobs will discuss carpentry. Mr. Phillips will talk about the
field of medical technology. Dr. Roberts will discuss the role of a physician.
And Mr. Morgenthan will tell about his job as a small independent businessman."

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

14: "Physics is not an easy course, but it can be an important foundation for a

career in science. All students are expected to meet minimum standards at
least, and hopefully do.a lot better. Anyone needing'extra help, see me. That's
what I'm here for. Okay, let'.s get to work."

Is there sex bias in this situation

If so, what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

TEW-7
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"It's time to form into your groups. Those with previous experience in auto-

motive mechanics go to station 1. Those with a limited background, go to

station 2. And those with no knowledge of auto mechSnics at all, report to

station 3."

(s there sex bias in this situation

(f so, what form

Rewrite the script to eliminate the bias

TEW-7
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ASSESSING SEX BIAS IN THE CLASSROOM: AN OBSERVATI N SHEET

Teacher Educator WoriCiheet_B

The Co nitive and Affective Classroom Environment

Always Sometime& Never

Does the ¶ eacheirtteract with females and
males similarily with regard to:

1. ,the frequency with which !they are called on

2. the frequency with which they are praised

3. the kinds of behaviors for which they are
praised

4. the kinds of behaviors for which they are
punished

Is the teacher's language
4:
free of sex bias with

regard to:

5. use of masculine terminology to refer to all
people

6. use or acceptance of derogatory terminology
to refer to members of one sex

word order which consistently places males
first (he or she, boys and girls, men and
women)

Does the teacher treat females and males simi-
/ larily with regard to:

7. standards for dress and appearance

8. the Application of classroom rules and .

privileges

. Does the teacher express similar expectations
for females and males with regard to:

9. attitudes, abilities,jcareer goals, work.
assignments (audiovA-eual aids,messengers)

10., thelevel and nature of emotional express-
ion that..is considered appropriate for the
classroom

TEW-8-
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Are the standards set for male and female
students similar with regard to:

11. expected levels of academic performanCe

criteria used for evaluation

Does the teacher provide balance for females
and Males with regard to.:

12. the frequency with which compensatory
instruction is provided

13. the nature of the compensatoryjnstruction
, that is provided

The Physical Classroom Eniiironment

Does the teacher arrange all visual display
material to avoid bias with regard to:

1. the'frequency with which females and males
are depicted

2. sex stereotyping in behaviors, roles, and
occupation

3. fragmentation and isolation in the pres-
entation of material about women

Are all written communications free of linguis-
tic bias in terms of:

4. use of masculine terminology to refer to
all people

5. use or acceptance of derogatory terminology
to refer to members of one sex

6. word.order which consistently pla,as males
firs.%

Does the teacher make sure that the following
are not designated on the basis of sex?

7. seat assignments or Wqrk group assignments

'

8. the lining up of students for entering or
leaving the classroom

9. play groups for recreational and pcial
activities

TEW-8
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Always Sometimes Never

10. team assignments fbr academic competitions

The Supervisory Conference

1.Does the teacher demonstrate an awareness of
the forms of sex bias in the classroom?

. 2.Is the teacher able to identify ramifications of
biased behaviors?

3.Can the teacher suggest behavior changes to
eliminate sexist classroom practices?

4.Is the teacher committed to the elimination of
sex bias from her/his classroom?

1

Adapted from materials developed by Joyce Kaser, Resource Center on Sex
Roles in Education, Washington, D. C.
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IDENTIFYING SEX BIAS IN TEACHER E\;l-J'artON COURSES:
A PREDICTION SHEET

Teacher Educator Worksheet 9
,

This activity asks you to build on the previous exercise, and apply your
bias detecting skills to your own profession. Because there is a dearth of
studies which specifically focus on sex bias in teacher education classrooms,
we are asking you to consider and predict, as specifically as possible, the
nature.and forms of sex bias in these classrooms.

,
You may find it useful to refer to "Summary of the Forms of Sex Bias in

Instructional Procedures, K-12" (Participant Worksheet 6), "Assessing Sex
Bias in the Classroom: An ObServation Sheet" (Participant Worksheet 8),,
and "Idehtifying Sex Bias in Instructional Procedures--Case Examples"
(Participant Worksheet 7). As you review the forms and the examples of bias
in K-12 classrooms, attempt to predict how this bias would emerge in
teacher education classes. For example, sexist language might be reflected
by instructors who refer to teachers as "she" and administrators as "he."
Under each of the forms of bias listed below, attempt to identify several
potential examples of bias in teacher education classroOms.

ft

1. Invisibility

,

2. Stereotyping

3. Fragmentation/Isolation

i

4. Linguistic Bias

TEW-9
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5, Imbalance/Selectivity

6. Unreal ity

v

4l'

J
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r
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SELF-ANALYSIS ACTION PLAN

Teacher Educator Worksheet 10

'Aithough we all prefer to think of ourselves as relatively qias free,
research suggests that in fact.very few Of us manage totally sex-fair.cla,ss-
room climates. Look back over Participant Worksheet 9 related to sex bias in
teacher education programs. Identify several elements of sex bias that may
exist%in your own classroom. List them below.

On the folloiiing form, indicate a rilthod you can use to determine if
your classroom does. contain this element of sex bias, and if it does, suggest
an action plan that you can adapt to eliminate thris bias.

Suspected Sex-Biased Method for Determining if Some Plan for Tlimina-
Instructional Procedure` Form of Sex Bias Does Actually ting the Bias

Exist in Your Classroom

'4
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Susgpcied Sex-Biased
Instructional Procedures

\

e

Method for determining if some
form of sex bias does actually
exist in your classroom

TEW-10
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Plan for Elimina-
ting the Bias
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t

If you wish, you may informally discuss your plan with your colleagues.
Or if you prefer, you can keep your plan confidential--one that you will
work on individually to improve your own classroom climate. (You may also wish
to use this approach with your students to help them identify and reduce
elements of sex bias ln their own classrooms).

,

,

I

1

0 ""

/
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SEQUENCING TEACHING STRATEGIES TO COMBAT SEX BIAS

Teacher Educator Worksheet 11

The following suggested classroom activities provide a sequence of practical
instructional ideas directed at affirmatively confronting sex bias. These
activities can be adopted or adapted by classroom teachers who are looking for
practical suggestions for teaching children to confront the nature and impact of sex
'bias. Some of these activities have been adapted from values clarification
exercises, while others are original. All of them have been classroom tested,
and are sequenced in three levels: 1) awareness; 2) analysis and clarification;

3) action strategies.

Awareness Strategies

The first level on the sequence is that.of awareness. Lessons on this
level are designed to make students more cognizant of.the nature of sex role
stereotyping. These lessons will help stddents become aware of both subtle
and overt forms of sexism.

Awareness lessons can help students become cognizant of the ways sex
stereotyping pervades every facet of society. As a start, students can explore
the followin9 activities:

1. Textbooks-=Students ca review their own texts and curricular materials
much the same way you dd in the first application module. They can

list arid*compare the actions, behaviors, and adjectives attributed
to each ;ex. Simple frequencycoitts of the amount of space, the
nature of.the coverage, ttle. ustilationand so on devoted to each sex
could serve-loalert sudents...to sek(biag in their texts.

2. Newspapers; joUrnals and .trade books'-rOther related lessons could be
developed mithshonCtext-print materiiip. -Trade books used CO supplement
teXts,'or for teisurelrOding.could also be analyzed in this way.
Journals and neWsOpers can be submitted'to a frequency count. For

example, student; might explore the following questions:

* WOom are the various articles written about? Note the names

and count the frequency for each group.

'Which groups are generally omitted? .Whose names.are given by-

lines on articles? Can you identify certain sections of the
paper or journal WhicPis focused at certain groups?

About whom are.the obituaries?

What are the comics about? What groups are portrayed in the

comics? How are they portrayed?

To what audiences are advertisements directed?

Are want ads sex segregated? Do they include "equal employment

opportunity" statements? .

Are there special feature sections? At which groups are they

directed?
TEW-11
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3. Media--Television has a critical impact on our society, and provides
yet another opportunity for students to become aware of sex bias in
our schools. Students can do a frequency count of both television
programming and commercials to determine the treatment of the sexes.

What kinds of shows do women appear on? What roles are they
assigned? What behaviors and attitudes do they demonstrate?

How are women and men portrayed in television commercials?

How many women are listed in the credits which are presented
at the end of television shows? What are their jobs?

4. Supplementary Materials--Another classroom strategy to increase student
awareness of,sex bias is the inclusion of supplementary materials.
There are a number of bibliographies listing reading and other mate-
rials which present sex-fair and sex-affirmative messages. Many
women's groups and equal educational opportunity organtzations distrib7
ute listings of these materials. Below is a brief sample listing of
some of these supplementary books.

For Younger Children:

Byars, Betsy. Go and Hush the Baby, Viking, 1971.
Danish, Barbara. The Dragon_mri the Doctor, Feminist Press, 1971.
Klein, Norma. Girls Can Be Anything, Dutton, 1973.
Merriam, Eve. Boys and Girls, Girls and Boys, Holt, 1972.
Zolotow, Charlotte. William's Doll, Harper, 1972.

For Older Children:

Bawden, Nina. Carrie's War, Lippincott, 1973.
Fitzhugh, Louise. Harriet the Spy, Harper, 1964.
Greene, Betty. The Summer of My German Soldier, Dial, 1973.
Gripe, Maria. The Night Daddy, Delacorte, 1971.
Kerr, M.E. Dinky Hocker Shoots Smack, Harper, 1972.
Klein, Norma. Mom, the Wolf Man and Me, Pantheon, 1972.
L'Engle, Madelene. A Wrinkle in Time, Farrar, 1962.
O'Dell, Scott. Sing Down the Moon, Houghton, 1970.
Zindel, Paul. The Pigman, -Harper, 1968.

5 Clarification Strategies--The second level of the sequence of classroom
strategies is that of clarification. Instruction on this 1evq1 is
directed at helping students analyze and clarify their personal
feelings, beliefs and values related to sex bias. Clarification
activities naturally follow awareness activities, for after students
become cognizant of sex bias in society, they must then come to
grips with their own reactions.

Following are some sample classroom strategies at the clarification
level:

A. Where do you stand? The teacher reads a series of questions related
to sex bias, and asks each student to vote as to their personal
position on each question. In this activity, each student begins
to clarify his or her own position on various aspects of sex
bias. For example, the teacher may ask, "How many of you...
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...Think it should be acceptable for a man to stay at home as a
househusband, arid for the wife to be the only breadwinner?

...Wduld feel somewhat uncomfortable with a female friend whose
career goal was to become President of the United States?

...Believe boys should not play with dolls?

...Believe that boys and men should help with washing dishes,
. making beds, and other housekeeping chores?

...Believe that it is appropriate for a woman to work when she has
preschool children?

...Would not like to have a woman principal?"

B.' Fill in the dots--The following clarification strategy requires the
students to become more fully in touch with their own values and
'thoughts concerning sex bias. The students are asked to complete
the following sentences:

When I see a three-year-oid boy playing with a doll, I ...

When I see a famous football player doing needlepoint, I ...

When I write a letter to a woman, I would/would not address her as
Ms, because ...

If I had to have an operation, and the doctor scheduled to operate
on me was female, I ...

The treatment given to sex bias in newspapers and on television is ...

6. Autobiograp(icalAuestionnaire--This activity is also directed at
increasing student clarification on this issue, and requires the student

to answer the following kinds of questions:

Have you ever: -
felt angry because of sexism?

written a letter to a newspaper, magazine, television station or
company concerning sexism?

2

given time or money to combat sexism?

been angry with a friend because of a sexist attitude?

been upset with yourself bvause of your own sexist attitudes 'or

behaviors?

7. Action Strategies--After, the student has become aware of the issue and
has clarified his/her personal Oqsition in relation to the issue, the

final sequence of activities is crtrected at providing students with

constructive outlets for their beliefs. Action strategies enable students

to move from words to behaviors, from values to actions. Without this

final level, the issue might remain academic in nature and divorced from

TEU-ll
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reality. Teachers may wish to provide students with one or more'of
the following action strategies:

A.Writea_letter_to_aneWspap'er voicing.your concern.

B. Organize a group to continue work in this area.

C. Print up and,distribute posters, bumper stiqers and buttons
stating your position.

Develop a presentation, film, slide show to bring your message
across to others.

E. Write an informal brief statement of your position for distri-
bution.

F. Write to a local television station requesting time to
present your views.

G. Write, telegram, call your elected representatives and tell
them of your stand on this issue.

H. Write a social protest song which advocates your position.

TEW-11
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DEVELOPING AFFIRMATIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR THE TEACHER
EDUCATION CLASSROOM

Teacher Educator Worksheet 12

Below are listed the three categories of (1) Awareness; (2) Analysis and
Clarification; and (3) Action. Under each category list and briefly describe
as many affirmative teaching strategies as you can that are appropriate for the
teacher,education classroom. You may wish to use or adapt strategies from
Participant Worksheet 11. You should also try twdevelop some new
strategies that'are not listed on the worksheet that are particularly
appropriate for.the teacher education classroom.

Awareness Strategies

,Analysis and Clarification Strategies

Action Strategies

TEW-12
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TEACHER AS INSTITUTION BUILDER

Teacher Wicator Worksheet 13

Functions of Institution
Builder

Specific Actions to be Taken in
Eradicating Sexism

1. Identification of Institu-
tic:offal Goals

2. Development of programs con-
sistent with Institutional
Goals

3. Development of Curricula
Consistent With Educational
Goals

4. Develo ment of School Pro-
cedures Consistent with
Institutional Goals

TEV.-13
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Functions of Institution
Builder

_

School System That is Con-
sistent with Institutional
Goals

6. Development of Resource/
Support Systems That Are
Consistent with Institu-
tional Goals

v

Specific Actions to be Taken, in
Eradicating Sexism \

I

TEW-13
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TEACHER AS SCHOLAR

Teacher Educator Worksheet 14

Functions of Scholar Specific Actions to be Taken in
Eradicatine Sexism

1. Continual Inquiry and Ac-
quisition of Knowledge

,

2. Applicatiop and Integration
of Knowledge into the Teach-
ing-Learning Process

..

3. Generation of New Knowledge

TEW-14
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TEACHER EDUCATOR AS SCHOLAR AND INSTITUTION BUILDER:
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTION

Teacher Educator Worksheet 15

The following is a list of suggested recommendations for eliminating sexism
in teacher education programs. These recommendations are adapted from "Elimina-

ting Sexism: Teacher Education and Change," Shirley McCune and Martha Matthews,
Journal of Teacher Education, Volume XXVI, No. 4, Winter 1975, pp. 294-300. How-

ever, you may wish to add other recommendations which are,also related to the
-teache educators role as.scholar and institution builder.,

C\Teacher tahlcator as Institution Builder

1. Initiate institutional self-evaluations to review teacher education
policies and practices as related to sex bias. (Including employment,

promotion, tenure, student recruitment and treatment, curricular materials,
progiam g9als, role models, compliance with Title IX, etc.).

2. Deveiop affirmative action plans to correct discriminatory practices and

programs.

3. Disseminate information related to sexism to other departments on the

6mpus and to other teacher education programs.

4. Include content related to sex bias throughout the teacher education

program.

5. Provide leadership within the college or professional organizations
for the development of programmatic efforts which address sexism in

education.

6. Develop a center of nonsexist materials, available for use by other

faculties as well as teacher education colleagues.

Teacher Educator as Scholar

1. Design research which addresses problems of educational practice and

sex bias.

2. DisseTinate this resea:Th to school systems and other departments on

campUg.

3. Read educational journals and other related literature to keep informed

about tex bias research.

4. Implement results of investigations to modify instructional, curricular,

and other policies and practices.

5. Encourage the establishment of research agendas to encourage coordinated/

systematic investigations into suthvboncerns as:

possible differences in learning styles of males and females

.causal relationships between sex differences and educational per-
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formance )

the sources of sex bias in education

the effectiveness of programs designed to eliminate sex bias in
_education

development of curricular materials which are nonsexist

identification/correctim of sex bias within educational theory
and disciplinary content

TEW-15
(Page 2)
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TEACHER EDUCATOR AS SCHOLAR AND INSTITUTION BUILDER
ACTION' PLANNING.

Teacher Educator Worksheet lb

1. Identifying Action Objectives

Which three recommendations listed on Worksheet 15 would you
most like to convert into personal objectives? (You may prefer to identify
objectives related to the teacher educator-as scholar and institution builder
which are not included on the worksheet. Worksheet 15 is designed to
offer suggestions only.)

A.

B.

C.

2. Barriers and Supports

A. What are the barriers that you will likely face in attaining your
three action objectives?

\

B. What supports will you have in working toward your change objecti;les?

C. What resources (knowledge, skills, money, people, etc.) will you need
to achieve your action objectives?

/
"FEW -16
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3. List below the steps that you will have to take to attain these objectives.
Next to each step, identify a target date for its completion.

STEP SCHEDULE-

TEW-16
(Page 2)
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WORKSHOP EVALUATION FORM

Teacher Educator Worksheet 17

1. At this point, how would you rate your know10qe of:

Preparing teachers to analyze
and alleviate sex bias in
instructional materials

thorough understanding
some knowledge
little knowledge
no knowledge

Preparing te:..chers to analyze and
alleviate sex bias in the classroom,
the school, and the profession

thorough understanding
some knowledge
little knowledge
no knowledge

2. What concerns'or questions about pi-eparing teachers to analyze and alleviate
sex bias in instructional materials, in the classroom, in the school, and
in the profession have been answered for you today?

3. What concerns or questions preparing teachers to analyze and alleviate
sex bias still remain unanswered for you?

4. Which of the day's activities were most helpful to you?

5. Which of the day's activities were least helpful to you?

6. What information, experiences, or activities do you need next in order
to help prepare teachers to analyze and alleviate sex bias?

1 'I)TEW-17
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IDENTIFYING SEX BIAS IN INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURES--
CASE EXAMPLE ANSWER SHEET

Teacher Educator Worksheet 7A

Following are suggested responses for participant Worksheet 7. In some
cases, other fonms of bias may also,apply and facilitators may accept answers
that vary from the suggested responses below.

1. No bias

2. InvisibilityThe script could be rewritten by increasing interaction
with female students and praising,them for academic performance as yell
as good behavior.'

3. Fragmentation--Another possible answer is stereotyping. The script
could be rewritten by eliminating the sex-segregated grouping.

4. Fragmentation in the visual display--The script could be rewritten
by integrating the accomplishments of women throughout bulletin board
materials.

5. Stereotyping--The script could be rewritten by asking for student
volunteers to get the new textbooks.

6. Linguistic bias--The script could be rewritten by refering to cave
"people," "people's" discovery of fire and "their" development of
primative tools.

7. Unreality and stereotyping--The script could be rewritten by having
both females and males staple their papers. To eliminate unreality,
Ms. Jones must recognize the various subtle ways that sex bias may
emerge in her classroom.

8. Fragmentation--The script can be rewritten by eliminating tie sex-
segregated competition.

9. Stereotyping and isolation--The script can be rewritten by indicating
that no student may go near the drill press until operational procedures
have been demonstrated.

10. No bias

11. Stereotyping:-The script can be rewritten by recognizing expression of
emotion for both Sally and Bob.

12. Stereotyping and linguistic bias--The script could be rewritten by
eliminating the referen-c---E1-57011en mathematicians".

13. Imbalance and stereotypingThe script could be rewritten by providing
a balance of female and Male speakers.

14. No bias

15. No bias
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IDENTIFYING SEX BIAS IN TEACHER EDUCATION COURSES

Sample Resporses to the Prediction Sheet

Teacher Educator Worksheet 9A

The participants will probably suggest a number of responses which may be
both accurate and not represented in this appendix. The following examples are
meant to indicate the general nature of appropriate participant responses,
and should not be considered a complete list.

1. -Invisibility--Does the teacher educator tend to focus attention more on
one sex, leaving class members of the other sex less involved in classroom
interaction? 4
Are there female role models in leadership an0 managerial positions in the
teacher education program?

Does the teacher education program contain continuous instruction on the
role and effects of sex bias in education?

2. Stereotyping--Does the teacher educator indicate expectations that male
students will teach in the higher grades or go into administfttion?

Does the teacher educator indicate expectations that males will be more
effective disciplinarians?

Does the teacher educator indicate expectations that females will either
remain as teachers for their entire career, or give up their careers entirely
to get married?

Does the teacher educator praise females for their appearance, males for
their accomplishments?

3. Fragmentation/Isolation--Does the teacher educator arbitrarily separate
,maTe and female students for work groupings?

Are there any exhibits or displays which arbitrarily separate males and
females?

4. Linguistic Bias--Does the teacher educator employ sexist language (e.g.,
school board chairman?)

Do any class exhibits contain sex-biased words and messages?

5. Imbalance/Selectivity--Does the teacher educator's behavior demonstrate
an understanding of sex differences in intellectual achievements?

Does the teacher education program reflect a stronger emphasis on the
teaching of reading than on science or math methodology?

Does the teacher education program include instruction on the methods of
teaching spacill relations skills?

TEW-9A
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6. Unreality-- Does the teacher educator reflect an understanding of the
research on sex differences?

Does the teacher educator indicate a realization of the effects of
sexist behaviors and materials?

Is the teacher educator committed to reducing and eliminating sex
bias in the classroom?

IV

Ve
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AFFIRMATIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR THE TEACHER EDUCATION CLASSROOM:
SUGGESTED RESPONSES

Teacher Educator Worksheet 12A

Following are sample affirmative teaching strategies for Participant
Worksheet #8. It should be kept in mind that there are many other potentially
appropriate responses as well.

Awareness Strategies

Helping 5tudents analyze teacher education textbooks for sex bias

Providing supplementary material to correct textbook omis.sions and
inaccuracies

Helping teacher education students analyze sex bias in television and
newspaper coverage of education. (For example Kotter and his sweathogs
suffer drastically from bias in omission and in stereotyping)

Developing a variety of content lessons that deal directly with issues
of sexism in education

\..

Analysis and Clarification Strategies

Questions on the "where do you. stand strategy" can be adapted to a
level appropriate for teacher education students. For example, the following
are sample quotations appropriate for teacher education-ItudentS.

,
How many of you:

_

--would feel somewhat uncomfortable if a female student stated that
she was determined to'become a heart speciOlist? A senator? President
of the United States?

--think that a pregnant unmarried woman should be dismissed from a junior
hi.)11 school teaching position?

--think it is appropriate for a woman to Work when she has preschool
children?

--have ever wondered why there is so little information about women in
your textbooks?

The "Fill in the Dots" strategy can also be adapted for teacherv*ucation
students. The Autobiographical Questionnaire can also be used for teacher
education students. So can a strategy called "The Conflict Story" which is
described below.

Conflict Stor,y_

Read the following story and then list the names of the characters you
liked the most and those you liked the least. In small groups, talk the lists

TEW:-12A
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over and discuss why you have rank ordered the characters as you have.

Ms. Jones, Ms. Smith, ard Ms. Dean want to institute a course on women's
studies for their ,gchool's ;th grade classes. They do a great deal of research
and they present to the principal a well-developed curriculum complete with
objectives, learning opportunities, book lists, and evaluation activities. They
feel there is both a need and an interest on the part of students for such a
course. The principal greets their proposed course with scorn, noting, "With
all we're trying to cram into the currjculum today, there's aUsolutely no room
for this kind of foolishness:" The three teachers meet with a guidance counselor
and they try to enlist his support in gaining acceptance of the course. When
the initially sympathetic guidance counselor, who has his eye on the assistant
principalship, learns that the principal has already rejected instituting the
course, he withdraws from further involvement saying, "It surely would be a nice
Addition to have such a course, but it's not worth upsetting ,the school over it."
Ms. Smith is v(ry upset by the experience, but she decides to salvage some of
the course by inserting it piecemeal into her class work so the principal would
not know about it. Ms. Jones is -determined to keep working to get the course
recognized, and she continues talking to the students, teachers, and parents
to win their support. Ms. Dean considers the situation to be symbolically
frustrating, and she leaves teaching to become more directly involved with the
women's movement.

Action Strategies

Almost all the action strategies listed on information sheet #4 can be
utilized in the teacher education classroom. Also:

teacher education students can develop lesson and unit plans for various
grade levels that deal with issues of sexism.

they can do research on various topics related to sexism in order to
supplement their texts and correct existing biases.

they can conduct experimental studies that attempt to answer various
questions related to sexism and sex role stereotyping.

they can develop nonsexist materials for use in their classrooms--puzzles,
board games, simulation games, a variety of toys, math anxiety units, and
techniques for teaching spatial abilities, etc.
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